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Awesome.

ULTRA MODERN SCANNING RECEIVER
•100kHz -1300MHz
•AM/FM/WFM
•700 memory channels
•Steps: 5/6.5/8.33/10/12.5/
15/20/25/ 30/50/100kHz
•Auto descrambler
•Bug detector
•Stereo FM (with headphones)
•Attenuator
•SMA Antenna
•Battery saver cct
•Size: 56w x102h x23d mm
•Weight: 14.5g (without batteries)
•Supplied c/w: 3AA dry cell, battery
case, carrying strap
Optional extras
•Lithium ion battery pack
•Ni-Mh battery pack
•Drop in mains charger.
•Earphone

DJ-X2 THE ULTIMATE LIGHTWEIGHT SCANNER
1
1)

New micro-sized scanner from Alinco.
If you are looking for ascanner that
goes anywhere. Fits in you shirt
pocket, or handbag so you can take it
to the air show, boat show, on holiday
in fact just about anywhere you like,
then the DJ-X2 has got to be the radio
to have.
Easy to operate but with enough power
for the more demanding user.
•Receives: 522kHz -999.995MHz
•AM WFM NFM
•Selectable scan modes
•700 memories
•Audio descrambler
•Bug detector -detects presence and
frequency of bug giving audible
warning
•Selectable internal /external antenna
•Internal or external supply
•Program Search banks
•Illuminated backlight display
•tperlormance mode, easy and expert
RX attenuator
•Auto power off mode
•Priority channel monitoring
•Squelch control
•Volume control

with
8.33kHz for
airband

£129.95

£169.95

ALINCO

NEVADA -Official UK Distributors of Alinco

vvideband scanning receivers
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DJ-X10E

ADVANCED FEATURED SCANNING RECEIVER

•Receives: 100kHz -2000MHz
•Multi mode reception
AM -WFM -NFM -SSB -CW
•1200 memory channels
•Channel scope spectrum
analyser that allows
monitoring of 40 channels
•Advanced scanning features:
Programmed scan
(up to 10 groups)
Programmed memory
-Any memory sc

-Mode scan
(not found on many scanners!)
-UFO search
-Dual VEO search
-Band encursion scan
-Priority scan
-Any channel ship scan
•Battery save facility
•Facilities for cloning
another set
•Built-in 24 hour clock
hable attenuator

DJ-X2000

THE 'INTELLIGENT' SCANNING RECEIVER

•Covers 100kHz -2,149.99MHz
•2000 channel memory
•Modes:
AM/NFM/VVFM/LSB/USB/CW
auto mode position
•'Flashtune' reads the
frequency of anearby
transmitter and instantly takes
your receiver to it
•Transweeper -Instantly
locates hidden transmitters
that may be used for
eavesdro 'ng

audio direct from the receiver
or voice via the built in
microphone
•Descrambler
•Channel scope
•Bug detector
•CTCSS decoder built in
•CTCSS -Search facility
•Frequency counter
•Field strength meter
•SMeter
•FM Stereo receive
•Two level attenuator
le

Includes FREE:
•Multi voltage 110V to 240VAC
mains charger for easy use
anywhere in the world
•4.8V DC 700mAH NiCad
battery pack
•Belt clip
•Carrying strap
•Flexible low profile antenna
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ED'S
comments

Celebrating Andrew's

SWM Services

success (from left to right),

Subscriptions
...i[ah/e at f36 per ,s •
c•
u Europe and
f
merseas Subscription copies are
despatched by accelerated Surface Post outside
Europe Airmail rates for overseas subscriptions
can be quoted on request Joint subscriptions to
both Short Wave Magazine and I:tactical Wire',
are available at £60 (UK) f73 (Europe) and f131
(rest of world/. £93 (airmail).

Alan Betts, Andrew's Mum
and Dad, Bob Whelan

G3PJT and Andrew Finch

M3FMA at the front.

A

nother year has flown past, this is the last
editorial of Volume 60, the December issue. It is
this 12th magazine of the year that provides the
annual dilemma as to when Christmas Greetings
are to be issued forth. This year achange for
me, I'm going to wish you all aMerry Christmas in this
magazine and I'll stick to New Year's resolutions in the next.

Foundation Landmark
Imentioned

last month that the 5000th amateur radio
Foundation Licence had been issued. That licence was
awarded to young scout Andrew Finch (11) who was recently
presented with M3FMA at aformal ceremony at the RA's
Baldock listening post and training centre located in
Hertforshire. Those present at Andrew's presentation included
Alan Betts, Head of the Amateur Radio Section at the RA,
Bob Whelan G3PJT, President of the RSGB, Paul Bigwood
G3VVYW Yaesu UK, members of CSARF and Andrew's
parents and Grandfather. Prior to the presentation, Alan
Betts, Andrew and his entourage were treated to the 'Grand
Tour' of the Baldock Monitoring station. The tour included a
demonstration of direction finding techniques and alook at
one of the mobile laboratories.
The event rounded off with Andrew M3FMA posing for
the press before everyone enjoyed abuffet lunch.
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Components For 51691Projocts
In general all components used in constructing
SVVMpropacts are available from avariety of
component suppliers. Where special, or difficult ,c
obtain. components are specified. asupplier
be quoted in the
'
article The printed circuit beer'

Throughout this period Andrew clutched his FT-817 which
had been donated by Yaesu UK to commemorate the
occasion. Well done Andrew and welcome to the hobby. I
hope to work you on air.
Here's looking forward to the 10,000th licence being
awarded!
Whilst on the subject of operating on amateur bands, if
all goes to plan, I
should be operational h.f. mobile in the
near future, so please keep an ear open for M3SVVM/M.

Web Site
Last month I
announced the inclusion of afrequency list on
the SWM web site. Well, I've had quite afew appreciative
letters from readers. One particular E-mail from Barry Harding
stated how useful he found the inclusion as it allowed simple
copying into his receiver frequency database/control software.
Barry also suggests that we increase the amount of the
magazine that's published on the web site. One day we
might be able to offer electronic subscriptions.
That's it from me this month. Enjoy the rest of the magazine
and seasons greetings from all of us at SWM.

gPP/ PUBLISHING LTD. ZW2, Copyright in all drawings, photographs and anicles published in Short Wave Magazine is fully
:•:tected and reproduction or imitation in whole or in part is expressly forbidden. All reasonable precautions are taken by Short
Da, eMagazine to ensure that the advice and data given to our readers is reliable. We cannot, however, guarantee it and we cannot
s:sect legal responsibility for it Prices are those current as we go to press. Short Wave Magazine, USPS No. 006996, is published
for £36 (UK) per year by PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH188PW. Second
ass Postage paid at South Hackensack. Postmaster: Send USA address changes to Royal Mail International, do Yellowstone
—•_1 — a: ra ,1375 Pratt Boulevard, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007-5937.
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Nottingham NG10 1BL Tel 0115 -967 0918.
Cae :
0870 -056 KM.
Photocopies & Back Issues
We have aselection of back issues covering the
past three years of SAM If you ae looking for ac
article sr review hat you missed first time around
we can help If we don't have the whole issue we
can always supply aphotoCOOY of the article- Bark
issues for SVVMare £3 25 each and photocopies
are £3 25 per article
Binders are al. available (each binder takes one
volume) for £6 50 plus £1 P&P for one binder, £2
P&P for two or more, UK or overseas Prices
include VAT where appropriate
Acomplete review listing for SWM/PWs also
available from the Editorial Offices for fIno P&P
Placing An Order
On
-• •, ss hosiers and
,
PW Publishing
Ltd ,Post Sales Department, Arrowsmith
Conn, Station Approach, Broadstone Dorset
BH188PW
,uor
Pi
cheque or postal order payable to PW
Ltd. Cheques with overseas orders must be draw
on aLondon Clearing Bank and in Sterling Credit
card orders (Access, MasterCard. Eurocard. AMEX
or VI.) are also welcome by telephone to
Broadstone (01202)659930. An answering
machine will accept your order out of office hours
and during busy periods in the office You can also
FAX an order, giving full details to Broadstione

imam) 659950

Tue Email address ,s
bool,starepwpublishing.hd.uk
Technical Help
We regret Mat due to Editorial time scales, replies
to technical queries cannot be given over the
telephone. Any technical quedes by Email are
very unlikely to receive immediate attention either
So. if you require help with problems relating to
topes covered by 55803 then please write to the
Editorial Offices, we will do our best to help and
reply by mail

DISCLAIMER. Short Wave Magazine wishes in no way to either condone, or encourage, listeners to merinos frequencies and
services which are prohibned by law We respectfully refer you all to both the Wireless Telegraphy Ac11949, and the
Interception of Communications Act 1985. Some of the products offered for sale in advertisements in this magazine may have
been obtained from abroad or from unauthorised sources. Short Wave Magazine advises readers contemplating mad order
to enquire whether the products are suitable for use in the UK and have full after-sales back-up available.The Publishers of
Short Wave Magazine wish to point out that bis the responsibility of readers to ascertain the legally or otherwise of rtems
offered for sale by advertisers in this magazine.
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Is there something you want to get off your chest? Do you
have a problem fellow readers can solve?
If so then drop a line to the Editor at EISL, Short Wave
Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW.

THE BEST LETTER WILL RECEIVE A £20 VOUCHER TO
SPEND ON ANY SWM SERVICE.

Dear Sir
As aholder of a5MHz NoV for both my own callsign
and for the ATC squadron with which I
am associated,
I
was interested to read Clive Hardy's 'Amateur Bands'
column in the November SWM. It is nice to know that
SWM readers and listeners generally are being kept
up-to-date with what we are trying to do on these
frequencies.
I
was concerned however to read that lots of
amateurs who have converted, (or have had
converted) their radios to work on 5MHz may be in
contravention of the 1992 Electromagnetic
Compatibility Regulations. Ihave not read that
document, or sought to look it up on the website, but
it does cause me some concern, especially as the
RSGB/RA in the documentation which they send out
with the NoV seem to contemplate the modification
by amateurs of their existing equipment.
Hoping to act in aresponsible manner I
drafted an
E-mail to the RSGB and copied it to the PW, SWM,
GQRP and 5MHz E-mail readers groups. I
sought
clarification from the RSGB, preferring that to aknock
on the door from an unfriendly representative of the
'Secretary of State' as referred to in the BR68.
As aresult, there has been adeal of
correspondence on the E-mail groups, and to my great
surprise most of it has been on the lines of "Don't ask
questions if you will not like the answer", "Let
sleeping dogs lie", "Why look for trouble" and the
like.
Now I
always thought that in the main the British
amateur radio fraternity were arespectable,
responsible and law abiding group of enthusiasts. We
are responsible in dealing with the world at large, we
go to huge lengths to avoid interference with other
users of the radio spectrum, we abide by band plans
as if they were gospel, and we search out intruders
wherever possible. So why do so many people bury
their head in the sand over this important matter? I
am
at aloss to explain it.
Clive brought up avery valid point, which should
be of interest and concern to all those who own and
operate amateur radio equipment. My request has
been passed on to Gordon G3LEQ who did alot of
the work in setting up the 5MHz experiment. As soon
as he reaches adecision, Ihave no doubt that it will be
passed onto us.
At the end of the day Ihave no doubt that we will
be told to "carry on chaps", we are after all on part of
the military allocation, and hopefully doing something
useful at the same time as having abit of interest.
Roy GOTAK -2E1RAF
Cumbria
Roy, perhaps you should consider home
construction...and avoid the bureaucracy of EMC
issues altogether -Ed.
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Dear Sir
This letter is partially triggered by John Wilson's
review of the AOR loop antenna in the
November issue of SWM. Probably like many of
your readers, I
own and use aportable receiver,
fitted with atelescopic whip. Most of the better
makes also supply a3.5mm type coaxial socket
for use with a'fishing reel' random wire.
However, I
cannot work out how one can use
any of the more advanced antennas on the
market, without having to move to amains
powered, tabletop receiver. As part of my
interest in using abetter antenna comes from
wishing to take my radio travelling, I
should like
to stick with abattery powered receiver.
One of your other regular contributors has
referred in arecent article to using asimple
crocodile clip, attached to the core of ashort
length of 50i2 coaxial cable, but I
am at aloss
as to how this forms acircuit with the balun
winding. Surely, if Iread my copy of Joe Carr's
Receiving Antenna Handbook correctly, it is
necessary to match the impedance of the
antenna device to that of the input of the
receiver, else the extra performance of the
antenna system is effectively wasted.
Joe Carr makes afleeting reference to
using aclose fitting ferrite cored coil, slid over
the whip antenna, but I
do not know if such a
device is commercially available. Would it be
possible for one of your contributors or akind
hearted, and more technically competent
reader than myself, to point me in the right
direction?
Incidentally, Ihave been taking SWM for
over ten years now, and thoroughly enjoy it. A
few more articles and reviews of affordable
equipment would be appreciated though. They
seem to have become thinner on the ground
than they were when I
first discovered the
magazine. Keep up the good work.
Neil Mander
Devon
Neil, the use of external antennas with portable
sets should be treated with caution. This type
of set is optimised for use with the antenna
provided. The only benefit of using an external
antenna is to escape the noise present within
the confines of buildings. I
recommend that
you don't use antennas of any great length say more than 5m. Simply clipping an extension
to the telescopic whip is fine. If you wish to use
atorodial transformer (magnetic balun) or unun, then I
suggest that you utilise a3to 5turn
insulated loop slipped over the in-built whip,
this is then connected to the coaxial feed. -Ed.

Dear Sir
I
am new to the hobby and
have lots of questions,
though I'll limit myself for
now. Irecently discovered
Short Wave Magazine
which is currently
answering lots of my queries,
unfortunately it's also raising many new
ones too. I
guess this is apretty normal
situation when you take on anew interest.
My main question is what receiver should I
buy? There seems to be abewildering choice
of possibilities. I
currently have an old battery
National Panasonic set an RF-500, which
seems fine for listening to broadcast stations,
but don't I
need something better for
amateurs and the likes of aircraft? I
don't want
to commit large amounts of money at this
stage so I
guess something second-hand is
what I'm looking for.
Ireally enjoy reading the regular columns in
SWM, I'm particularly intrigued by the Satellite
news feed mention in Roger Bunney's page.
Bob Knight
Sussex
Hello Bob, welcome to the hobby you couldn't
have done better than to have discovered
SWM. Your query is atypical dilemma
experienced by many of our readers at one
time or another As you say there is ahuge
selection of short wave (h. f) receivers to
choose from. Icertainly recommend that you
look for asuitable used receiver Our very own
'Trading Post' section is avery good starting
point to your quest. You will probably find that
in time as you discover more you will need
more than one set both to be able to monitor
more than one station ata time, but also to
obtain coverage of the radio spectrum. I'm
sure that as time progresses you'll want to
explore vhf, and uhf.
The difficulty as this stage is your lack of
knowledge of the radios on offer Apossible
solution to your problem is to get acopy of
Buying aUsed Shortwave Receiver by Fred
Osterman. Our Book Store stocks this useful
and reasonably priced guide. For more details
on specific sets, you may want to get hold of
an SWM review these are also available from
the SWM Book Store, call Clive on (01202)
659930. Iwish you along and enjoyable
experience with the hobby -Ed.
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Win the Roberts C9950
voice activated
6-event quarter speed
cassette recorder
Worth £80!
"At last a cassette recorder with aVCR style timer -Just what we
need for recording around the shack", says Kevin Nice.
You can see what Kevin thought of the superb Roberts quarter speed
stereo cassette recorder with VOX and multi-event timer in next month's
SWM. Now though, you have the chance of winning this terrific shack
ac cessory.
Using the recommended C90 cassette you can record up to six hours of
material (three hours per side). A normal speed mode is also included.
The C9950 can be powered from four internal C-cells or via the supplied
mains adapter. Its 6-event timer allows unattended recording of
programmes broadcast at inconvenient times. Each of the six events can
be set to record on a particular day, every day or Saturday/Sunday -very
flexible indeed. The variable sensitivity 'voice activated recording mode'
allows for unattended recording of intermittent radio signals too.
This Roberts C9950 cassette recorder also provides Microphone, headphone, monitor, 'Line
In', 'Line Out' and 'remote activation' sockets, plus an internal microphone.
This handy, portable multi-function cassette recorder could be yours. Just enter our competition to win the reviewed
recorder which Roberts Radio have donated as a prize, simply complete the entry form below answering the three
questions and post your entry now.
Good luck!

Entry Form
To enter this prize draw, please fill in your details on the entry form, (photocopies can be accepted with the
I original corner flash attached), answer the three questions and post your entry to: SWM Roberts C9950
I Competition, Arrowsmith Court, Station ittpproach, Broodstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
Name
Address

Tel
E-mail:
Do you receive SWM every month?

Where do you buy SWM"'

QI: How many events can be programmed into the C9950?

I

Q2 . How many record speeds does the C9950 feature?
'

I Q3: How many audio input sockets does the C9950 have?

I The closing date for this competition is 24 December 2002, the winner will be drawn on 4January 2003 -the first four correct answers
I drawn will be winners. The winners will be announced in the February 2003 SWM. The Editor's decision is final.
I If you wish not to be contacted by PW Publishing Ltd. or associated companies please tick here j

communiqué
AWeek
in Miscou
acques d'Avignon
reports from his recent one-week
Miscou s.w.l. DXpedition.Even though
the A and Kindices were very high,
not much different from
last year's numbers, the
reception conditions were
superb.
In addition our little party
had the chance of witnessing
three night of intense
northern lights (aurora
borealis). One night in
particular was spectacular
with pulsing light from the
horizon up to the zenith untill
0400. Yes, we stayed awake
to watch! The appearance of
the northern lights did not
appear to cause
any propagation
problems on I.w.
where Kevin
Carey and I
logged 31
countries. Almost
all broadcasters
from Europe and
North Africa
were logged, but
most of our
loggings were
NDBs. As last
year, Ascension
Island was one of
our targets, but this time it was audible
every day. One night we could hear
Ascension and Narsasuaq in Greenland
battling IDs on 359kHz, they are only one
kHz apart.
France Inter on 162kHz and Iceland on
189kHz were heard all day at levels that
varied between 57 and S9+40.
We did not hear any NDBs from the UK
nor from Iceland, but heard one in Spain

and one in Portugal. Something that
remains amystery was our inability to hear
any NDBs from Iceland. This left us very
perplexed with no valid explanation. We
monitored every night aseries of NDB
frequencies from that country but heard
absolutely nothing.
Our record distance was to an NOB in
Brazil that was lurking near the noise floor
and that we were finally able to hear. In
addition we heard the following countries
or islands:
Trinidad, Puerto
Rico, Columbia,
Venezuela,
Jamaica, Azores,
Madeira, St
Pierre-Miquelon,
Bahamas,
Antigua,
Barbados,
Dominican
Republic, Cape
Verde, Mexico,
Columbia, Cuba,
Caymans Is., and
finally Turks and
Caicos.
The antenna
farm was as
follows: three 300m
terminated Beverage simply
laid on the ground, (there are
no trees or shrubs around) and
one 18m diameter Wellbrook
Large Aperture Loop. Each
antenna was feeding a
Wellbrook antenna splitter for
distribution to the various
receivers; three AOR
AR7030+s and aDrake R8B.
This year the local police
force did not appear on our doorstep, the
visit was replaced by the visit of an irate
landowner on whose land we had laid
down one antenna wire by mistake, that
small problem was ironed out peacefully.
Currently we are considering asmall
DXpedition possibly in northern
Newfoundland in the Spring of 2003 with
plans being made for Miscou 2003. Stay
tuned!

Winners' Day
DC (Telecom Design
Communications) Ltd., specialist
electronics components distributor
and winners of Basingstoke Business
In The Community Award, were
delighted to host the four winners of the TOC
Young Innovator of the Year Competition at
the Basingstoke offices back on Monday 4th
November.
The Young Innovator of the Year
competition
winners were
announced in
July at TDC's
tenth
anniversary.
The aim of the
Siemens and
Natwest Bank
sponsored
competition
Adam Cousin showing a car
tracking device to Michael
was to "Make
Hancey.
Machines Talk",
with students invited to suggest innovative
ways of using GSM technology.
Each of the winners was given achoice of
four out of five areas in the company to visit:
Accounts, Marketing, Sales, Stores and
Technical. Once chosen, each student spent an
hour with each department, gaining hands-on
work experience. Visitors to the Technical
department helped to present avehicle
tracking demonstration. Equally, visitors to
TDC's Marketing department were each able to
produce their own web page on the company's
live website -see
www.tdc.co.uk/younginnovator.htm
The winners were also treated to lunch
with members of the TOC team. At the end of
the day all of the students were presented with
acertificate in recognition of their work
experience. Managing Director, Jerry Sandys
comments, "We are delighted to have our
winners back with us to spend aday in
business. We hope that through the
Competition and Winners' Day, we have
encouraged the students to consider the
electronics industry as an inspired vocation".
TOC can be contacted at Stroudley Road,
Basingstoke, Hampshire RG24 8FN, Tel:
(01256) 332800, FAX: (01256) 332810.

Record & Go

N

evada are pleased to announce the release of the new Roberts
Programmable Cassette Recorder -the C9950 -which will be of
special interest to radio enthusiasts. The recorder features, dual
record speed, six seperate timed recordings, voice activated
recording, timed voice activated recording and remote switching
of other equipment.
The recorder can be left hooked up to aradio and make either timed or
voice activated recording whilst your away from the set. It can also switch the

8

radio on via it's internal timer switch. The C9950 will sell for £80.
Further details available from Roberts distributors
Nevada on (02392) 313090 or visit www.nevada.co.uk
You could be in with achance to win the
Roberts C9950 -see page 7for our
easy to enter competition!
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December 1: The Bishop
Auckland Radio Amateurs Club
(BARAC) Rally will take place at
Spennymoor Leisure Centre.
Please note that this is avenue
suited for both trader and
disabled as it boasts good
parking and access to alarge
ground floor hall. There will be
the usual radio, computer,
electronics, as well as aBring &
Buy, catering and bar facilities.
Morse tests will be available on
demand. As you can imagine,
there is alot to do for all the
family within the confines of
the Leisure Centre. Doors open
1100 (1030 for disabled
visitors) and admission is fl ,

T

he Chelmsford Amateur Radio
Society ran h.f. and v.h.f.
demonstration stations at the recent
Science Discovery Day held at Sandford
Mill Museum. An exhibit which was
popular with the younger visitors was a
demonstration of water powered rockets by CARS
member Dr. Geoff Bowles Keeper of Science and
Industry along with Education Officer Caroline
Hammer. Perhaps this could be the way to launch
the next
OSCAR
satellite!
The club
meet on the
1st Tuesday in
each month at
1915 in the
Science Discovery Day launching a water powered
Marconi
rocket.
Social Club,
Beehive Lane, Great Baddow, Chelmsford.
Forthcoming meetings are: 7th January constructors evening; 4th February -vh.f./u.h.f.
propagation by Les Barclay G3HTF and 4th March
-Talk by Practical Wireless Editor Rob Mannion
G3XFD. The next club Foundation course will be
starting on Thursday 9th January.
For further information on the club contact
David Bradley MOBQC on (01245) 602838, Email: cars@g0mvvt.org.uk or visit
http://www.g0mwt.org.uk/

mum

A

erial Techniques have recently
informed the SWM Newsdesk that
they now have in stock the new
Grundig Davio 12V d.c. and mains
14in multi-system colour TV for
travellers and TVDXers, price of which is £299 inc.
VAT and overnight delivery anywhere in the UK is
just £12.
More information from Aerial Techniques Ltd.
at 59 Watcombe Road, Southbourne,
Bournemouth, Dorset BH6 3LX, Tel: (01202)
423555, FAX: (01202) 425055, E-mail:
atech@dircon.co.uk or visit www.aerialtechniques.com

T

under 14s free of charge if
accompanied by an adult. Talkin on S22. Mark GOGFG on
(01388) 745353 or Brian
G7OCK on (01388) 762678
December 8: The Red Rose
Radio Rally will be held at
Lowton Civic Hall, Lowton,
near Leigh. Doors open 1100,
(1045 for disabled visitors).
There will be car parking for
approx. 200 cars and it is easy
to find from 123 of the M6
motorway. There will be
catering, disabled access,
computer stalls, licensed bar,
car parking and also avisit by
Santa Claus. More information

eereT

rident -the newest UK antenna
manufacturer is pleased to announce
the release of their 'DX Buster' series of
6m Yagi antennas. These antennas are
designed for the serious 6m DXer. They
are computer optimised for both performance
and survival in the worst of the UK's weather.
Using ariveted construction, the antennas
are extremely light yet strong. The Yagis are preassembled so that they can be put together
quickly without the need for measurement on
site.
The top of the range 7-element 9m long
boom Yagi boasts gain of 13.3dBi with an
impressive radiation pattern. It's ideal for stacking
applications (weighing only 11kg) yet with wind
survival of over 118m.p.h.

from Stephen Daniels on
(01942) 888900 or write to
Stephen Daniels at Astley
House, Johnson Street,
Tyldesley, Manchester M29
8AB.
December 8: The Worcester
Radio Rally is being held at the
Worcester Rugby Club, M5 J6,
Worcester. Doors open 1000,
admission is £2, car parking
free. There will be trade stands,
Special Interest Groups, a
licensed bar, catering and free
raffle. For more details contact
John G8MGK on (01527)
545823/(07762) 203355 or
visit www.qsl.net/gb2tcr

The installation at Mike G3SED's 0TH of two
Trident 7-element long boom 6m Yogis
spaced 7 5m apart -23m

_
TRIDENT

e antennas
gew,,Élealm.
1

Full details are available from Distributors
Nevada on (02392) 313090 or at the Trident
website www.tridentantennas.co.uk

bhi NES10-2 Winner

C

ongratulations to Ron Blackburn of Wilpshire in
Blackburn, who is the lucky winner drawn from the
bhi NES10-2 competition, which featured in the
October 2002 SWM. The NES10-2 is on its way to
you Ron.

New WR-G303i PC Receiver

T

he Australian receiver company, WiNRADiO, have introduced a
PC short wave receiver, the WR-G303i, covering the frequency

range 9kHz to 30MHz. This new low-cost receiver, continues in
the fine tradition established by WiNRADiO's successful range of
wide-band PC-based receivers. The WR-G303i is the first of the G3
Series of software defined receivers.
The receiver fits simply into most desk top PCs, and occupies asingle PCI
expansion slot. A Software Defined Receiver. (SDR) is one where
demodulation and last if. (intermediate frequency) processing are done
entirely in software. Usually this means using dedicated d.s.p., but in the case
of the G303i, this processing is done on apersonal computer using asound
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card (most modern PCs are now faster and more powerful
than many d.s.p.s were only afew years ago).
So, if you own aPC, the chances are that you already own an important
part of aSoftware Defined Receiver! The receiver was recently involved in
receiving experiments in Australia using the digital short wave service,
known as DRM. See SWM July 2002. DRM offers f.m. quality within asmall
bandwidth, and is likely to revolutionise s.w. broadcasting in years to come.
Further information on the product is available via the link
www.winradio.co.uk or by calling the UK distributor, Falcon
Equipment and Systems on (01684) 295807. See the first UK review in a
forthcoming SWM!
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BRIAN ODDY G3FEX, THREE CORNERS, MERRYFIELD WAY, STORRINGTON, WEST SUSSEX RH20 4NS

LM&S
uring the year, many listeners have sent
detailed reports on reception in the official
broadcast bands to me for inclusion in IM&S'.
They made interesting reading and Iam sure
the readers of this column will want to join me
in thanking them. Since this is the December edition of
SWM may Itake this opportunity to wish them and all
listeners aHappy Christmas and good reception in the
New Year!

Long Wave Reports
Note: 1.w. & mw. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in
UTC (=GMT). Unless otherwise stated, all logs were
compiled during September.
Whilst tuning around the band at night Jim Edwards
(Wigan) kept hearing two very weak transmissions on
270 and 279kHz -both were broadcasting in Russian,
but he was unable to obtain their idents. He also heard an
unidentified station on 162kHz -it could have been Agri,
Turkey (1000kW) which is co-channel with Allouis. At 2055
he picked up abroadcast from Gavar, Armenia (500kW)
on 234kHz. Later, he logged the Rikisutvarpid (RUV)
outlets at Gufuskalar, W.Iceland (300kW) on 189kHz and
Eidar, E.Icelnd (100kW) on 207kHz at 0020.
The RUV outlet at Eidar on 207kHz was heard for the
first time ever by Ernie Strong (Ramsey, Cambs) during
the early hours of the 27th. He found the best reception
could be obtained by setting his receiver to the I.s.b.
mode. He rated the transmission SINPO 13343 at 0150.
Enhanced conditions were observed during the
evening of the 30th by Fred Pallant in Storrington. He
noticed that the sky waves from Nardor, Morocco
(2000kW) on 171 and Azilal, Morocco (800kW) on 207
were causing co-channel interference to the other
occupants of those frequencies at 2020.

Medium Wave Reports
The sky waves from some of the many mw. stations in
the Middle East, N.Africa, Europe and Scandinavia
reached the UK after dark. During
daylight, the ground waves from
some of the UK local radio outlets
travelled considerable distances Listener
kHz
Station
Country Power
see charts.
(kW)
A'',H•,I•
153
Bechar
Algeria
1000
During aholiday in Austria,
153
Donebach OLE Germany
500
Peter Pollard (Rugby) stayed in
153
Bod
Romania
1200
Gossau, avillage about 1000 metres
162
Allouis
France
2000
171
Nader Medi-1
Morocco
2000
A',E',F*,1
a.s.l. up in the Dachstein Range. The
171
B'shakovo etc
Russia
1200
valley ran roughly south-east to
A',B,D",F',F1',I,K
177
Oranienburg
Germany
500
north-west, with mountains and
A'
180
Polati
Turkey
1200
183
Saarlouis
Germany
2000
glaciers blocking the northern
189
Gufuskalar
W.Iceland
150
A'',0',I'
aspects. Long and medium wave
A'
189
Caltanissetta
Italy
10
reception there proved to be good
198
Droitwich BBC UK
500
207
Munich DLF
Germany
500
and Peter compiled some
207
Eidar
E.Iceland
100
interesting logs -see charts. Much
207
Azilal
Morocco
800
to his surprise, he picked up the sky
216
Roumoules RMC S.France
1400
225
Polskie R-1
Poland
waves from two local radio stations
234
Gaver
Armenia
500
A'
in London -Sunrise Radio on 1458
234
Beidweiler
Luxembourg 2000
A',C,D',F',0',F1'.1,J*,K
(125kW), which rated SINPO 55445
243
Kalundborg
Denmark
300
252
lipaza
Algeria
1500
A',B,L)*,E,F*,G*,1,J*,K
at 1932; also Capital Gold on 1548
261
Burg(R.Ropa)
Germany
85
PC,B,D*,P,H*,J*
(97.5kW), noted as 34233 at 1940.
261
Taldom Moscow Russia
2500
A',G*
Both gave aclear station ident. The
270
Topolna
Czech Rep
1500
279
Sasnovy
Belarus
500
BBC World Service via Orfordness
on 648 was just audible, but on
Note: Entries marked •were logged during darkness. All other entries were
1296 it rated 45555.
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
Whilst staying in Taunton Bob
Norman (Chard) spent some time
Listeners:(A)
Jon Edwards, Wigan
searching the band after dark with
(B)
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
his new Grundig Yacht Boy 400
ICI
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
portable. He compiled some
(D)
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
(E)
Bob Norman, while in Taunton.
interesting logs which include some
Fred Pallant, Stornngton.
of the low power outlets in Spain (G)
Peter Pollard, while in Gossau, Austria.
see chart. Quite afew of the
(H)
David Stevenson, Swansea.
(I)
Ernie Strong, Ramsey, Cambs.
Spanish outlets were also logged by
(J)
Thomas Williams, Truro.
David Stevenson in Swansea. The
(K)
Fred Wilmshurst, Northampton.
SER stations located at Sant. de
Compostela (10kW) & Zaragoza

Long Wave Chart
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(25kW), which share 873kHz were mentioned in a
report from Harry Richards (Barton-on-Humber). He
says "At 0400 on the morning 4th of October they were
dominating the frequency. Not agood choice of
frequency for BBC R.Norfolk Iwould have thought!"
Harry is wondering if the transmitting antennas at the
Spanish outlets are designed for sky wave rather than
ground wave coverage.
During daylight on the 14th, while listening for ILR
Swansea Sound on 1170kHz, Simon Hockenhull
(E.Bristol) was suprised to hear asports commentary
covering agame in the Solent area. It came from
Capital Gold, Portsmouth on 1170 and peaked 22332 at
1457. Later the same day he was tuning around the
band after dusk and came across Manx Radio via
Foxdale (20kW) on 1368, which rated 44544 and
swamped BBC Wiltshire Sound via Swindon on 1368.
Sometimes Manx Radio confirm reception reports with
amost attractive QSL and they may well be interested
in this one -their address is Manx Radio, PO Box
1368, Douglas, Isle of Man.
At 0615 on the 27th the sky waves from the SER
50kW outlet in Barcelona, Spain on 666 were quite
potent and they made it impossible for Sheila Hughes
(Morden) to hear Classic Gold via Exeter on 666.
However, by careful adjustment to the direction of her
home-built loop and the tuning of her receiver she did
manage to receive faintly BBC R.York under SER.
Several other distant local radio stations were noted in
her report -see chart.

Short Wave Reports
The ionosphere was disturbed by the effects of solar
flares during some days in September and propagation
in the higher frequency bands then became very
unreliable. During those periods the daily broadcasts in
the 25MHz (11m) band from Radio France
International (RFI) to E/C.Africa on 25.820 (Fr, Eng
0830-1300) may not have reached their target, but that
is purely supposition as no reports arrived here from
that area.
Reception of the RFI transmissions in the UK varied
from day to day -sometimes they were clearly audible,
but more often they were weak or buried in noise. The
SINPO ratings quoted in the reports were 35232 at 0909
by Eddie McKeown in Newry; 25232 at 0923 in
Storrington; 22212 at 0940 by Vic Prier in Seaton;
35522 at 1005 in E.Bristol; 44444 at 1200 in Morden;
35444 at 1200 by Fred Wilmshurst in Northampton;
55434 at 1215 by Bernard Curtis in Stalbridge; 34322
at 1233 by Thomas Williams in Truro.
The effects of solar activity were also evident in the
21MHz (13m) band. Sometimes R.Australia's early
morning transmission to Pacific areas from Shepparton
on 21.725 (Eng 0200-0900) reached the UK. It was
rated 24422 at 0730 in Seaton. Their transmission to
Asia on 21.820 (Eng 0900-1400) could be received here
surprisingly well during some mornings, but more often
it was weak or buried in noise. During favourable
conditions it was rated 55445 at 0900 in Stalbridge. On
another occasion it was noted as 22222 at 0942 in Truro.
Quite afew broadcasters use this band to reach
listeners in selected target areas. They include
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 21.465 (Ur, Eng to Eur 07001010), rated 25433 at 0700 in Northampton; Swiss R.Int
via Softens 21.770 (Eng, It, Ger, Fr to Near East, Africa
0830-1030) 44333 at 0835 by Stan Evans in
Herstmonceux; R.Prague, Czech Rep 21.745 (Eng to
E.Africa, S.Asia 0900-0930) 55344 at 0900 in Newry;
R.Japan via Yamata, Japan 21.755 (Jap, Eng to
Australia 0900-1100) 34433 at 0939 by Rhoderick
Ullman in Oxted; BSKSA Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 21.705
(Ar to W.Eur 0600-1500) 44344 at 1040 by David Hall in
Morpeth; VOIRI Tehran 21.470 (Eng to Asia 1100-1228)
44433 at 1140 in E.Bristol; Channel Africa via Meyerton,
S.Africa 21.725 (Eng to W.Africa 1300-1455, Sat/Sun)
44444 at 1302 by Vera Brindley in Woodhall Spa; BBC
via Cyprus 21.660 (Eng to S.Africa 1400-1700) 44444 at
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MHz
4.865
4.875
4.880
4.885
4.885
4.885
4.890
4.890
4.895
4.895
4.905
4905
4.910
4.915
4.915
4.915
4.915
4.920
4.920
4.925
4.925
4.930
4.935
4.935
4.940
4.950
4.950
4.955
4.960
4.960
4.965
4.975
4.980
4985
4.990
4.995
5005
5.006
5009
5.009
5010
5010
5010
5.010
5.025
5.025
5025
5.025
5,030
5.030
5.030
5.033
5.035
5.035
5.040
5.050
5.050
5.100

Tropical Bands Chart
MHz
2.310
2.325
1205
1240
3.255
3.270
3.279
3.300
3.310
3.315
3.320
1356
3,365
3.365
3.915
3.955
3.955
1955
3.965
3.975
3.975
3.985
1995
4.005
4.190
4.750
4.750
4.760
4.765
4.770
4.775
4.775
4.790
4.790
4.790
4.800
4.800
4.800
4.805
4.815
4.815
4.820
4.820
4.820
4.825
4.830
4.832
4.835
4.840
4.845
4.845
4.845
4.850
4.850
4.856
4.860

Station
ABC Alice Springs
ABC Tennant Creek
R.Ribeirao
TWR Manzini
BBC via Meyerton
Namibian BC,Windhoek
La Voz del Napo
R.Cultural
R.Mosoj Chaski
AIR Bhopal
SABC (RSG) Meyerton
R.Botswana
GBC R-2
AIR Delhi
BBC via Kranji
R.Korea via Skelton
R.Taipei via Skelton
R.Budapest
R.Taipei via Skelton
R.Budapest
R.Korea via Skelton
China R.Int via SRI
DW via Julich?
Vatican R.
CPBS Minority Sce
Hulun Buir-Mo
Xizang BS, Lhasa
AIR Port Blair
R.Rural, Santarem
FRCN Kaduna
R.Liberal, Belem
AIR Imphal
AIR Chennai
AIR ltanagar
Azad Kashmir R.
CPBS 2Beijing
R.Buenas Nuevas
AIR Hyderabad
R.Nac.Amazonas
RDifusora, Londrina
R.diff TV Burkina
R.Botswana, Gaberone
Xizang, Lhasa
AIR Calcutta
R.Cancao Nova
R.Tachira
R.Litoral, La Ceiba
RIM Bamako
AIR Bombay
R.Cultura Ondas,Trop
RIM Kuala Lumpur
GRIM Nouakchott
CNR 1
AIR Kohima
R.La Hora, Cusco
AIR Delhi

Country
Australia
Australia
Brazil
Swaziland
S.Africa
Namibia
Ecuador
Guatemala
Bolivia
India
S.Africa
Gabarone
Ghana
India
Singapore
England
England
Hungary
England
Hungary
England
Switzerland
Germany
Italy
China
China
China
India
Brazil
Nigeria
Brazil
India
India
India
Pakistan
China
Guatemala
India
Brazil
Brazil
Ouagadougou
Botswana
China
India
Brazil
Venezuela
Honduras
Mali
India
Brazil
Malaysia
Mauritania
China
India
Peru
India

UTC
1850
1855
0025
2115
0425
0445
0
,
130
0415
0230
0130
1820
1822
2205
1835
2100
2100
1832
1850
2205
2120
2100
2305
2204
1928
2250
2345
2228
0045
2345
2206
0050
0140
0001
0135
1659
2100
0135
1655
2345
0005
2329
1824
2105
1657
0000
0035
0130
2018
1653
0215
1845
2016
2255
1825
0040
1904

DXer

A,C,H
H
A,C
A,C,G,H,L,M
D,J
B,D,E,G,H,I,J
G,L
H
A,C
A,H,K.M
G,H,L

A
A,C
A,C,H,L

C,I
A,C,H,L
C,I
C,F
A
C,H
A,C,L
C,I
C,F

A,C,H,1,L
C,F,I

A,C,F,H,LL
H,L
C,I

1430 in Morden; Family Radio (VVYFR)
Okeechobee, USA 21.455 (Eng to Eur) 44334 at
1645 in Stalbridge; BBC via Ascension Is 21.470
(Eng to S.Africa 1300-1900) 34333 at 1650 in
Seaton; R.Portugal Int, S.Gabriel 21.655 (Port to
W.Africa, S.America 1800?-1930) 15322 at 1808 by
Ian Evans in Ebbw Vale.
A few broadcasters are taking advantage of

Local Radio Chart
kHz

Station

558
585
503
630
530
657
657
BOB
666
729
738
756
756
765
774
774
792
792
801.
828
828
828
837
837
855
855
855
855
873
936
936
945
945
954
954
954

Spectrum, London
R.Solway
C.G,Littbrne
R.Bedfordshire(3CR)
R.Cornwall
R.Clwyd
R.Cornwall
CI.Gold 666, Exeter
R.York
BBC Essex
Hereford/Worcester
R.Cumbria
The Magic 756,Powys
BBC Essex
R.Kent
R.Leeds
Cl Gold 792,Bedford
R.Foyle
R.Devon
Cl Gold 828, Luton
Magic 828, Leeds
CI.G 828 Bournem'th
R.Cumbria/Furness
Asian Net Leicester
R.Devon
R.Lancashire
R.Norfolk, Postwick
Sunshine 855,Ludlow
R.Norfolk, W.Lynn
Brunel CG, W.Wilts
Fresh AM, Hawes
CI.Gold GEM, Derby
Capital G, Bexhill
Cl Gold 954 via ?
Cl Gold 954jorquay
CI.Gold 954, H'ford

IIR
BBC

B

I

B
I

1
1
I
1
B
B

B

e.m.r.p
(kW)
0.80
2.00
0.10
0.20
2.00
2.00
0.50
0.34
0.80
0.20
0.037
1.00
0.63
0.50
0.70
0.50
027
100
200
0.20
0.12
0.27
1.50
0.45
100
1.50
1.50
0.15
0.30
0.18
1.00
0.20
0.75
032
016

Listener
B,C,G,H
A
G,H
B,G,H
A,F
A,F*
A,F
A,B,D*,F,H
A,C,G
G,H
A,B,C,F 1
',G,H
A
A,B,G,H
C*,G,H
G,H
A
B,G,H
A
A,B,F,G
H
A
G
A
A,G,H
F
A
G
B,F*,H
G,H
G,H
A
G,H
A
A,G
B,H
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Station
R.Aivorada, Londrina
R.Roraima, Boa Vista
AIR Lucknow
R.Clube do Para
R. Difusora Acreana
KBC East Sce Nairobi
RFI Paris
R.Port Moresby
AIR Kurseong
Pakistan BC
CPBS 1, Beijing
R. La Oroya
AIR Jaipur
RAnhanguera
R.Difusora, Macapa
GBC-1, Accra
KBC Cent Sce Nairobi
R.Quito, Quito
AIR Chennai
RS Miguel,Riberalta
R.Difusora, Taubate
R.Costena Ebenezer
R.Capixaba, Vitoria
KBC Gen Sce Nairobi
AIR Guwahati
AIR Srinagar
VOA via Sao Tome
R.Cultura, Campos
R.Cima
VOA via Sao Tome
Christian Voice
R.Uganda, Kampala
Ecos del Turbos
R.Brazil Central
Hunan 1, Changsha
R.Andina, Huancayo
R.Nepal, Kathmandu
R.Jaen
R.Cristal Int
RTV Malagasy
R.Garoua
Guangxi 2, Nanning
RMisones Int.
AIR Thiru'puram
R.Parakou
R.Rebelde, Bauta
R.Pakistan, Quetta
R.Uganda, Kampala
R.Burkina
AWR Latin America
RIM Kuching
R.Bangui
R. Aparecida
Hanoi Hmong Sce
Jeypore
AIR Aizawl
R.Tanzania
R.Liberia, Totota

Country
UTC
Brazil
0135
Brazil
0030
Indra
0140
Brazil
0410
Brazil
0130
Kenya
1835
vta Gabon
0400
Pap N. Guinea 1836
India
1645
Pakistan
1836
China
2308
Peru
0245
India
0150
Brazil
0425
Brazil
0205
2015
Ghana
Kenya
1838
Ecuador
0355
India
1649
Bolivia
0210
Brazil
2326
Honduras
0220
Brazil
0405
Kenya
1651
India
0145
India
0130
Sao Tome
2018
Brazil
0030
Dominion Rep 0155
Sao Tome
0432
Zambia
1925
Uganda
1840
Venezuela
0015
Brazil
2314
China
2310
Peru
0015
Nepal
0010
Peru
0015
Dominican Rep 0320
Madagascar 1945
Cameroon
2250
China
2245
Honduras
0140
India
0023
Benin
1842
Cuba
0245
Pakistan
0105
Uganda
1919
Burkina Faso 1935
Costa Rica
0515
Sarawak
2120
CAfrica
1814
Brazil
0005
Vietnam
2355
India
0135
India
1805
Tanzania
1936
Liberia
0030

DXers
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)

Xer

C,1

U)
(K)
(L)
(MI

A,C
C1

Station

963
963
972
990
990
990
999
999
.999
1017
1026
1026
1026
1035
1035
1035
1116
1116
1152
1152
1152
1161
1161
1161
1161
1170
.1.170
1170
1170
1170
1251
1260
1260
1260
1278
1296
1305
1305
1305

Asian Sd, E.Lancs
Liberty R, Hackney
Liberty R, Southall
R.Devon, E.Devon
Magic AM,Doncaster
CI.G, Wolverhampton
C.Gold GEM Nott'ham
Magic 9-99 P'stn
Valley R, Aberdare
CI.G,WABC,Shrshire
R.Cambridgeshire
Downtown R, Belfast
RJersey
RTL C'try(Ritz)1035
RSheffield
N.Sound 2, Aberdeen
R.Derby
Valley R, Ebbw Vale
CI.G Amber, Norwich
LBC 1152 AM
Picly 1152,Manch'r
R.Bedfordshire(3CR)
Brunel CI.G,Swindon
Magic 1161, Goxhill
Southern Counties R
CI.G Amber, Ipswich
Magic 1170,Stockton
Capital G,Portsm'th
Swansea Snd,Swansea
1170AM,High Wycombe
C.G Amber,Bury StEd
Brunel CG, Bristol
Marcher G, Wrexham
SabrasSnd,Leicester
Cl Gold 1278 W.York
Radio XL,Birmingham
Magic AM,Barnsley
Premier via ?
Touch AM, Newport

IR
BC

e.m.r.p
(kW)
0.80
1.00
lff0
1.00
0.25
0.09
0.25
0.80
0300
0.70
0.50
1.70
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.78
120
0.50
0.83
23 50
1.50
0.10
0.16
035
1.00
0.28
032
0.50
0.58
0.25
0.76
1.60
0.64
0.29
0.43
500
0.15
0.50
020

Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge.
Jim Edwards, Wigan.
Stan Evans, Herstmonceux.
Bill Griffith, while in Tarragona, Spain.
David Hall, Morpeth.
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
Fred Parlant, Storrington.
Clare Pinder, Appleby.
Peter Pollard, while in Gossau, Austria.
Vic Prier, Seaton.
Thomas Williams, Trum.

A,C,H,L

C,I
AC

H,I,J,L

H,I,J,L
,C,F

,C,I

1
H
C,F
c
l

H

the conditions in the 18MHz (15m) band to
reach listeners in selected areas. They include
R.Sweden 18.960 (Eng to N.America 1130-1200,
1230-1300, 1330-1400, 1430-1500), rated 25422 at
1135 in E.Bristol, 44333 at 1245 in Morden &
44333 at 1340 in Herstmonceux; Christian Science
Herald via WSHB Cypress Creek 18.910 (Fr, Eng
to E/S.Africa 1600-2200?) 44434 at 1620 in
kHz

1:F 11 . .1

Listeners:(AI
Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
(B)
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
(C)
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
(D)
Bob Norman, while in Taunton.
(E)
Peter Pollard, while in Gossau, Austria.
(F)
David Stevenson, Swansea.
(G)
Ernie Strong, Ramsey, Cambs.
(H)
Fred Wilmshurst, Northampton

Listener

kHz

Station

A
13,G,H
A,B,G,H
A,B,D,F*
G
G,H
G,H
A

1323
1332
1359
1359
1368
1368
1413
1413
1413
1431
1431
1449
1458
1458
1458
1458
1485
1485
1485
1485
1503
1521
1530
1530
1530
1530
1548
1548
1548
1557
1557
1566
1584
1584
1602

SomersetSnd,Bristol
CI.Gold 1332,Pt'bo
Breeze, Chelmsford
Cl Gold 1359, C'tgy
R.Lincolnshire
Southern Counties R
R.Gloucester via ?
Premier via ?
Fresh AM, Skipton
Breeze,Southend
Cl Gold, Reading
Asian Net Peterbro
R.Cumbria
RDevon
Sunrise, London
Asian Net Langley
Cl Gold, Newbury
R.Humberside (Hull)
R.Merseyside
Southern Counties R
R.Stoke-on-Trent
Cl Gold, Reigate
R.Essex, Southend
Cl Gold via ?
Big AM, W.Yorks
Cl Geld Worcester
R.Bristol
Capital G, London
MagicB8,Liverpool
R.Lancashire
CI.Gold 1557,N.hant
CounlySnd,Guildford
R.Nottingham
R.Shropshire
R.Kent

A,B,F*,G,H
C*,G,H
A
F,G,H
A
A
A,G,H
G
F,G,H
A
G,H
A
C*
G
A
A,B
1:1*,F
H
G
A
G,H
G*
A,B,F*,G,H
A
G,H
D,F

ILR
BBC
B
I ..
1
1
B
B
B
1
1
I
1
B
B
B
1
B
1
B
B
B
B
1
6

0.63
0.60
028
0.27
2.00
050
?
050
0.10
015
0.14
0.15
0.50
2.00
50.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
1.20
1.00
1.00
0.64
0.15

1
1
B
1
1
B
1
1
B
B
B

0.74
0.52
500
97.50
4.40
0.25
076
0.50
1.00
0.50
0.25

I

e.m.r.p

(kW)

?

Listener
A,D*,F
G,H
G
D,G,H
G,H
C.'
G,H
G
A,G
G
H
A,G,H
A
A,D,F*
E,G,H
G,H
B,H
G
A,G
C*
A,C*0
G,H
G
G
A
B,H
D,F
E*,G
A.
A
G,H
D*,F,G
A,C*,H
A,G
G

Note: Entries marked *were logged during darkness. All other entries
were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk
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j [FEATURE

EF-TiFERST

kHz

Medium Wave Chart
531
531
531
531
540
540
549
549
549
549
558
558
567
567
576
576
585
585
585
594
594
603
603
603
612
621
621
621
621
630
639
639
648
648
657
657
666
666
666
666
675

ea

994

693
693
702
702
711
720
720

779
729

738
738
747
756
756
765
774
774
783
792
792
792

12

Station

Country

Ain Beida
Algeria
Berg
Germany
RNE5 via ?
Spain
Beromunster
Switzerland
Wavre-Overijse(ef). Belgium
Sidi Bennour . .. .Morocco
Les Trembles
Algeria
Sasnovy
Belarus
Nordkirchen (DLF)
Germany
Thurnau (DLF)
Germany
Espoo
Finland
RNE5 via ?
Spain
Tullamore(FITE1)
Eire
RNE5 via ?
Spain
Muhlacker(SDR)
Germany
Barcelona(RNE5)
Spain
Paris(FIP)
France
Madrid(RNE1)
Spain
Dumfries)BBCScot)
UK
Frankfurt(HR)
Germany
Oujda-1
Morocco
Lyon
France
Sevilla(RNE5)
.Spain
Newcastle(BBC)
UK
Athlone(RTE2)
Eire
Wavre (RTBFI)
Belgium
Batra
Egypt
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Barcelona(OCR)
Spain
Vigra
Norway
Praha(Liblice)
Czech
RNE1 via ?
...Spain
RNE1 via ?
i Spain
Orfordness(BBC)
UK
Madrid(RNE5)
Spain
Wrexham(BBCWales) UK
MesskirchRohreWF) Germany
Sitkunai(R.Vilnius)
Lithuania
Lisboa
Portugal
Barcelona(SER)
Spain
R10 FM
Holland.
Sevilla(RNE1)
Spain
Avala(Beograd-1)
Yugoslavia
Tortosa(RNE1)
Spain
Droilwich(BBC)
UK
Flensburg(NDR)
Germany
TWR via Monte Carlo Monaco
Rennes (R .Bleu)
France
Langenberg
Germany
Crystal Palace BBC4
UK
cork(97E1)
Eire
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Paris
France
Barcelona(RNE1)
Spain
Flevo(NOS.1)
Holland
Braunschweig(DLF)
Germany
Bilbao(El)
Spain
Sottens
Switzerland
Enniskillen(BBC)
N.Ireland
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Leipzig(MDR)
Germany
Limoges
France
Lingen(NDR)
Germany
Sevilla(SER)
Spain

SPECIAL

COMPETIT101)] [GL

[ REVIEW

Woodhall Spa, 44334 at 1730 in Stalbridge & 34343
at 2015 in Northampton; Family R, WYFR via
Okeechobee FL, USA 18.980 (Eng to Eur, Africa
1600-2200) 34233 at 1645 in Seaton; WYFR via
Okeechobee FL, USA 18.930 (Fr, Eng, Sp to Eur
1800-2200?) 33333 at 1920 in Truro.
Reception in the 17MHz (16m) band was also
affected by the solar activity. During some
mornings R.Australia's transmission to SE.Asia
from Shepparton on 17.750 (Eng 0030-0400, 05300800, 0830-0900, 0930-1100) could be received
quite well in the UK. It was rated 34444 at 0603 in
Northampton & 35433 at 0835 in E.Bristol.
Also mentioned in the reports were R.Japan via
Ascension Is 17.650 (Jap to Africa 0900-1000),
rated 43333 at 0937 in Oxted; R.Bulgaria, Sofia
17.500 (Eng to Eur 1100-1200) 55544 at 1105 in
Herstmonceux; R.Sweden 17.505 (Eng to SE.Asia,
Oceania 1330-1400) 33333 at 1330 in Truro; World
Harvest R. (WHRII via Maine, USA 17.650 (Eng to
Eur, M.East, Africa 1600-2300?) 33333 at 1633 in
VVoodhall Spa & 33333 at 2215 in Morpeth;
R.Romania lnt 17.805 (Eng to Eur 1700-1800)
55445 at 1715 in Stalbridge; R.France Int via
Issoudun? 17.605 (Eng to Africa? 1600-1730)
34444 at 1724 in Northampton; R.Portugal lnt,
S.Gabriel 17.680 (Port to E/S.Africa 1700?-2030?)
45433 at 1850 in Ebbw Vale; DVV via ?17.860 (Ger
to Africa) 25343 at 1858 in Storrington; Israel R,
Jerusalem 17.545 (Eng to Eur, N.America 19001930) 43343 at 1900 by Gerald Guest in Dudley;
Swiss R.Int (SRI) via Monsinery, Fr.Guiana 17.735
(1t, Ar, Eng, Ger, Fr to Nr East, Africa 1830-2130)

Listeners.
(A)
Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge.
B)
Simon Hockenhull, EBristol,
(C)
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
(D)
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
(E)
Bob Norman, while in Taunton.
Peter Pollard, while in Gossau, Austria.
(G)
Harry Richards, Barton under Humber
(H)
David Stevenson, Swansea,
(I)
Ernie Strong, Ramsey, Cambs.
(J)
Thomas Williams, Truro.
(K)
Fred Wilmshurst, Northampton.

kHz

PROJECT

Power
(kW)
600/300
20
7
500
150/50
.600
600
1000
100
200
50
?
500
?
500
50
8
200
2
1000/400
100
300
50
2
100
80
20111
10
50
100
1500
?
10
500
20
2
150
500
135
50
120
500
2000
2
150
5
300
300
200
0.75
10
?
4
51)0
400
800/200
5
501)
1
?
100
300
5
20

Listener

i-r,r

D',F•J,K*
B,13",H,I,J*,K
D',F*,1*
I
l'
H',K*
D",I*
H",1
13*
D',F*,1",K*
B,D",1

B,D',F*,H*,1*
D',I
B,D,H,I,K*
C,D*,1,1C

D',K*
El',E)",E*Ji*J',K•

D'
D'
E",H,I
13*
D',I
C,E)",E*,H*,1,K
F
"
B,I,K
D',I
D',1 -

D'
H'

792
801
801
810
819
819
828
837
837
837
846
855
864
864
873
873
873
882
891
891
900
900
909
918
918
927
936
945
954
.954
.
963
963
.972
981
.990
990
990
999
999
008
017
017
026
035
035
044
044
053
062
062
071
071
080
1389
098
1398
107
107
107
125
125
125
125
134
134
143

Station
Londonderry/3K)
Munchen-lsmaning
RNE1 via ?
Westerglen(BBCScot)
Batra
S.Sebastian(EI)
Heinencord(CI.Rock)
Nancy
Amchit
COPE via ?
Rome
RNE1 via ?
Santah
Paris
Frankfurt(AFN)
Zaragoza(SER)
Enniskillen(R.U1)
Washford(BBCWales)
Algiers
Hulsberg
Bmo(CRo2)
Milan
B'mans Pk(BBC5)
Domzale
Madrid(R.Int)
Wolvertem
Bremen
Toulouse
Brno ICRo2)
Madnd(CI)
Pon
Tunis-Djedeida
HamburgINDR)
Alger
Berlin
RBilbao(SER)
Redmoss(BBC)
Schwerin (RIAS)
Madrid(COPE)
Flevo(NOS-5)
Rheinsender(SWF)
RNE5 via ?
SER via ?
Milan
Lisbon
Dresden(MDR)
SER via ?
Talk Sport via ?
Kalundborg
R.Uno via ? .
Bilbao(El)
..
Talk Spart via ?
SER via ?
Talk Sport via ? .
Nitra(Jarok)
RNE5 via ?
AFN via ?
RNE5 via ?
Talk Sport via ?
La Louviere
Deanovec
RNE5 via ? .
Llandrindod Wells
Zadar(Croatian RI
COPE via ?
AFN via ?

Country

Power
Listener
(kW)
UK
1
D
Germany
3C113
Err
Spain
?
H",1"
UK
100
Ri",D,E*,1,1:*
Egypt
450
l'
Spain
5
B",D*
Holland
20
D',I*
France
200
Ir,F*,H•
Lebanon
100
l'
Spain
?
D'
Italy
1200
Spain
?
Egypt
500
l'
France
300
B,C,E1',H*,1,K"
Germany
150
El",C•,E)•,F*,G*
Spain
20
D',G*
UK
1
D
UK
100
D,P,H,I,K
Algeria
600/300 F',1*
Netherlands
20
D',1*
Czech Rep ..
25
D',1' . .
Italy
600
El' Fi• H' li•
UK
140
E,H,I,K
Slovenia
600/100 D',F*,1",K*
Spain
20
l'
Belgium
300
Er,r,I,K
Germany
100
121,H*
France
300
13',D*,E*,1-1",1,K*
Czech Rep.
200
D',F*
Spain
20
B",E)",1",K*
Finland
600
B",13",H*,1*
Tunisia
200
l'
Germany
100
D',I*
Algeria
600/300 B
Germany
100
D',F*,1*
Spain
10
l'
UK
1
D'
Germany
20
D'
Spain
50
B",E*,F*1-1",1',K•
Holland
400
B,D',F*,1,K
Germany
600
13',Er,F*,1",K*
Spain
?
D',H*
Spain
?
13',C*
Italy
50
H'
Portugal
120
D'',F*
Germany
20
D",F*
Spain
?
13',E',F*,1*
UK
?
D,E,P,G*,H,I,K
Denmark
250
B",1:1",1,K*
Italy
?
0'
Spain
5
B,F',H•,1',K*
UK
7
D',I,K
Spain
?
D',F',1*
UK
. .?
D,E*,G*,H,I,K
Slovakia
1500
B,13",F*,K*
Spain
7
I.
Germany
10
D',1-1*
Spain
?
I'
UK
?
D,I,K
Belgium
20
D',F*,1
Croatia
100
K'
Spain
?
F1',1*
UK
1
B,H,I
Croatia
600/1200 D',F*,K*
Spain
2
El
Germany
1
D',F*

j [ BOONS

l SUBS

,

PROMO

33233 at 1930 by Clare Pinder in Appleby; HCJB
Quito, Ecuador 17.660 (Eng to Eur 2000-2200 [DX
prog 2000 Sat]) 32232 at 2035 in Gossau, Austria &
24333 at 2130 in Seaton; R.Canada Int (ROI) via
Sackville 17.870 (Eng to Eur 2000-2130) 44444 at
2105 in Newry.
During periods of favourable conditions R.New
Zealand's early morning broadcast to Pacific areas
in the 15MHz (19m) band reached the UK. Their
100kW transmission from Rangitaiki on 15.340
(Eng 0500-0700) was rated 44333 at 0655 in
Herstmonceux. Later, their broadcast to NZ
peacekeepers in Bougainville, the Solomon Is and
E.Timor on 15.175 (Eng 1100-1300) was rated
32222 at 1105 in Dudley & 22222 at 1259 in Truro.
Much later, their transmission to Pacific areas on
15.160 (Eng 1850-2050) was noted as 33233 at
1930 in Appleby.
R.Australia's broadcasts have been received in
the UK on three frequencies from Shepparton:
15.415 (Eng to E/SE.Asia 0600-0900), rated 33433
at 0530 in Morpeth; 15.515 (Eng to Pacific,
N.America 0200-0700) 34444 at 0620 in
Northampton; 15.240 (Eng to Asia 0000-0800 [via
Darwin 0800-1200]) 34433 at 0755 in Seaton.
Other broadcasters using this busy band
include KTVVR Guam, Pacific 15.215 (Eng to Asia
0715-09001, rated 33323 at 0730 in Morden; Voice of
Greece, Athens 15.630 (Gr, Eng to Eur? 0900-1000)
35433 at 0932 in Newry; WEWN Vandiver, USA
15.745 (Eng to Eur, Africa 1000-2100?) 44444 at
1100 in Dudley; BBC via Skelton, UK 15.485 (Eng
to W/SW.Eur 0600-1700?) 44444 at 1326 by Bill
kHz
143
170
179
179
188
188
188
188
197
197
206
215
214
214
233
233
242
242
251
260
260
269
278
287
287
296
296
305
314
323
323
332
341
359
368
377
386
395
395
404
413
422
440
449
458
467
476
494
494
503
512
521
530
539
539
557
575
575
584
593
602
602
611

Station
COPE via ?
Tbilisskoye
SER vià ?
Solvesborg
Kuume
Reichenbach(MDR)
Marcali(V0A/REE)
San Remo.
Munich(V0A)
Virgin via ?
Bordeaux
Virgin via ?
Lelystad(Qthe beat)
COPE via ?
Nitra
Virgin via ?
Marseille
Virgin via ?
Huisberg
SER via ?
Guildford (V)
Neumunster(DLF).
Dublin/CorldRTE2)
RFE via ?
Lerida(SER)
Valencia(COPE)
Orfordness(BBC)
RNE5 via ?
Kvitsoy
Wbrunn (VOR)
Sr Petersburg
Rome
Lisnagarvey(BBC)
Madrid(RNE-FS)
Foxdale(Manx R)
Lille
Bolshakovo
Fllake
Lopic (Biz Nieuws)
Brest
RNE5 via ?
Heusweiler(DLF)
Mamach(RTL)
Redmoss(BBC)
Fllake
Monte Carlo(TWR)
Wien-Bisamberg
Clermont-Ferrand
Krasnyy Bor
RNE5 via ?
Wolvertem
Kosiceizatice)
Vatican R
Mainflingen(ERF)
SER via ?
Nice
Genova
SER via ?
SER via ?
Polonne
SER via ?
Vitoria(E1)
Vatican R

Country
Spain
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Belgium
Germany
Hungary
Italy
Germany
UK
France
UK
Holland
Spain
Slovakia
UK
France
UK
Netherlands
Spain
UK
Germany
Eire
Czech Rep.
Spain
Spain
UK
Spain ..
Norway
Germany
Russia
Italy
N.Ireland
Spain
Is of Man
France
Russia
Albania
Netherlands
France
Spain
Germany
Luxembourg
UK
Albania
Monaco
Austria
France
Russia
Spain
Belgium
Slovakia
Italy
Germany
.Spain
France
Italy
Spain
Spain
Ukraine
Spain
Spain
Italy

Power
(kW)
2
1200.
?
600
5
5
500
6
300
?
100
?
50
?
40
7.
150
?
10
?
05
600
10
?
10
10
500
?
1200
800/150
10
300
100
600
20
300
1200
500
120/40
20
?
1200/600
1200
2
500
1000/400
600
20
1200
?
300
600
150/450
350(700)
,
300
50
5
2
1
?
10
15

Listener
D',H*,1*
F'

Fr,r

A',13',D*,r,G*,1,K*
13',F*
I
l'
A',B*,D*,r,G*,K
D,H,I,K
D,E*,H,1",K
0'
H'
D'
D',I,K
0',F*
D'',H,I
13',I
D',F1',1*
D'
D',H,I,K*
0'
W.1 - r•
l' ,K '
F',I
0'
B",1:1",F",H*,1,K*
13',I,K
F'
0* F* I'
B,H,1",K
1:1',F',1",K*
B",C*,D,K*
13',F*,F1',I,K
A',E1',C*,D*,F*,1,K
D',F*,1'
B,F1',I
0",F1',1,1C
0',F',1*
B,D*,P,I,K
A',DT,G*,H*,1,K
0'
E',H*
D',F*,1,K
A',B,P,1,0
D',1-1*,I,K•
0'
H'
A',13,C,,IY,P,G*,1-1-,K
El*,r,K*
D",r,K*
D',P,I,K
K'
F*1-1",1*
B,E)",F*,1
H',1",r
C',K*

r

0",E1',1*
D',F1',1',K*
B,E1',F*,F1',1*

Note: Entries marked •were logged during darkness, All other entries
were logged ring daylight or at dawn/dusk.
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ERCAUL'AiT

Griffith while in Tarragona, Spain & 34333 at 1529 in
Oxted; VVWCR Nashville, USA 15.825 (Eng to
N.America, Eur 1000?-2200) 33333 at 1626 in Woodhall
Spa & 45333 at 1919 in Ebbw Vale; VOA via Morocco
15.410 (Eng to Africa 1800?-?) 55445 at 1950 in
Stalbridge; China R.Int via ?15.110 (Eng to Eur 20002100) 44444 at 2000 in Dudley; BBC via Ascension Is
15.400 (Eng to Africa 1700?-2300) 42333 at 2013 in
Ebbw Vale; RCI via Sackville 15.325 (Eng, Fr to Eur,
M.East, Africa 2000-2200) 45434 at 2122 in E.Bristol;
R.Taipei Int via WYFR 15.600 (Eng to Eur 2200-2300)
44444 at 2220 in Northampton.
The occupants of the 13MHz (22m) band include
R.Ext,Espana (REE) 13.720 (Sp to Eur 0800?-1600)
rated 44434 at 0823 in Oxted; R.Austria Int via
Moosbrunn 13.730 (Eng to Eur, M.East, Africa 11301200) 44444 at 1140 in Morden; R.Prague, Czech Rep.
13.580 (Eng to Eur, Asia 1300-1329) 55544 at 1315 in
Herstmonceux; R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 13.730
(Eng to Eur, M.East, Africa 1330-1400) 44444 at 1330 in
Dudley; UAER, Dubai 13.675 (Eng to Eur 1600-1640)
44333 at 1615 in Seaton; Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi
13.740 (Eng to Eur 1600-1630) 44444 at 1618 in
Woodhall Spa; China R.Int via ?13.790 (Eng to
N.Africa, W.Asia 1900-2000) 44444 at 1900 in Appleby;
BBC via Rampisham, UK 13.745 (Russ to Russia)
55555 at 1945 in Stalbridge; WWGR Nashville, USA
13.845 (Eng to Africa 1300-0100) 32232 at 2039 in
Gossau, Austria; R.Havana Cuba 13.750 (Eng to Eur
2030-2130) 24122 at 2109 in Newry; R.Australia via
Darwin 13.620 (Eng to SE.Asia 2200-0000) 22222 at
2235 in Truro; RCI via Sackville 13.670 (Eng to
N/C.America) 45333 at 2252 in E.Bristol.
Some of the transmissions in the 11MHz (25m)
band travel long distances to reach the UK. R.New
Zealand's broadcast to Pacific areas on 11.675 (Eng
0700-1100) was rated 32332 at 0715 in Morden, 35321
at 0915 in E.Bristol & 22222 at 0945 in Truro. Radio
Australia's transmission to Asia from Shepparton on
11.660 (Eng 1430-1700) was rated 44444 at 1540 in
Morpeth.
Also mentioned in the reports were HCJB Quito via
? 11.680 (Eng to Eur 0600-0800), rated 54444 at 0750
in Stalbridge; R.Japan via Woofferton, UK 11.710 (Jap
to Eur 0800-1000) 34433 at 0936 in Oxted; Polish R
[R.Polonia], Warsaw 11.820 (Eng to Eur 1200-1300)
54433 at 1205 in Herstmonceux; AWR via Agat, Guam
11.980 (Eng to Far East 1330-1400) 34444 at 1355 in
Northampton; R.France Int via ?11.615 (Eng to Africa
1600-1730) 43444 at 1626 in Woodhall Spa; R.KuWait
via Kabd 11.990 (Eng to Eur, N.America 1800-2100)
45544 at 1800 in Seaton; BBC via Woofferton, UK
12.095 (Eng to Eur 0600-1900) 54554 at 1324 in
Tarragona, Spain & 44444 at 1855 in Gossau, Austria;
Israel R, Jerusalem 11.605 (Eng to Eur, N.America
1900-1930) 33233 at 1900 in Appleby; Voice of
Mediterranean, Malta via Russia? 12.060 (Eng to Eur,
N.Africa 1900-2000) 44333 at 1950 in Truro; China R.Int
via ?11.790 (Eng to Eur 2000-2200) 32232 at 2110 in
Newry; R.Bulgaria, Sofia 11.900 (Eng to Eur 21002200) SIO 333 at 2158 by Francis Hearne in N.Bristol;
All India R. (AIR) via Bangalore 11.620 (Eng to Eur
2045-2230) 33333 at 2204 in Tarragona, Spain.
In the 9MHz (31m) band R.Australia has been
reaching the UK on three frequencies from
Shepparton: 9.710 (Eng to New Guinea, Pacific areas
0800-0900), rated 33333 at 0810 in Stalbridge; 9.475
(Eng to Asia 1330-1858) 32333 at 1621 in Woodhall
Spa; 9.500 (Eng to Asia 1900-2130) 43433 at 1934 in
E.Bristol & 34444 at 2100 in Northampton.
There is ahigh level of activity in this band
throughout the day. Mentioned in the reports were
VVTJC Newport NC, USA 9.370 (Eng to N.America
24hrs), rated 44444 at 0320 in Morpeth; R.Norway Int,
Oslo 9.590 (Norw to Africa 0700-0730) 45544 at 0715
in Seaton; R.Nederlands via Bonaire, Ned.Antilles
9.790 (Eng to Asia, Far East, Pacific 0930-1130) 44444
at 0930 in Newry; R.Vilnius, Lithuania 9.710 (Eng to
Eur 0930-1000) 55544 at 0935 in Herstmonceux;
R.Mediterranee Int, Morocco 9.575 (Ar, Fr to N.Africa,
S.Eur 0500-0100) 44444 at 1400 in Tarragona, Spain;
Voice of Turkey 9.460 (Tur to Eur 0730?-2100?) 55444
at 1530 in Oxted; BBC via Cyprus 9.410 (Eng to
W/SW.Eur, N.Africa 1600-2200) 34444 at 1845 in
Gossau, Austria & 55434 at 2125 in E.Bristol;
R.Bulgaria, Sofia 9.400 Eng to Eur 1900-2000) 55444 at
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1915 in Northampton; Voice of Armenia, Yerevan 9.960
(Eng to Eur 1940-2000) 44444 at 1940 in Newry; All India
R. (AIR) via Bangalore 9.950 (Eng to Eur 2045-2230)
44444 at 2105 in Morden & 54554 at 2202 in Tarragona,
Spain; R.Ext.Espana 9.840 (Eng to Eur, Africa 2100?2200, Sat/Sun) 33233 at 2130 in Appleby; R.Bulgaria,
Sofia 9.400 (Eng to Eur 2100-2200) SIO 444 at 2141 in
E.Bristol; R.Cairo, Egypt 9.990 (Ger to Eur 1900-2000,
Eng 2115-2245) 33333 at 2145 in Truro.
Some of the broadcasts in the 7MHz (41m) band are
intended for listeners in Europe. Those noted originated
from R.Japan via Woofferton, UK 7.230 (Eng 05000700), rated 55544 at 0630 in Herstmonceux; R.Norway
Int, Oslo 7.180 (Norw 0700-0730, also to N.Africa( 45544
at 0715 in Seaton; R.Sloyakia Int 7.345 (Eng 1630-1700)
44444 at 1636 in Woodhall Spa; R.Thailand, Udon Thani
7.155 (Eng 1900-2000) 34444 at 1919 in Gossau, Austria;
R.Polonia (Polish R), Warsaw 7.165 (Eng 1930-2030)
43333 at 2000 in Morden; AIR via Bangalore 7.410
(Hind, Eng 1745-2230) 43334 at 1805 in Stalbridge, 45544
at 2137 in Northampton & 54554 at 2200 in Tarragona,
Spain; RCI via Skelton, UK 7.235 (Eng 2100-2130) 45444
at 2105 in Newry; China R.Int via Russia 7.175 (Eng
2200-2330) 22222 at 2205 in Truro.
Quite afew to other areas may also be received here.
Among them are World Harvest Radio (WHRI) via Maine,
USA 7.580 (Eng to N.America), rated 44444 at 0001 in
Morpeth; R.Prague, Cz.Rep 7.345 (Cz, Eng to
N.America) 45434 at 0003 in E.Bristol; WBCQ Monticello,
USA 7.415 (Eng to N.America 2100-1100) 44344 at 0355
in Morpeth.
The 6MHz (49m) band carries many broadcasts for
listeners in Europe. Some come from R.Japan via
Skelton, UK 5.975 (Eng 0500-0600), rated 44344 at 0500
in Appleby; R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium via Julich,
Germany 5.985 (Eng 0700-0730) 55544 at 0715 in
Herstmonceux; R.Nederlands via Julich, Germany
6.045 (Eng 1030-1225) 45544 at 1130 in Northampton;
Deutsch Welle (DW) via Sines? 6.075 (Ger) 55544 at
1550 in Oxted; R.Polonia [Polish R] Warsaw 5.995 (Eng
1700-1800) 44333 at 1730 in Morden; RAI Rome 5.970
(Eng 1935-1955) 44434 at 1936 in E.Bristol; R.Sweden
6.065 (Eng 1930-2000) 54445 at 1955 in Stalbridge; BBC
via Rampisham, UK 6.195 (Eng 1700-0000) 34343 at
2015 in Gossau, Austria; R.Yugoslavia, Belgrade 6.100
(Eng) 45444 at 2100 in Northampton; R.Canada Int via
Horby, Sweden 5.850 (Eng 2000-2130, Fr 2130-2200)
55545 at 2115 in Seaton; Vatican R, Italy 5.890 (It) 33333
at 2130 in Truro; R.Austria lnt, Moosbrunn 5.945 (Eng)
SIO 333 at 2131 in N.Bristol; R.Austria lnt, Moosbrunn
6.155 (Various) SIO 444
at 2134 in N.Bristol;
R.Japan via Skelton, UK
6.055 (Eng 2100-2200)
44343 at 2134 in Newry.
LM&Sfor SAugust tSeptembet 'October
Late at night and
2002
during the early
morning some of the
SC
Vera Brindley, Woodhall Spa. lichens
R867 or Sangean ATS-8133A
broadcasts to other
S
Michael Casey, Manchester Roberts
areas may also be
F1C,828 +table top loop
received here.
S
Tim Cooke, Bath Yaesu VR-120
Mentioned in the
scanner +rw.
reports were the Voice
S#• Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge: Realistic
DX-400 +rod or rw. in loft.
of America (VOA) via
S
Bernard Curtis, while near Newquay,
Sao Tome 6.035 (Eng
Cornwall: Realistic DX-400 +rod.
to W.Africa 2000-2300)
5#* Jim Edwards, Wigan -JRC MID-535 or
32343 at 2110 in Seaton
Drake R8E +60m N/S wire attached to
& 32333 at 2222 in
guttering on ablock of flats.
#• Stan Evans. Herstmonceux -Kenwood
Truro; BBC via Antigua,
R-2000 +Balan +11m wire in loft.
VV.Indies 5.975 (Eng to
St• Bill Griffith, W.London JRC NRD-535 +
Caribbean, C/S.America
25m wire.
2200-0600?) 44523 at
#
Bill Griffith, while in Prague, Czech.
Rep: Sony ICF-SW55 +5m wire.
2345 in E.Bristol;
$#• Gerald Guest, Dudley Roberts RC818 +
R.Havana, Cuba 6.000
PN.
(Eng to N.America 0100$f• David Hall, Morpeth: OUR AR7030 +
0500) 44444 at 0455 in
Global AT-2000 +13m wire
Gossau, Austria; WEWN
$#• Francis Heame, N.Bristol. Sharp
W0T370 +rw
Birmingham, USA
#• Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol: Battery
5.825 (Eng to
powered Roberts R876 or Bush TR130
N.America 0000-1000?)
+built-in antennas or AKD HF -3 +10m
44333 at 0800 in
wire.
Morden; WHRI South
$• Sheila Hughes, Morden: Sony ICE7600DS +home-built loop or Panasonic
Bend, USA 5.745 (Eng
DR48 16m inverted L.
to N.America 2000?1000?) 33333 at 0830 in
Stalbridge.

PRO100

The SINPO code is used for
broadcast station reports, here
is an explanation of the code.
Signal Strength
5
excellent
4
good
3
fair
2
poor
1
barely audible
Interference
5
nil
4
slight
3
moderate
2
severe
1
extreme
Noise
5
4
3
2
1

nil
slight
moderate
severe
extreme

Propagation Disturbance
5
nil
4
slight
3
moderate
2
severe
1
extreme
Overall Merit
5
excellent
4
good
3
fair
2
poor
1
unusable

Equipment Used

s,.
so •
$

11# •
$

$ '
$#•
$

#

$/•

Rhoderick Illman, Doted. Kenwood R5000 +rw. or AN-1, Sony ICF-76000S.
Eddie McKeown, Newry Grundig
Yacht Boy 400 or Sangean ATS-818.
George Millmore, Wootton, loW Racal
RA17L +vI.f. converter +loop or
Sangean ATS-803A +loop.
Bob Norman, Chard Kenwood R-50013
inverted Vdipole
Fred Pallant, Storrington: Trio R-2000+
Howes CTU8 a.t.u. +rw.
John Parry. Larnaca, Cyprus: Realistic
DX-394 or Yaesu FT-767 or Realistic
DX-400 +rm.+
Clair Pinder, Appleby JRC NRD-525 +
at.u.+rw.
Peter Pollard. Rugby Sony CF-2001 +
rw.
Harry Richards, Barton-upon-Humber:
Grundig Satellit 700 +AD270 or rw or
Grundig Yacht Boy 400 or Matsui
MR4099.
David Stevenson, Swansea
Steepletone MBR-7.
Michael Wasley, Scunthorpe: Grundig
Yacht Boy 4W.
Michael Wasley, while at The Braaid,
loM: Grundig Yacht Boy 400.
Michael Wasley, while on Ferry, Irish
Sea Grundig Yacht Boy 400.
Thomas Williams, Truro: Grundig Yacht
Boy 400 or Bundle, Yacht Bcy 206 or
Shoe
•o
Fred 'A
rY•oh.,[1.{.t„b
IC-R70 +Global AT-1000 +cw. in loft.
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AR8200 Mark3
RECEIVER
EVOLUTION PRODUCES THE VERY BEST
Evolution had led to the NEW AR8200
MK3 and provides excellent full coverage
all mode receive including USB, LSB, AM,
NFM, WFM with multiple IF bandwidths.
Frequency coverage is 530kHz -3GHz
with minimum acceptable input of 100kHz.
Supplied with NiMH rechargeable batteries,
charger, car lead, whip aerial, MW aerial
and comprehensive illustrated operating
manual.
ort

AR8600 Mark2
RECEIVER
TRANSPORTABLE RADIO -GO ANYWHERE
The AR8600 Mark2 is an amazingly
versatile receiver which can be used
mobile, base or trans-portable.., powered
from an external 12V d.c. power supply,
12V vehicle or from an optional internally
fitted NiCad battery pack.

AOR DIRECT
Items in this column are available
directly from AOR UK LTD, please
place your order using any of the
following methods:
•SSL credit card order facility from our web site
https://aoruk-com.secureserve.co.uk/c_card.htm
•Phone, fax or post your credit card details
•Post acheque or postal order (payable to AOR UK LTD)
Items are usually available from stock for immediate
despatch, however please allow up to 28 days for delivery
dependant upon demand, all delays greater than one week
will be notified. Prices include VAT @ 17.5%. E&OE.

The LA350 is acompact
active loop aerial
specifically designed to
provide good reception
when away from the main
monitoring location or
when large external aerials
are not practical. SEE THE

•

4
ft

DETAILED REVIEW IN
THE NOVEMBER 2002
SWM.

The upper frequency range has been
extended to 3000MHz (3.0GHz), lower band
sensitivity has been increased (now officially
covering to 100kHz) with an enhancement
to short wave performance by the addition
of further bandpass filters and revision to I.F.
filters. Mini-Circuits RMS1 /RMS2 mixers
have been employed with active SPM aerial
switching devices (not diode-switching)
abundantly employed throughout the signal
path.

AR 8200

UID

MEMO

CID

STEP
MODE

CID

Elb
sp.
ai)
E.,,
•co
SSCAN

P11E0

DEL

SSET
et)

opyffl

OFFSET
410
ip

AFC

ISRCH

42.

COPT

el e

The MK3 changes are in the following
areas:
1. As the RF components have been
changed, there is a positive performance
advantage with sensitivity and strong signal
handling increasing on some frequencies.
2. The frequency coverage has been
extended to 3GHz.
3. The AR8200 MK3 is supplied with
1500mAhr NiMH batteries (in place of
NiCads) for extended operation.
4. The LCD illumination may be switched to
AUTO so that the illumination will
automatically switch-on (for just afew
seconds) when the squelch opens, ideal for
noting the active frequencies at night time.
Many options are available including SLOT
CARDS for CTCSS, analogue voice
inverting, external memory, recording /
playback, tone eliminator,
computer interface lead,
reaction tune lead, soft
case, free PC software from
the AOR web site.

£439.00 inc VAT
14
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The AR8600 Mark2 provides remarkable short
wave performance, making other similar wide
band competitors mediocre by comparison.
When the AR8600 Mark2 arrived in the UK,
short wave listeners were amazed at
how the AR8600 Mark2 sounds so much
like a dedicated short wave receiver with
pleasant audio on SSB and good CW tone
with Radio Japan rolling in on asimple
telescopic whip, much less like the usual
expectations of ascanning receiver!
A strong twin metal case with die cast front
panel characterises the multi-purpose role.
All mode receive capability is provided
including Single Side Band with
programmable tuning steps down to a
resolution of 50Hz with the frequency
established by ahighly accurate
Temperature Compensated Crystal
Oscillator (TCX0). An RS232 port further
extends the capabilities with free supporting
control software available from the AOR web
sites. The all important 8.33 kHz airband
channel step is correctly implemented.
Computer control is available via astandard
9-pin RS232 D-type connector on the rear
chassis, just astandard RS232 cable is
required for connection to aPC, the extensive
RS232 command list is printed in the
operating manual. A FREE software
package is available as adownload from the
AOR web sites.
In addition, 'optional internal SLOT
CARDS' (which fit into the rear chassis of the
AR8600 Mark2) extend the capabilities even
further.
Portable operation is areality, when the
optional BP8600 battery is fitted, several
hours operation is provided away from the
base or vehicle power supplies.

£719.00 inc VAT

Compact, but achieving
high performance,
featuring an internal high-gain amplifier (13.5dB)
anjd excellent overall strong signal handling (high
IP +30dBm).
Very compact being constructed of metal loops
and providing aquality finish, still the LA350
remains only half the diameter of other well
known loop aerials.
Supplied with two loops, 3.0 -9.0 & 9.0 -30MHz
£199.00 carriage £5.00
•350L Optional element 0.2 -0.54 MHz for LA350, £49.00
•350M Optional element 0.54 -1.6 MHz for LA350, £49.00
Carriage on optional elements £2.50 if ordered separately

DA3000 16 element discone aerial. Usable
coverage is 25 MHz to 2,000 MHz (2GHz).
Supplied with 15m of coaxial cable and
terminated in aBNC plug. £69.00 carriage £5.00
SA7000 Twin element 'passive' ultra wide band
receive aerial 30 kHz to 2,000 MHz (2 GHz).
Supplied with 15m of coaxial cable and
terminated in aBNC plug. £99.00 carriage £5.00

LA320 loop aerial -owners please note
The LA320 has been discontinued in the wake of the
LA350 success. The optional MW & LW bar aerials will
continue to be available for afew months subject to
demand and the availability of raw materials.
Please regard NOW as your last chance to purchase the
optional elements:
•320M MWoptional bar £25.00 +£2.50 carriage inc VAT
•3201 LWoptional bar £25.00 +£2.50 carriage inc VAT

ARD-2 END OF LINE SPECIAL OFFER
The ARD-2 provides ACARS airband data reception and
NAVTEX marine data reception in acompact
self-contained unit with built-in LCD display providing
two lines of text with up to 32 characters of text per
line and ascroll back buffer of 512 characters.
Subject to stock availability, the ARD-2 is being offered
at a special price of £199.00 inc VAT to clear stock.
The equipment is brand new and has a 12 month
warranty. Once UK stock is exhausted, further limited
quantities will be available
but delivery will be around
28 days -until the stocks
are finally depleted. This is
a ONCE ONLY OFFER.
UK carriage is an
additional £5.00
A leaflet is available to
request, full details may
also be viewed on the AOR
UK web site (look under the
DIRECT promotional offers
pages).

AOR (UK) LTD

4E East Mill, Bridgefoot,
Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 2UA England

AOR

Tel: 01773 880788
info@aoruk.com

Fax 01773 880780
www aoruk com
E&OE
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▪ Greg Baker, PO BOX 3307, MANUKA, ACT 2603, AUSTRALIA
• E-MAIL: greq@pcuci.orq.au

Bandscan Australia

S

ince Ilast wrote, Ihave changed my local
telecommunications carrier from the giant national
company Telstra to alocal, Australian Capital
Territory, carrier called TransACT. This has given
me access to telephone, fast Internet connection
without amodem and cable access to more than 20
television channels including BBC World. This time Ihave a
grab bag of news about radio, television and
telecommunications in this part of the world. Ihave again
included the Radio Australia schedule for new readers.

these organisations in the context of convergence of media
and telecommunications and suggests that amerger
between the two regulators might be in order.
The organisations closely parallel one another in
spectrum management and in planning and
licensing. The ABA is at http://www.aba.gov.au/
and the ACA is at http://wwvv.aca.gov.au/ The
discussion paper is at
http://www.dcita.gov.au/Article/0„0_4-2_40084 110423,00.html
The current Radio Australia (RA)
schedule is:

Radio Australia

Weather Radio

Reports

The Australian Bureau of Meteorology broadcasts marine
weather reports for the high seas and Australian coastal
areas by voice and by FAX from transmitters at Charleville in
Queensland and Wiluna in Western Australia. Callsigns are
VMC and VMW respectively. Voice broadcasts from VMC are
from 0700 to 1800 Queensland time on 4.426 and
16.546MHz; from 0600 to 0700 on 2.201 and 6.507MHz and
anytime on 8.176 and 12.365MHz.
Voice broadcasts from VMW are from 0700 to 1800
Western Australian time on 4.149 and 16.528MHz; from 1800
to 0700 on 2.056 and 6.230MHz and anytime on 8.113 and
12.353MHz. FAX broadcasts from VMC are from 0500 to 1900
Queensland time on 20.469MHz; from 1900 to 0500 on
2.628MHz and anytime on 5.100, 11.030 and 13.920MHz.
FAX broadcasts from VMW are from 0500 to 1900
western Australian time on 18.060MHz; from 1900 to 0500 on
5.755MHz and anytime on 7.535, 10.555 and 15.615MHz. Full
details and weather broadcast schedules are at
http://www.bom.gov.au/marine/voice_services.shtml
Queensland is at UTC+10 hours and does not observe
daylight saving time; Western Australia is at UTC+8 hours
and does observe daylight saving time from late October.

Martyn Gardner has been listening to RA again
this time getting good reception on 9.500MHz at
around 2100. Martyn was using an Icom receiver
and along wire antenna from his QTH in
Portsmouth.
Gerald Guest from the West Midlands has
written saying that only 9.500MHz comes through in
the evenings. He reports SINPO 43344. He has better
luck in the mornings though, in the period 06000900 on 15.240 and 15.415MHz. The former
frequency gave SINPO 33233. Also he has pulled in
RA at 1000-1100 on 21.820 at SINPO 43334.

Bali
As SWM readers are no doubt aware, nearly two hundred
people died recently in the bombings in Bali. These included
people from the UK and many from Australia. In the wake of
these events, Australia's telecommunications carriers are
waiving telephone charges for those killed and rebating bills
for victims and families.
Optus will waive all call charges for calls to Bali from
mobiles or fixed line services for the week following the
incident and will waive mobile call charges for people who
were in Bali at the time. National carrier Telstra will waive all
charges for amonth for calls in connection with the disaster.
British company Vodaphone is putting arrangements in
place to rebate charges when calls are made in connection
people injured by the bombing. They will also waive charges
on calls made by victims and their families until the victim
returns home to Australia. Other carriers are considering
their response.
Whilst discussing Indonesia, there are reports here
indicating that Indonesia is clamping down on what appears
to have been an explosion in new television and radio
stations since President Soeharto left office. The proposals
are to ban the relay of overseas sourced news, music and
sports programs.
Since the fall of Soeharto, the number of radio stations
has increased to around 1100 and the number of national
commercial television stations has gone from five to ten. The
Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) and the BBC
have been providers of international news material to these
media outlets. The second largest Indonesian national
television station is at http://www.sctv.co.id/ for those
whose Indonesian is up to scratch.

Regulation
The Australian government has released aworking paper
canvassing the possible futures for the Australian
Broadcasting Authority (ABA) and the Australian
Communications Authority (ACA). The former regulates
radio and television; the latter regulates the
telecommunications sector. The paper puts the future of
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Other News
The Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) has been
enjoying aresurgence in popularity and in
advertising revenue. Its weekly audience is 7.6
million people which is up 23% on last year. British
Sky Broadcasting is reported here to be about to
take on Australian Jac Nasser as anon-executive
director.
New ABC managing director Russell Balding is
making noises for more funding from government.
After years of being squeezed, Balding thinks that
the ABC needs more funds to remain relevant in the
next few years. If history is any guide, Mr Balding
will be whistling in the wind.
RA has celebrated 60 years of broadcasting to
Indonesia. RA has figures suggesting an annual
audience reach in Indonesia of 8million people; this
makes it second to the BBC in Indonesian audience.
The government has delayed the introduction
of quotas for the amount of HDTV to be shown in
Australia by free to air broadcasters. The
requirement for aminimum of 20 hours per week
has been moved six months from 1January 2003 to
1July 2003.
Australia's commercial television network
Channel 10 had aratings bonanza on the night of 11
September here. All other channels including the
ABC and SBS ran blanket coverage of the
anniversary of the 11 September incidents in the
USA. It seems that many people had already had
their fill of television images of these events.
The ABA has recommended that regional
television broadcasters should provide viewers with
at least six local news bulletins aweek. This news
follows the closure of some local newsrooms by
large regional broadcasters and the subsequent
outcry from the viewing audience. More information
is at http://www.aba.gov.au/abanews/
news_releases/ 2002/83nr02.htm TransACT is at
http://www.transact.com.au/ for those interested
to see what is available in Canberra.
I
welcome any news and comments. In particular I
am interested in any s.w.l. information on Australian
stations heard by SWM readers so Ican chase up
more details and interesting snippets from this end.
My address is PO Box 3307, Manuka, ACT
2603, Australia. For personal replies please send
two IRCs. Those with an Internet connection can get
me at greg@pcug.org.au or at
mandg@vvebone.com.au

lime
0000-0130
0000-0800
0000-0900
0030-0400
0200-0700
0430-0500
0530-0800
0700-0900
0800-0900
0800-1100
0800-1130
0830-0900
0900-1330
0900-1400
0930-1100
1100-1200
1100-1400
1100-1400
1100-1700
1100-2130
1330-1700
1400-1800
1530-1900
1700-2100
1700-2200
1800-2000
1800-2000
1900-2130
2000-2200
2100-0000
2100-0000
2100-2200
2100-2200
2200-0000
2200-0200
2300-0800
2300-0900
2330-0000

MHz
17.775
15.240 8( 17.580
15.415 & 21.725
17.750
15.515
17.750
17.750
15.240
5.995 & 9.710
9.580
15.240 & 11.880
17.750
11.880
21.820
17.750
12.080
6.020 & 9.475
5.995
11.650
9.580
11.660
5.995
9.475
9.815
11.880
6.080
7.240
9.500
12.080
17.715
21.740
7.240 & 9.660
7.240
13.620 & 15.230
17.795
9.660
12.080
11.695 & 15.415

RA says that the best bets in Europe
are:
0530-0800
0900-1400
1330-1700
1530-1900
1900-2130

17.750
21.820
11.660
9.475
9.500

QSLs to RA at Radio Australia,
GPO Box 428G, Melbourne,
Victoria 3001, Australia. For the
Internet connected, RA schedules and
other information are at
littp://www.abc.netau/ra As regular
readers to this column will remember,
I've commented before that the RA
Internet site was not apretty thing.
Well, now that the site has been
revamped it is apretty thing. But,
again proving I
suppose, that I'm
never happy, the new site is not
particularly easy to use to find
technical information about RA.
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MD37 SKY WIRE
(LONG WIRE
‘LUN KIT)

0

25 METRES OF ENAMELLED WIRE
INCLUDES 10M PATCH LEAD &
INSULATOR For use on with receiver 040MHz. All mode no ATU

MLP62 Log
Periodic

0

* Freq: 50-1300MHz Tx &
* Gain: 10-12dB
* Length: 3.00mtr
* Conn' N-type
The unlitmate receiving antenna -a
must for the dedicated listener

required 2"S" points
greater signal that other
baluns. Matches any long
wire to 50S1 improved
reception.

é

SUPER SCAN
STICK

SUPER SCAN
STICK 11

Freq. Range
0-2000M Hz
Length 1000mm.
It will receive all
frequencies at all levels unlike
amono band antenna.
It has 4capacitor loaded coils
inside the vertical element to
give maximum sensitivity to even
the weakest of signals. (Ideal for
the New Beginner a
Experienced
Listener alike).

Freq. Range: 0-2000 MHz.
Length 1500mm.
This is designed for
external use. It will receive all
frequencies. at all levels unlike
amono band antenna. It has 8
capacitor loaded coils inside
the vertical element to give
maximum sensitivity to even
the weakest of signals plus
.theis an extra 3db gain over
theithdard super scan stick.
(For the expert who wants that
extra sensitivity).

£39.95

MWA 11F Wire
Antenna
Freq 0.05Mhz-40Mhz Adjustable comes
with 25 metres of H/Grade
fiexweave antenna wire,10
1111446
metres of military
spec RG58 coax
cable
feeder,insulated guy rope,dog
bone & choke balun. All Mods No A.T.U.
required. Super Duper Short Wave
Antenna.
NEW L
OW PRICE

£49.95

5' SWAGED POLES

Heavy Duty Ali (1.2mm wall)
SINGLE 11).1"
SET OF FOUR 11/4"
SINGLE 11/e
SET OF FOUR 11/2'
SINGLE 2"
SET OF FOUR 2"

PL259/9
P1.259/6
PI.259/7 for mini 8
BNC (Screw Type)
BNC (Solder Type)
NTYPE for RG58
NTYPE for RG213
S0239 to BNC
PL259 to BNC
NTYPE to S0239

£0.75
£0.75
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£2.50
£2.50
£1.50
£2.00
£3.00

each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each

11i-Spec coax cable
£0.35 per mtr
£0.60 per mtr
£0.85 per grit

£39.95

RG213
9mm mil spec
£0.85 per mtr
RH200
9mm mil spec
£1.10 per mtr
(Phone for 100 mtr discount price)

MRW-100 40cm long BNC
MRW-250 14-41cm long telescopic
BNC
MRW-210 37cm long SMA

£19.95
£19.95

£24.95 (ideal for Icon) IC-R2)
Increase the performance of tyour hand-held,
without an external antenna.

SUPER DISCONE
EXWM-1 Windo
clip mount
* BNC socket * 2.5mtrs mini
coax with BNC plug * Black
finnish Suitable for any BNC £13
hand-held antennas!
(
ADAPTERS FOR OTHER FITTINGSAVAILABLE)

MItP-2000

4
5

, TRI
SCAN III
FrAq. Range 252000MHz Length
72)0mm
Desk Top Antenna for
in or use with triple
ve 'cal loaded coils. The
tri- 0d legs are helically
dso as to give it its
ique ground
la e. Complete with
5mts of low loss coax
and BNC plug.
(Ideal for Desk Top Use).

£39.95

MHz. Length 515mm. Multiband good
tivr
for its small size. Fitted with two suction cups for
ease of fitting to any smooth surface (i.e. inside
of car window) comes with 5metres of mini
coax and BNC connector. (Good for the car user
who doesn't want an external antenna).

£29.95

a
V

(Preamplifier) Freq Range 252000 Mhz 9-15v input (Battery

0
.
)

not included) 14 db Gain.
Complete with lead and BNC
connectors.

£49.95

WEATJI
SATELI
ANT
TURNSTILE 13
Freq. 137.5 MHz
Length 1000mm
This Antenna is deigned,
for external use to receive,./
weather satellite sigpatS.' Complete with
mounting hardware.

r

SWPIIF30
Freq. Range 0.05-30MHz
Length 770mm
Although small, surprisingly sens
for the HE user. Fitted with two s
cups for ease of fitting to any sm
surface (i.e. inside of car window
comes with 5metres of mini co
BNC connector. (Good for the ca
who doesn't want an external
antenna).

Freq. Range 25-2000MHz Length 1380mm
Internal or External use (A Tri -Plane Antenna). The angle of the ground
planes are specially designed to give maximum receiving
\, performance within the discone design. The Super Discone gives up
\\‘‘ to 3Db Gain over astandard conventional dissone. Comes complete
with mounting hardware andbrackets. (Ideal for the Experienced

£39.95

Enthusiast).

IIF DISCONE
Freq. Range 0.05-2000MHz Length 1840mm
Internal or External use (A Tri-Plane Antenna). Same as the Super
Discone but with enhanced HF capabilities, comes complete with
mounting hardware and brackets.
(Ideal for the Short Wave H.F. Listener).

£49.95

ROW DISCONE 2000
(Stainless Steel) Freq. Range Receive 25-2000MHz
Transmit 50-52MHz 144-146MHz 430-440MHz 900986MHz 1240-1325MHz Length 1540mm ConnectorN TYPE The Ultimate Discone Design, 4.5DB GAIN OVER
STANDARD DISCONE! Highly sensitive, with an amazing range of
transmitting frequences, comes complete with mounting hardware &
brackets (The Best There is).

reeil

£49.95

,t, G. SCAN II

F Freq. Range 25-2000 MHz.Length 620 mm.
Magnetic mount Mobile Scanner Antenna. 2vertical loaded coils
e for

good sensitivity complete with magnetic mount and 4mts of
coax, terminated with BNC plug. (Good for when you are driving
about).

£24.95

£39.95

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD. UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD, WOBURN
SANDS, BUCKS MK17 SUR.
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Off The Record

A

spreviously reported in SWM, the former
offshore pirate station Radio Caroline is now
broadcasting via the WorldSpace Afristar
satellite. Test broadcasts of continuous
music started on 18 July, with some live
programmes commencing on 10 September. Principle
presenters on these tests seem to be Tony Christian,
Ryan Woodman, Rob Leighton and Johnny Lewis, all of
which have been very well received among supporters.
The station will shortly become encrypted and
only available as asubscription service. The annual fee
is £59.88 payable in advance. To enable reception of the
service, WorldSpace issue apassword to enter into
your WorldSpace satellite receiver that also has a
unique serial number installed in its memory.
Potential listeners can subscribe using acredit
card and telephoning the London offices of WorldSpace
on (02392) 313093 or can write to them at 4-6 Soho
Square, London W1V 5DE. An important point is that
they will need to know the serial number of your radio,
it's on the outside of the box when you buy it, or you
can also follow the instructions with the receiver and
get it to cleverly display its own serial number.
For those that don't have aWorldSpace receiver, I
will just say that they are very easy to use with the
names of stations being displayed, there are various
methods of selecting stations including simple up/down
buttons. The audio is very clear through the internal
speaker, however if you are interested in stereo quality,
you can connect the set to an audio system, but you
will not experience anything close to f.m. radio quality.
However, compared with s.w. international
broadcasting, it offers ahuge coverage area with no
fading, interference or distortion, which for a
broadcaster must be good news.
From the listeners point of view, well it's not DX,
but it does offer avery compact method of receiving
distant radio signals without the need of alarge
antenna. Reception of say, the BBC World Service, is
just as clear in Johannesburg as it is in London.

Hospital Radio
You don't hear much about hospital radio much these
days, at one time it was something of abreeding
ground for people hoping to gain experience in radio
broadcasting. Many of the larger hospitals have low
powered radio stations operating under aRadio
Authority licence, several of which operate on 1350kHz
a.m. or 87.7MHz f.m. There is now atendency for
professional stations to employ people with specific
specialist qualifications like media or business studies
rather than seek people with any talent in the field of
entertainment.
My local hospital station is called Radio Victoria
and operates aheadphone and loudspeaker
speaker service to patients who are recovering
from long-term illnesses. This year was the 30th
anniversary of its opening in 1972 and aspecial
programme was organised to commemorate
the occasion. BBC local radio and several ILR
stations publicised the event, inviting old Radio
Victoria voluntary staff to take part in aspecial
live broadcast.
On the day over 25 guests arrived to talk
about the station's history and the part they
played in it, the evening turned out to be an
outstanding success. For more information
about hospital radio, you can visit the Hospital
Broadcasting Association website at
www.hbauk.co.uk or write to 146 High
Street, Billericay, Essex CM12 9DF.

Reclaim The Media
This is the name of an American media democracy
movement concerned with the private takeover of
public broadcasting resources. They say that the
corporate consolidation and homogenisation of media
systems coupled with the deregulatory rollback of
public accountability is inhibiting smaller groups being
involved in the industry. Their Clear Channel group is
one of America's largest broadcasters who already have
in excess 1,200 radio licences, further information is
available on the website www.reclaimthemedia.org
There is certainly asimilarity in the way the media
is being consolidated here in Britain, which has done
little to stem the tide in the ever-increasing numbers of
pirate stations, who find the legal path into radio
broadcasting financially out of reach. It should be
towards the middle of next year before we find out the
results of the government's Access Radio experiment,
which could allow low budget non-commercial local
broadcasting.
The present trial involves about 15 stations -some
on a.m, and others on f.m. that have been grated an
initial one year's free licence. Aslightly similar scheme
in the USA for similar low powered stations never came
to fruition following objections from their National
Association of Broadcasters, who represent most of
their existing major radio and TV organisations.

European Pirates
The last few months of autumn weather has included
some periods of excellent propagation. Radio Border
Hunter operating on 15.795MHz has been received with
good signals in Queensland, Australia. Also making the
trip down-under is Radio Alpha Lima on 15.070MHz.
Peter Verbruggen has news of another
continental station FRS (Free Radio Service) Holland is
about to return to the air after asignificant absence and
should be audible at weekends on 7.450MHz. There are
two transmitters carrying Radio Caroline programmes one is on the mw. frequency of 1593kHz and is
probably an Irish pirate and the other in on 7.140MHz in
the 41m band, the location of this transmitter is at
present unknown.
Caroline's station manager Peter Moore is keen to
disassociate himself from these illegal and
unauthorised relays. He says that anyone in the UK rebroadcasting his station without alicence will
ultimately be closed down.
The Christmas and New Year periods are
traditionally avery active time for short wave radio
pirates. For new readers to this page, I
will just say that
many unlicensed stations are active at weekends and

Folkestone Hospital Broadcasting Service, Radio Victoria's 30th Birthday. Andy Cadier
being "supervised' by three station managers and the town's Mayor. L-R Audrey
Wind,(Chairman Folkestone Operatic Society) Dominic King (now with BBC Radio Kent),
Dick Dickinson (Mayor of Folkestone) and Matt Curtis (present Station Manager).
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bank holidays between 6.200 and 6.400MHz. There is
also some activity around 3.900, 7.415, 9.315 and
15.070MHz.
Regulars include Laser Hot Hits, Reflections
Europe, Ozone, Alpha Lima, Farmers from Holland and
Weekend Music Radio. Programmes mainly contain
music with presentation mostly in English, though
Dutch and German is widely used.

Don't Chuck The Tranny!
The Radio Authority has published their findings
following aperiod of consultation with the radio
industry on the future of a.m, analogue radio. There
had been widely expressed suggestions that in a
relative short time, similar to television; analogue radio
would simply be switched off. This is certainly untrue
for the foreseeable future, though it is likely there will
be changes in the way any future a.m, stations are
licensed.
Present arrangements are both complicated and
expensive which deters small broadcasters applying
for licences. The Authority is seeking to provide athird
tier group of station possibly based on the present
Access Radio experiment that involves both f.m. and
a.m. stations. There is also asuggestion for another
national a.m. station if sufficient frequencies become
available (they anticipate some a.m, stations moving to
DAB and relinquishing their mw. frequencies). Even
the use of the I.w. frequency of 225kHz, which has been
in the possession of both the BBC and the Radio
Authority for many years and remained unused, could
form apart of this new tier of British radio
broadcasting.
The RA also seem aware of the problems of
extensive networking by some of the bigger stations
who could be seen to be getting national coverage
without actually applying for anational licence. Both
long and short-term RSL operations will still be
granted a.m, licences as required. The new strata of
a.m, only stations are unlikely to appear until after the
Radio Authority pass on their responsibilities to the
new government regulator the Office Of
Communications (Ofcom) towards the end of 2003
Any decision about the effects and benefits of Digital
Radio Mondiale) (DRM) on long or medium wave
which could take several years to develop will also
become the responsibility of Ofcom.

A Better Reception
The American radio and electronics company Mororola
have launched aseries of microchips that can be
included in a.m./f.m. receivers to substantially improve
reception. The makers claim their Motorola Symphony
Digital Radio will reduce static, crackles and hisses and
extend the listening range from existing signals giving
improved clarity and volume. This system costs the
broadcasters nothing and listeners have no
subscriptions or anything to pay as it utilises existing
a.m, and f.m. signals.
All that is required to enjoy this new enhanced
reception quality is an upgradeable Symphony Digital
Radio. Idon't know the price, but they should be
available in the USA towards the end of 2003. The
possibilities of improved reception from distant signals
could be an attractive selling point, I
wonder if they will
make one for short wave?

Christmas
Best wishes for the festive season and special thanks to
all those that regularly write to me on the various
varied topics raised in 'Off The Record'. May I
wish you
all avery happy Christmas and awonderful New Year. If
you can escape the family for afew moments
remember Yule-Tide (pirate reception) logs are very
welcome.
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ROYAL DISCONE

13-TEK D,C, 2000 DISCONE
Ahigh performance aideband discone
offering superb performance from
0.2-2000MHz. Transmit range:- 6m, 2m,
70cm, 32cm 84 23cm (power handling
200W). Fitted with low loss 'N' type socket.
Supplied with mounting brackets. (N-plug &
coax not supplied).
OUR PRICE

£54.95

P&P £10.00

Comments fromym Griffiths

Putting the DC-2000 up gave me atremendous boost to all signals with
the ancient AR-2000 coming alive! Signals were well received and I

OUR PRICE

P&P £10.00

DX- I
0IR,F, SYSTEMS)

This new short wave listeners antenna was

Asuperb quality active antenna with avery
high intercept point ideal for weak signal
reception without increases in radiated noise. A
truly amazing antenna! Freq: 100kHz-30M1-1z.
Bomb-proof over loading figures, 90cm long,
mains PSU +controller supplied (coax
optional). Atmospheric-noise compensated
sensitivity.

initially made specifically for one of our
commercial customers but we felt the general
public would find it of great interest. At only just
over 7feet high this vertical short wave receiving
antenna will give amazing results from 0.2-30MHz
and thanks to its commercial construction you
simply errect it and away you go. Length 76".
Fitting PL-259 (not supplied).

£79.95

NEW
PRODUCT

(Airband base)
Prof quality base antenna for AIRBAND. (Civil &
military). With SO-239 fitting (1.7m long).
Gain 4.5/7dB.

£79.95

PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY
AIR-44N

£169.95

P&P £10.00

AIR-

P8cP £10.00

As above "N-type" fitting

£84.95

MR-33 (As above) 1m long. Gain 3/6dB.

GLOBAL AT-2000
•

1111/

•

ONLY

£89.00

P&P £5

(Probably the best ATU around)

PATCH LEADS MAILABLE IF REQUIRED.
PL-259 to PL-259 patch lead
BNC to PL-259 patch lead

WA-50

SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

£5.99
£9.99

tArtiIPLIFIEle

Broadband
amplifier for
short wave,
medium &long
wave. 50kHz-50MHz. 10dB gain. Superb low noise
amplifier. Ideal for short wave improvement. Requires
12V (150mA).
OUR PRICE

£99.95

Optional AC adapter
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Micro magnetic base with (19") whip.
Ra:- 0.5M1-1z-2GHz. Ideal for all scanners
supplied with miniature coax lead & BNC (all
fitted).

£24.95

OUR PRICE
BNC to PL-259 adaptor
BNC to N-type adaptor

SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

The MLB contains aspecial impedance
matching transformer which converts
any piece of wire between 6and 20
metres long into awide band receiving
antenna. 100kHz-40MHz. Low noiseprobably the best there is!

£42.95

POST £3.00

SP-3 PROFESSIONAL.)

fully adjustable desk top stand
for use with all hand-helds. Fitted
coaxial lead with BNC +S0239
connections.

£10.00

P&P £5.00
£3.49
33.95

MLB IR,F, SYSTEMS)

£16.99

OUR PRICE

DEL £10.00

MICRO MAC ANTENNA MM-

P&P £7.50

QS-300
..-

£49.95

P8cP £3.00

SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

eCan be used in reverse

Two way combiner, one antenna
feeds two scanners (without
mismatch). 10-2500MHz. High
isolation (BNC sockets).

£59.95

ONLY £89.95 P&P £10.00

OX- IPRO IR,F, SYSTEMS)
This is aprofessional wide band
receiving antenna with avery
high intercept point that ensures
alow noise level allowing even
the weakest signals to be heard.
Constructed of high-impact
plastic and aluminium alloy-the
amplifier is protected inside a
waterproof stainless steel vessel. The unit is supplied
complete with mounting hardware and an indoor controller
with PSU (coax not supplied). Freq. 20kHz-54MHz. Gain:
+6dB (ref dipole). Intercept points: .+75dBm (2nd ord), k
+50dBm (3rd ord). (Static protection included). For the
true professional.

£329.95

DEL £15.00

MUM IR.F, SYSTEMS)

Compact -indoor/outdoor scanning antenna.
(50MHz-2.6GHz). Superb glass fibre
constuction. Ideal in areas affected by "nosey
neighbour syndrome". This antenna can be put
in the loft or outside on the building. Initial
tests show this to far outperform adiscone at
"VHF". SO-239 socket (PL-259 plug needed)
1.3m long (mast clamps supplied).

under I.3m long

Deluxe SW Alt
0-30MHz. S0239 fittings.

DEL £10.00

Q-TEK Sj)--2000

50MHa-2.6GHz and

£49.95 p&p £8.50

An amazing vertical (glass fibre) colinear
antenna. Quality construction with
incredible performance. For the serious
scanner enthusiast.
Freq range: 0.5-2GHz. PL-259 fitting (not
supplied). Length 3m. Mast clamps
supplied. (Gain up to 9dB is easily
obtained). SO-239 fitting. Requires PL-259
plug (not supplied).

£44.95

found that Iwandered out of airband.

THE vERTicAt. CYCLOPSE

=WO-TEX INTREPID 2000

(Stainless steel)
Frequency range: receives
0.2-2000MHz, transmit 6/2/70/23an,
connector N type. High sensitivity with
an amazing range of transmitting
frequencies. Comes complete with
mounting hardware 8c brackets. (N-plug
8c coax not supplied).

Ready assembled wire
antenna offering low noise
reception on long, medium,
short wave (100111z-40MHz)
adjustable from 6mts to
20mts long. Magnetically
coupled transfer system ensures reduced static noise
levels and allows unwanted build-up to leak harmlessly to
earth without damaging the receiver. (Subject to recvr.
being earthed).
SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

e

£64.95

PL-259 to PL-259 4mtr patch lead
QIT

POST £5.00
£8.99

o E.Mf, ANTENNA

Alow cost, superb passive broadband
(500kHz-30MHz) antenna useable down
to 150kHz. Ideal for indoor or outdoor
SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET
use and at only 4mtrs long you most
certainly will find the space! Using magnetic transfer
technology, interference 8c noise is minimised. Ready
assembled +PL-259/coax.
ONLY

£62.95

P&PDI 00

OPX-30/MBINA DIPIDIRKOMBNER
SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

Can be used
in reverse

Ant A(0-30MHz)
To receiver low
Ant B(30-2000MHz) Jinsertion loss
Allows two antennas to be connected
to one receiver without interaction.

£54.95
P&P £3.50

SP-1 MI WAY COMM@ IPROFESSONALI

SEND SAE FOR
DATA SHEET

Can be used in reverse

Very high quality combiner
allows two short wave receivers
to be connected to one antenna
without interaction. 50kHz30MHz (SO-239 fitting).

£59.95

p& p0.50
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EASONS TO
RISTMAS
comprehensive scanner
1300MHz) Alpha Tag, PC
nning control. Smart
anner +trunk track facilit
Includes PSU.
OUR PRICE

£299.99

Software 780XLT

£34.99

0.1-2.6GHz all mode receiver
with (optional) DSP plus bandscope/world clock and too
much more to print.
OUR PRICE

£575.00
lines PSU)

Optional DSP

AOR
AR-8600 im

£79.99

Extremely versatile all mode
receiver (100kHz-3GHz). Now
with improvelEhert wave
performance.W1
OUR PRICE

£649.95

al power supply

ICOM
IC-R75

IVII

£

The short wave receiver for the
true enthusiast. Includes free
PSU.
• 0.03-60MHz (all mode)
• Synchronous AM detection
• PC control capability.
OUR PRICE

£589.00

OUR BEST SELLING HF RECEIVER

Optional extention skr

ICOM
IC-R8500

Next generation wideband
receiver.
0.1-2GHz. (All mode).
Includes free PSU.
OUR PRICE

£1149.95

SP-21 extention skr
Voice synth board
Short Wave Magazine, December 2002

£74.99

£74.99
£34.95
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SONY SW- I
00E

OUR PRICE
ACE-30
AN-100

£159.95

Power supply unit for above
Active antenna

short wave. RRP £79.95.
HALF PRICE

OUR PRICE
1 39.95 P&P £10
£24.95 Optional power supply
£16.95
£9.99
£64.95 HD-1010 mono/stereo headphones

The ideal holiday partner!
* Fully digital world receiver
* FM/MW/SW * Covers all
short wave broadcast/114W
plus FM stereo (on
h/phones)
* Programmable memories
* Sleep timer +alarm
function * lkHz tuning for

N
01

£

DUAL CONVERSION

Abrilliant new compact indoor antenna
that covers 0-1650MHz and is just 20"
tall (collapsed). Supplied with coax and
BNC plug fitted.
Ideal for table top mounting or by the
window.

19.95

The ultimate short wave receiver with DSP -for the real
perfectionist.

BA-888U

OUR PRICE

£69.95

P&P £5.00

RM-9 13

RADIO CONTROLLED CLOCK.
• 12/24hr alarm function
•Auto clock from "Rugby" RF signal
•Alarm function lb Backlight Sc more
• Id's batteries

lbe
Semi«
Main -

iff

ONLY £5 4 •95 P&P £6 00

REGULAR-GAINER PH-770
•
"BNC" 21cm flexible whip that is ideal as replacement.
(Ex:- 25MHz-2GHz) (MC:- 2m/70ans).

Frequency counter
covers 10MHz-3GHz.
Id's nicad, charger,
antenna.
ONLY

£59.95

P&P £6.00
£7.50

PRICE

Del £10.00
£189.00
£269.00

NEW Elth EDMON

THE UK SCANNING
DIRECTORY
Britain's best selling scanner book now
larger than ever. Nearly 700 pages packed
full of frequencies from 25MHz-1.8GHz.

SUPER-GAINER PH-9000
--mom
"BNC" 40cm flexible whip for the ultimate in gain.
(Rs:- 25M112-2GHz) (Tx:- 2m/70cms).
OUR PRICE

£21.95

£19.75

P&P £4.00

ED-2000
allammansfr
Asuperb "BNC" black telescopic whip. Ideal for
scannera Folds neatley away. (0.1-2GHz).
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE £16.95 P&P £1.50

1
4.99

P&P £1.50

NEW NOISE FILTER!

Asuperb TDK 'snap fix' ferrite clamp
for use in Radio/TV/
c,”
Mains/PC/Phone etc. :Zerir$
Simply dose shut over cables and notice the
difference! Will fit cables up to 13nun diameter.
SRP:124:00/pair
OUR PRICE:
(p&p 42.50)

2for £10

SPECIAL OFFER £13.99 P&P £2.50

WATSON HUNTER

£1299.00

NVA-319 Extention speaker
CHE-199 VHF/UHF converter

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

£3.49
£3.95

WFAIHER/RADIO CONTROUED CLOCK.
• Supplied with one remote (wireless)
sensor• Weather forecast I Barometer
• 24 hr "radio" clock lb Thermometer

£9.99

NRCI-5 415 DSP

£29.95

BNC adaptor
N-type adaptor
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£16.95

1 99695 P8cP £10

HD-1010 optional headphones

As above with 'rotary hinge.

,

Optional case £1499.

OUR PRICE

OUR BEST SEIUNG LOW PRICED RECEIVER

OUR PRICE

P8cP £10

Q-TEK APOLLO 20£10 M1(11

11111111

items of interest

NEW! Wins Dutch
"Automobile" award.
Excellent small short
wave receiver (digital).
0.15-30MHz (AM, USB,
LSB, CW). 88-108MHz
FM stereo. Includes
carry case.

OUR PRICE
Optional power supply

0.2-2GHz. An easy to use PL-259 (right angled) telescopic
whip. Ideal for all receivers.
OUR PRICE
P&P £2.50

I

*Superb performance
SW receiver * 0.230MHz (all mode)
* Selectable tuning
steps (down to 100Hz)
* 240 or 12V * Digital S-meter *Attenuator * Key pad
entry * 160 memories * Noise blanker.

SANGEAN A1-5O5

£89.00

£39.95

OTEK PL-`25
E

REALISTIC DX-39 11

Asuperb performance
portable/base synthesized
world receiver with true SSB
and 40Hz tunning for ultra
clean reception. The same
radio is sold under the
Roberts name at nearly twice the price. Other features
include RDS facility, 306 memories and FM stereo
through headphones. The ATS-909 represents superb
value for money.

P8cP £10

SONY SW-30

See over for
address 0r

£10.00.

SANGEAN ATE -209

* Miniature portable all mode
SW receiver *Station presets
for 50 frequencies *Single side
band system * Synchronous
detector *Tuning in 100Hz +
steps * Includes compact
antenna/stereo
earphones/carrying case.

VISA

Accessonj items
PL-259 -PL-259 (short patch lead)
£5.99
PL-259-PL-259L (4 mtr patch lead)
£8.99
BNC-BNC (short patch lead)
£6.99
BNC-BNC "L" (5 mtr patch lead)
£9.99
50m roll flexweave (heavy duty antenna wire)
£30.00
20m roll flexweave (heavy duty antenna wire)
£15.95
50m roll PVC coated (stranded wire)
£10.95
30m roll nylon guy rope (4.4mm)
£10.00
Nylon "Dog Bone" insulators
£1.00
Roll self-amalgamating tape (25mm x10m)
£6.50
Ferrite rings
£2.00 each

SECONDHAND UST

MVT-7100 as new
MVT-7300 as new
MVT-9000 MILD as new
AR-8000 boxed as new
AR-8200 Mid vgc
AR-8200 Mill as new
Alinco DJ-X3 +case as new
AR-8600 as new, boxed
PRO-2042 (25-1300MHz)
DX-394 as new
AR-3000A immaculate

£169.95
£199.95
£299.95
£199.95
£249.95
£329.95
£89.99
£499.00
£199.95
£119.95
£499.95

IC-R75 as new +DSP
£549.95
FRG-100 vgc
£279.95
RD-500VX+ as new
£549.95
HF-150 as new
£199.95
Yacht Boy YB-500
£79.95
PRO-60 25-1300MHz (no book) 199.00
IC-R3 as new -boxed
£339.95
UBG780XLT as new boxed 1259.95
BC-9000XLT as new
£179.95
NRD-535 as new (ioda BWC) £699.99
IC-R70 VGC (private sale)
£299.99
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FRONI LONDON

THURROCK, ESSEX SHOWROOM
&

WERE HERE
te

MAIL ORDER:

W. MIDLANDS SHOWROOM

4

Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est.,
Brettel Lane,

IVIAGN

Unit 1, Thurrock Commercial Centre,
Purfleet Industrial Park, Aveley,

Brierley Hill

A1306
IWENNINGTONI

CIRCUS TAVERN

tiw er

South Ockendon, Essex RIVI15 4YA
TEL: 01708 862524

W. Mids.

Cee

DY5 3L0

PREMIERE
HOTEL

FAX: 01708 868441

Open Mon-Fri 9.30-5pm
Sat 9.30-1pm

,› M25 FROM SOU

Tel: 01384

Open Mon - Fri 8am - 4.30pin_

NEW Al

BRANCH

LAKESIDE

I.<

I

481681

NO MAIL ORDER TO MIDLANDS

Set 8em - 1.00pm.

I

The Future of Rad:
From the makers of the muitawarovanang, Weaseling
*al hen Oner 21 comes PUFE EMU an affonfable
portable ckital ratio that can te enned by aelone EVOIE-1
sobsh retro d
it real rood ¡enter and metabc fresh,
recalls ratios of okl but nude 6 the very best third-generation
one cleat ratio technology ¡Mg pu nterferencefree rado
and mique CAB features at an afford.* once
EVOKE-1 features adeal deploy sluing tte sorting track
taes, artieti names and programme details presisi by
broadcasters Priet begat:WO cbgtal rt proodes an
oaken of chase, eth awide variety at stations to sat eery
t9Ste and mood

\
_IDIPJ

1:YrI i
_

se
:)
-

•

The stylish mans-powered EVOKE-1 othe perfect adduct to am
Pane or &ca. dean% ameba) hogny deeded flgtal fnalt1
sound teas the has. crackle and fade of AM/FM broadcasts

eibis
_

r-

T..

pur rack Waring wet EVOKE-1.

MVT-7 I
00EU

8200 SERIES-3

Wideband hand-held scanner covers
500kHz-1650MHz. (All mode). Includes
nicad/car charger/charger/antenna.
Extremely user-friendly hand-held reciever
with outstanding performance unmatched

Never before has one hand portable
offered so much. * Covers 100kHz3GHz (all mode) * Computer control
caperbility * 8-33kHz steps for the new
airband spacing * Reaction tune
caperbility * Includes nicads/charger/
antenna and car lead. CQ99 00
OUR PRICE old J
£19.99

.
.

CC-8200 PC interface

Oactudre autc quaky machen
ty deity n&go vat is sofdy
aonstruced maple nee nano.
alumnum hencle Bitola*
colescentfnehfascsa
Performance
Isenslanserne
Isteffleçenencewerncre
steers easier tang ot rare
of the has. cracee andhde of
reçacrAM, radios

£79.99

MVT-9000 Mk11

Sale price £325.00

OUR PRICE
Optional case
Optional battery box

£15.00
£14.99

Cigar lead

£19.99

PC interface

£42.95

FAIRHAVEN RD-500VX+

Cigar lead

£19.99
£42.95

receiver (all mode)
with over 50.000

desktop scanner with
turbo scan. (Selectable
AM/FM/WFM).

memories capable of
holding text.
20kHz-1750MHz.

£745.00

COMMTEL 225

OUR PRICE

This version is the
same as Etrex Standard
but includes:• Camouflage
• Fishing
• Hunting
• Calculator.
SRP £170.00.

OUR PRICE

£199.99

"Our best selling
desk-top scanner"

SALE PRICE
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£119.00

£15.99
£42.95

UBC-278CLT
New base scanner with built-in
clock radio. 25-956MHz (with
gaps) 88-108MHz (WFM)
500kHz-1720kHz (AM).
Fully programmable. Ideal for
the bedroom.

OL.pRic, £139.95

£235.00

GARMIN GPSIII+

Now with "voice
prompts" as well as
direction indication.
Inds: Map CD. 128
meg cart & data

navigational system
gives detailed maps

of the UK & Europe.

Street Pilot Mono
Street Pilot Colour

£279 00

£399.00
£499.00

Delivery £10.00

STREET PILOT III DELUXE

Powered by AA cells
or 13.8V, this
compact

SAL£ PRICE

£99.95

Soft case
PC interface

Selectable tunning steps +alpha-numeric tagging.

ETREX CAMO

500 channel.
25-1300MHz.
AM/FM/WFM.

SALE PRICE

7077;ery pack and drop in charger £39.997j

13EARCAT UBC-9000X11
25-1300MHz wideband

l'&P £5.00

ALINCO DJ-X3

£15.00
£14.99

PC interface

£79.95

Micro-handy scanner. 100kHz-1300MHz.
700 memories/stereo FM (earphones)/
attenuator/bug detector; audio
descrambler. AM/FM /WFM/ Selectable
tuning steps (incl's 8.33kHz).

£269 00

Superb wideband

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

Sale price £219.00

ALINCO DJ-X10

£449.95

SUPERB QUALITY

Freq: 24MHz-2.1GHz.
Gain: -10dB to +20dB.

Full-featured handy. 100kHz-2GHz all
mode. Includes SSB/CW band scope,
alphanumeric display plus loads more.
(Includes battery'drop-in charger).

the handle for you. Incrs battery, charger &
loads more.

**I """ nsTs mAKE "
ma Not SFI IFR *

Superb BNC in-line amplifier to boost
signals! Fits on top of your scanner and
away you go. (Powered by PP-3 batterynot supplied).

£199.95

MVT-7300EU

ALINCO X-2000

Optional case
Optional battery box

M-75 SCANNER PRE-AMP

PRICE
Soft case for 7100EU/9000 -specify £19.99

bYnsmals
OUR

The intelligent scanner! 100kHz-2.15GHz.
All mode incl's SSB, "Flash Tune" reads
frequency of nearly of nearby signal 8c tunes

SSP: £899:00

Swig the atest dadgeserabos
Db8tech,doge
Tatars
mace% digui sand suety
ath the fatrat MS Inures ace
lunoacos ac an affatitiepnce

Includes AC adapter.
Optional extention speaker (stereo) £29.99

JWiyery

Optional case

Technology

card, power lead & mount. The ultimate in
talking GPS's.
Includes 128 meg card

OUR PRICE

£1099.00
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his annual 'event'
once more brings
several satellite

orientated

articles, content

of which -due to space
considerations -cannot be
included during the other
months of the year. Ihave
deliberately avoided the
'How to Satellite DX' type
of article, back copies (Dec
1998 and Dec 2000) -which
contain most of the basics
-can still be obtained from
the SWM Book Store.
Perhaps the main
difference is that mention
of analogue with digital TV
a couple of years ago will

FEATuF,
I

8AOFIOCi-

----_,--

SPECIAL

'COMPETITION

OSL

PEVIE111

L.
uoHs11I
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II Satellite Band
Spectrum Monitoring Unit
5
canning the satellite
downlink band with a

instantly provide ascreen

with afew pounds to spare this

display of all (or none) signal

receiver that stops on a

activity dovvnlinking from a

proved auseful and time
saving tool.

signal, that signal
frequency is then

satellite that your dish is

The 'Spectralook' isn't a

receiving. The Swedish

spectrum analyser, it's merely a

investigated is the 'normal'

company 'Emitor' make the

spectrum display device

means of checking for satellite

'Spectralook' unit, asmall

only -though analogue

TV signals. This is laborious,

package about two thirds the

requiring a 12-14V a.c. input
(yes, a.c.) via the supplied

(entertainment) TV still

since anything transmitted will

size and the same thickness as

plugtop p.s.u., avideo output

now concentrate on digital

Satellite TV Ne(
We hand the

General view of
the 'Spectralook".

reigns over to

input -or au.h.f. modulator
connecting to a u.h.f. TV and

Roger Bunney

an [NB feed into the F-type
socket input. The [NB signal is
best obtained using asatellite

this month for

signal splitter -the d.c. pass
spur connecting to the satellite
receiver for [NB power

his Satellite TV

continuity, the d.c. blocked
spur to the 'Spec/look'.

Special.
continues on many

Ihternal PC13 view of the unit, tuner head is top right hand corn
cause the scanning to stop, the

satellites and will continue

main difficulty is knowing if

thus for some years. But

there is anything present

the more elusive OB and

before you commence your

news feeds are now 99.9%

scan!

digital.
One piece of unusual
equipment has been

phono socket connects into
your monitor or TV SCART

Take for example
Europe*Star-1 @ 45°E -all
signals are vertical polarisation

reviewed. I've also

into Europe and as yet no

included a couple of tales

horizontal signals have been

written by Edmund Spicer

monitored. It takes time for a

and Alan Richards, telling

complete speculative scan in

how they started out in

say horizontal and then

the hobby spending

checking vertical requires more

minimal cash, very basic

time to sift out the data signals

aVHS tape library case. Emitor

It's easy to hook up, but

equipment, but gaining

from adigital TV signal.

kindly provided asample which

what appears on the TV
screen? When you move your

incredible results.

Ireviewed an interesting

proved highly efficient, easy to

Hopefully this will

piece of kit (for another

use and the output simple to

dish onto an active satellite, a

encourage others...

magazine recently) that can

interpret, for the sat-zapper

signal display is generated
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and 11.6-12.8GHz (high) in
the two Ku-bands,
depending on which band
is selected (with aUniversal
LNB the 22kHz tone will
switch to high band). The
sweep tune frequency is
high, so asteady display is
shown on the TV screen.
As will be seen in the

TV screen spectrum
display of Hot Bird, 1.3'E
Ku-band occupancy in
single polarity, lowest
frequency at top.

from the 'Spec/look'. The unit
is in effect asatellite tuning
head, the output of which
feeds into video circuitry and

rE

then outputs on the phono
socket. The 'Spec/look' also
generates aramp (sawtooth)
tuning voltage which is applied
to the varicap tune pin of the
tuner head, the ramping
voltage produces asweep tune
of the satellite downlink band
of the LNB i.f. input (L-Band)
which will produce aspectrum
display of 10.6-11.7GHz (low)

photograph, signal spikes
project horizontally from
the white signal base band
on the right hand side.
Each spike is asignal, the
stronger the signal the
longer the spike, the
lowest frequencies are at
screen top.
Digital signals have rounded
heads rather than points and
with less movement. Within
the signal base line is afurther
tuning aid that's not too clear
on the photo -due to auto
photo print processing -this is
avertical bar that extends
downwards, the more (or
stronger) signals present, the
lower it extends.
Switching to the other
polarisation will instantly
reveal any and all signals
present in that polarity. It
follows that such aspectrum
display device is ideal for
accurate LNB mount setting,
for confirming atracking dish

7-C1

various satellites -and for the
'sat-zapper' looking for signals.
Though Iam reluctant to
spend money, this is one item
that Ifound invaluable and can
be recommended. Drawbacks the unit runs warm in one
corner from several p.c.b.
mounted voltage regulators
and nearby power diodes.
Emitor were consulted and
advise that in four years
production, none has proved
faulty -and most go to cable
head ends and are left on
permanently.

The 'Spectralook' costs
£89.88 inc -next day
delivery -from Mardale
Technology, Kingfisher
Way, Sowton Ind. Est.,
Exeter EX2 7LE, Tel:
(01392) 445454, E-mail
marciegall@mardale.co.uk
Sadly, those readers in
Scotland and Northern
Ireland pay more for
carriage, so the prices there
are £92.83 and £95.76
respectively. Australasian
SWM readers contact AvComm pty, Tel: 61-2-99394377 or check
www.avcomm.com.au in
that region the Emitor unit
is badged as the 'SpecMon'.

positioner settings on the

The hi We Are
W
hen the TV
'Satellite
News'
column first

appeared
within Short Wave Magazine
back into the mists of time nearly 11 years ago -life was
fairly simple! Most of the
satellite action was in analogue both main stream programming
and news/outside broadcast
feeds. 'Digital' was then a
problem for the future -but
time flies!
Over adecade later with the
Gulf and Balkans conflicts past,
we are now almost exclusively
into the digital era. Certainly
programming continues using

analogue, but many
broadcasters now transmit in
both analogue and
digital, gradually the
analogue favourites fade
out as digital takes over areplication perhaps of
vhf-TV as networks
move to u.h.f. and
ponder terrestrial digital
transmissions, TVDX in
the summer months now
is decidedly less active
unfortunately. Readers'
reports of analogue
Promo
reception are now
infrequent as most folk have
moved into digital mode -afew
-as with all hobbies -have
moved into other fields
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The oft question "how do I
receive digital signals?" arises. I
will try to answer, though it's a
difficult subject to approach and
answer briefly. My assumption is
that you have an installed dish
of say 0.8-1.2m that tracks
accurately across the Clarke Belt,
auniversal Ku-band LNB with
switching polarity (i.e. vertical or

Information on signal
frequencies can be found in
magazines, though with copy
deadlines perhaps five weeks
ahead of publishing dates,
details are often historical though the regular main
programmers -other than afew
wandering Arabic stations rarely move or at least give
notice of transmission
changes. If you have
access to the Internet,
then several groups
provide updated
information such as
Feedhunters, Lyngsat,
the Stefan Hagedorn
Newsletter or SatcoDX
to name but four. The
latter site will also give

details of all satellites
and their orbital
slide for the Senegal TV news programme.
positions, coverage,
footprints, etc.
horizontal) and 22kHz tone
Iwill quote from aprintout
low/high band switching -or an
that Roy Carman sent to
LNB that can accommodate
me...this provides the essential
these requirements.
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It's been a rough ride on the world's shares
this past year.

A patriot 'workers' caption over Congo TV.
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synopsis of received
pictures are
included.
Occasionally, it may
be necessary to
insert PIDS for
audio, video, etc,
though most
receivers will
automatically
search them out.
We need to
establish the very
basics -which

others use variants which are
totally impossible to calculate or
guess! For nearly five years I
have used the RSD
manufacturer's products as their
receivers feature both auto SR
and auto FEC, that means you
just enter into the search panel
the frequency and then 'auto' in
both the symbol rate and FEC
sections.
The receiver then hunts out
the parameters, locks up the
signal and commits all data into

satellite and its
orbital slot, then
the frequency
polarisation, symbol
rate and forward
error correction.
Many current
receivers include
auto FEC which
removes another
difficulty. Satellite
reception Internet
listings above will
include the
necessary
parameters, the
What Satellite TV
magazine from
your friendly local
WH Smith (or even
Asda) contains
useful broadcaster
tables, programmes
and technical data.
The all

memory. The earlier Nokia 9200,
9500 fitted with Dr. Overload
software also performs these
functions, but this is an old
receiver and no longer
supported by Nokia, certainly
with new software fitted! RSD,
Stirling ceased manufacture as a
badged receiver, but the good
news is that RSD (UK) designs
are born again within the
Korean sourced 'NEVVVVAVE'
manufacturer. This company can
be found at:- New Wave UK
Ltd., 22 Stirling Business
Centre, Well Green Place,
Stirling, Scotland FK8 2DZ.
SWM advertiser Aerial
Techniques may be distributing
the receivers' shortly.
Ihave been testing their NW9000VICI digital receiver, it has
two Common Interface slots (for
use with scrambled
programming) though the
machine works very well with
FULL and FAST auto SR, FEC, etc.
for both programming and
news/OB feeds.
It is not expensive and Irarely that Ido this -

SUBS

II PROM

looks daunting at first, since the
Korean/Chinese translation into
English often can be confusing,
patience will overcome
problems -as perhaps with life
in general.
If the reader is interested
only in checking out TV
programmes to known digital
parameters, the bottom range
Manhattan receivers are good
value. Ihave a(lust
discontinued) FTA (free-to-air)
DigiPlaza, it has auto FEC, but
you need to insert aknown SR Ireckon it's the fastest gun in
the West for locking up aweak
digital signal. A replacement son
of DigiPlaza has just hit the high
street, check out Manhattan
with supplier Eurosat. Well
known satellite enthusiast
Edmund Spicer
(Littlehampton) uses only a
DigiPlaza for both broadcast
and news feeds with great
success.
Finally Istill use my old
method of finding digital
signals, using an old scanning
analogue satellite receiver and
checking out each 'stop
frequency' with an auto search.
Most receivers will allow
network or transponder
searches, OK but it will commit
to memory anything it finds for
later viewing so you could be
deleting already found signals
in memory later -the
Manhattan will not save

important question
now arises, what
receiver to buy.
Again What
Satellite TV will
contain masses of
advertisements for
recommend the unit to any
digital receivers and
enthusiast considering buying
Live helo pictures when the Chicago choice is confusing.
an auto searching digital
Washington express fell off the rails.
The experiences
data for adigital downlink
of two satellite enthusiasts are
reception,,, 14 August 2002.
summarised later in this
NSS-K 11471H 6111 3/4 'Service
special, which may help.
1' -The Linz, Austria Fire
Clearly if we're interested
Outside broadcast
Brigade take to the boats as the
in established TV
location advise
rising waters begin to engulf
programming only, i.e.
studio to roll tape and
their city".
entertainment, then we can
record a voice over
This tells me that on August
check the listings for technical
commentary.
14th on the NSS-K satellite @
parameters and enter the data
21.5°W downlink at 11.471GHzinto the receiver for the
'already saved'
_
horizontal, using an SR (symbol
channels you're interested in
memory data a
1371BT TES 43
rate) of 6111 and FEC (forward
viewing. Long standing
second time, but the
error correction) of 3/4, Roy
readers of Short Wave
RSD can duplicate
An unusual view of Cowes Week, the sound
received anews feed with a
Magazine will know that this
memories.
recordist awaits rehearsal whilst the
service ident 'Service 1' (the
column tends to concentrate
Re-reading the
cameraman leaves his camera on the pontoon.
uplink satellite truck can include
on the more unusual such as
above article several
an optional identification within
news feeds, outside broadcast to
receiver. It is easy to set up once
times in conjunction with the
the data which details the origin
studio feeds, etc. and checking a
you've cracked the method of
receiver instruction manual
of the signal, serial number of
few articles will reveal
setting up. I'm old, yet found it
light will eventually dawn...time
the truck -often other idents
parameters that vary widely.
easy to set up and Igrew old
and experience will decide your
such as UKI-613 or RTL DSNG
Many OB circuits use the
with 405-line TV and valves!
own method of hunting
D219, etc, can appear. A brief
familiar SR5632 +FEC 3/4 Setting up adigital receiver
the DX!
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What's On The
Menu Tonight
Waiter?
G

or Aberystwyth and the

such as Eutelsat 2F3, Hot Bird,

operating and setup manual will

Astra, etc. this you ignore...

be reprinted to suit these

FREQUENCY -enter the

language areas -I've not seen a

frequency though the inbuilt

Welsh translation lately.

a.f.c. system will usually tune

Though digital satellite
receivers differ in operation, the
nearby off-screen photographs
clearly show how the RSD ODM

±2MHz of the nominated
frequency.
POLARITY -the receiver can
send aswitching polarity voltage

300-CI receiver's menu chain

(+13 or 18V) to the LNB which

works. The MAIN MENU (1)

will enter into memory...

several options, ORGANISE

SYMBOL RATE & FEC -these

CHANNELS means to edit the

can be preset if known or if

memories into your selected

unknown both parameters can

preference; CA INFORMATION

be reset to 'AUTO' and the

(conditional access) relates to

receiver will hunt out, find and

encrypted transmissions, there's a

enter into memory. This process

COMMON INTERFACE SLOT

can take several seconds if both

fitted to the rear of this receiver

parameters are set to 'AUTO'...

into which you'd slide your CAM

AUTO TRANSPONDER SCAN

receiving station initially looks

(conditional access module) or

-this isn't fitted in certain chassis

daunting and the manual must
be read carefully at least twice,

decoding board. The important

and not the RSD!

knob'! We're now

one here is INSTALLATION which

into amenu driven

complications arise due with the

Iselect with the remote and this

commences the tuning
operation.

one are the days of
the large 'tuning

society and the infra

START SCAN -this

many parameters to be set and

takes me into asub menu (2),

red remote control (IR) is king,

often the translation into

most options are self

lose the IR and the TV, video, Sky

'English' from the original

explanatory, but we now select

receiver will automatically search

TV -even the hi-fi ceases to be

Chinese, Malaysian or Korean

CHANNEL SETUP (3). This

and find the audio, video and

user friendly -it's not just using

loses something on the way!

provides us with the means to

MANUALLY INPUT PIDs -the

programme PIDS (programme
identification numbers). If you

Pat entalC< ,ntrr ,1

Install Sat.-Aloe 1,1113

Information

Receiver Setup

Organise Channels

Time

Installation

Channel Setup

CA Information

Change Install PIN

are entering known signal
parameters from say an Internet
listing, the PIDs may be given in
that listing, these must be
entered into the PID menu by
selecting this option which opens
yet afurther sub menu into the
PID environment.
Once 'START SCAN' has been
actioned and the signal has been
found and locked, ascreen
indication tells you the service

Parental Ptn_11111111111111.111111r_
The RSD Main Menu Sequence, scroll down to

ident and memory number, the
'Installation' gives access to 'Channel Setup'.

'Installation'.

menu stream can now be exited i.e. you go backwards out of the
menus' -there will be afinal
'SAVING' flash which confirms all

LNB
la

>

the data has been locked into

.,EutlesatlIn

memory.

11562

•

At this point the RSD will

Vertical

Polarity

resume picture reception on the

Symbol Rate

6117

FEC C,ode

3/4

received at the time when you

Unavailable

went into receiver tune mode.

Auto Transponder Scan

memory/frequency being

The Manhattan receivers

Start Scan

however once exiting the menu

Manually Input PILYs

stream will stay tuned onto the
last new memory discovered Selece 1of 33 Different Defined LNEVSATELLITES

In the 'Start Scan' mode the Symbol Rate is
progressively searched down in segments, signal

'Channel Setup' allows the parameters to be

acquisition and 'lock' appears in both FEC and

inputted to the receiver search tuning. Both

CIPSK segments, the service ident and allocated

Symbol rate and FEC can be set to the known

memorees) appear across the lower half of the

figures or either/both set to 'Auto' and then the

screen. Thereafter the search mode can be exited

frequency is searched using 'Start Scan'.

and the new TV channel can he examined.

that is the new channel or
picture that you have just found.
All receivers have amenu
routine, the easiest Ihave used is
the Manhattan DigiPlaza and the
Nokia 9500 with Dr. Overflow
software. The RSD is at least one
sub menu longer -such is the

the IR to change channel, the IR

Remember your Korean

tune the receiver to aspecific

is essential to set up the system in

manufactured receiver will be in

frequency and set up digital

It sounds laborious, but in

the first place.

use throughout the whole digital

parameters.

practice, tuning does become

Setting up adigital satellite
receiver to suit your own unique

world -be it in Argentina,
Afghanistan, Albania, Amersham

Short Wave Magazine, December 2002

LNB -contains
preprogammed satellite names

price of auto searching receivers.

quick. Perhaps this is the origin
of the term 'sat-zapper'!
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'free' two hour Internet
surfing provided all the
news/sports feeds info;
trawling through the satellite
company websites such as
Eutelsat, etc. provided all the
main and more subtle
channels transmitted. Ifound
SatCoDX was most up-todate, Transponder News is Emailed to home and
Lyngemark's channel charts
are very accurate -there's lots
of free information available.
Iwould stress that in my

've asked two satellite

frequency became 'RAI UNO's

gave me permission to

enthusiasts -Alan

at 13°E and so on.

remove same, but whilst up

basic (non polar mount) set-

the ladder, an angry Indian

up [NB rotation is very

Richards (Nottingham)

Digital TV called and I

and Edmund Spicer

eventually selected the

(Sussex) -to contribute

popular HUMAX F1

their thoughts and

FOX receiver with a

experiences on starting out

new Universal LNB I

into the satellite 'DXing'

was soon searching

hobby. Both have by necessity

across the skies and

entered the hobby with the

triumphed with finding

minimal of financial outlay,

both SESAT 36°E and

but with the essential

Turksat 42°E. The

ingredients of purpose and

picture 'quality bar' on

enthusiasm.

the Fox receiver is very

Alan
Richards

accurately since it has

useful to align my dish
no polar mount for
elevation, as it tracks
further East or West.
About this time Ifound
another dish, cut it in
half and hinged the

Living in a

country with
heavily censored
TV and corporate
controlled
satellite

Alan Richard's found this ex 'SIS Racing' 1.2m dish on the

programming, I

rear wall of an Indian take-away and after refurbishment

sought a greater

now tracks across the whole Clarke Belt.

freedom for my
viewing which

restaurant chef

important to optimise signal

arrived from the

appeared and

reception, rotating the [NB

family upgrading

demanded money

to 7 o'clock for the Eastern

to better things,

for my trespass

birds (48°E = 9 o'clock whilst

leaving me a

Notes passed hands

Hispasat at 30°W is about 5
o'clock and by 58°W it's up to

700mm dish and

and Ireturned

a hot running 19

home carrying a

3 o'clock). Ipainted my dish

push button

1.2m dish.

green at the rear and white

Home is a mobile

Tatung set-top

to the front decorated with

box. Within

home and obviously

flower pictures (!). The [NB is

hours I'd erected

cannot support

weather protected with a cut

a small scaffold

large dish structures

down d.i.y. beer kit funnel.

pole, the dish on

so a nearby

The original dish elevation

scrapyard kindly

top and watched

lock bolt was removed to

segments on each side of my

offered a 75mm dia, by 4.5m

allow tilt adjustment and the

German 'Kabel Eins' analogue

main dish, later adding atop

long, traffic sign pole and by

three bolts clamping onto the

channel on Astra. Another

reflector, which improved

mid evening the dish and

vertical pole slackened with

channel -'EROS' -of similar

gain performance even more.

pole had been hoisted, tied

spring washers, which allows

content on Hot Bird was

At night Ifold down the

firmly to nearby anchor

dish movement across the sky

discovered and Iwas soon

whole assembly when out of

points. Iwas now able to

totally controlled by my own

panning my dish between 13°

use.

'pan' the dish from

physical effort.

a 'naughty film' from the

and 19°E and sampling

My luck changed when I

Europe*Sat in the East to the

Bringing back to life the
sad neglected SIS Racing dish

European wide TV with all 19

noticed a large disused

PanAmSats in the West. Soon

push buttons occupied in

(bookies) dish mounted

other weaker satellites were

has allowed me to achieve

both satellite slots. For

behind an Indian take-away.

being pulled in.

quite remarkable satellite

example the 19°E 'Pro 7'

Both SIS and the ex-bookies
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The local library with it's

reception results for nominal
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Cambridge receiver, 800mm
fixed dish and Telecom band
LNB (12.500-12.750GHz) plus
the all important SECAM to
PAL transcoder to ensure
coloured pictures on my
domestic PAL TV.
Two years on (1994) and I
arrive at Worthing 6th form
College and they've using a
dish tracking between 28°E
and 30°W, I'm soon the chief
satellite engineer checking
up on all the foreign
language transmissions and
learning the Clarke Belt.
My education partially
complete and when back at
the homestead my former
fixed dish seems regressive
and in 1997 a600mm

L_SIZ;

tying knots too tightly and
avoid collapse of the system plus more dents! But for a
money-conscious Uni student
this sufficed.
The year 2001 produced
wealth, acar tax refund and
asmall inheritance -and I
now entered the digital age purchasing anew Universal
LNB, lower loss CT100 coaxial
cable and the Manhattan
Digiplaza receiver -this the
cheapest receiver around the
time, ideal for the French
radio stations from Astra-1
plus using an 'anti-surge
spike mains plug' -just in
case!
Still with my trusted
Amstrad dish, Ireceived
countless digital downlinks
from Europe *Star
45°E to
Hispasat 30° in the West. But
the Amstrad dish was soon
retired when a local Safeways
customer notice board
offered amint condition
800mm dish and ground level
stand for £40 -at home the
cable and LNB were
transferred and I'm now
receiving the 'weaker'
satellites such as Telstar 11,
37.5°W and those close to
powerhouse sats such as W2,
16°E next to the mega Astra
19.2°E -thanks in part to the
much sharper forward receive
lobe on the 800mm dish. That
brings me to the present time
but...

Edmund acquired his first
dented Amstrad dish and fitted
a new Universal LNB.

Finally the five satellite

cost -the main ingredient
was effort and ingenuity, plus

'commandments' according
to Edmund:-

searching out information, to
achieve the excellent results
now experienced every day.

1) Analogue is still around,
but the future is digital, it
won't stay that way, i.e. look
to the future.
2) You don't need huge sums
to to create your own
satellite receiving system.
3) Use the largest dish you
can afford or 'acquire', but

Edmund
Spicer
Istarted speaking French
from an extremely young
age, visiting France regularly
during the summer holidays.
Viewing the French TV
services over those periods
felt that I'd like to view their
channels at my home on the
South Coast at Littlehampton.
Aware that the terrestrial
u.h.f. services were available,
day by day reception quality
left much to be desired and
totally dependent on crosschannel weather conditions -

This brand new 800mm dish and stand was bought for £40 having
seen the ad. on the Safeways customer noticeboard.

not really feasible.
In 1992 a French friend
demonstrated the excellent
picture quality of their
analogue TV service from the
Telecom satellite and I
persuaded my parents purely for educational
learning -to buy me a

Short Wave Magazine, December 2002

(dented) Amstrad dish with
10.70-11.70GHz LNB ex car
boot sale is now feeding my
Cambridge receiver with the
dish atop acoal bunker and
'tracked' with several pieces
of rope. Ilearnt about
elevation and azimuth using
rope tracking techniques, not

certainly 800mm as a
minimum.
4) Never assume that
anything is unreceivable in
the Ku-band, your system can
be improved, e.g. better
cable.
5) If you buy second-hand at
what you consider is a
reasonable price, you may
receive additional 'things'
thrown in rather than barter
the seller down. Buyer
beware...and enjoy satellite
reception!
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itf 'corn's Brand New IC-115
ASWM exclusive this month, aradio that's not yet

o
ICOM

'hit the streets'. Dave Roberts gets his hands on the
very latest hand-held from lcorn, the R5.
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Few Controls

metre bands plus 70cm. That's
the lot. Now I'm sure that Icom

S.MW

You'll see from the
photographs that the IC-R5
possesses precious few
controls. Yep, you've guessed
it. It's menu driven. With such a
small unit this can make sense
for if we had to rely on a
conventional keypad to enter
frequencies/channel numbers,
etc., the buttons would of
necessity be really tiny and
accordingly most people would
need smaller

would like to flog them sets
with better coverage, but it
seems that they are restricted
in what they can monitor over
there. OK Monsieur you don't
pay so much for smokes and
booze as we do but I'd rather
be allowed to listen to the
radio if you see what Imean.
Here in the UK the scanner
is full coverage. This means
0.150 -13909.995MHz...no
gaps at all!

fingers to drive

Modes
available are

the thing. I'd
need much
better eyesight

a.m., n.b.f.m.

new R5. The set that Igot my
mitts on was accompanied by a
pre-release manual that may

as well!
It follows

Any mode

be subject to alteration before
the receiver hits the radio

that frequency
entry is by a

that lived nearby and attended
the same school that Idid.
Adults hung on his every word

stores. The instructions
afforded me enough

combination of

seeking some small gem of

with the scanner and believe
me, Ineeded all the help I

turning. This in

could get. This is one complex
radio set.

straightforward
and Isoon

\At hen Iwas a
lad there was
this
prodigiously
clever kid

wisdom. He was asmall child
but was never picked on. You
see he was so much cleverer
than the rest of us. He was
called Gerald.

information to get to grips

Power is supplied to the R5
by two AA cells that inhabit a

I've been spending time

small compartment near the

with his radio equivalent. Very

rear base, the lid of which is,
secured by a hinged clip. The

small, weighing in at only six
and a half ounces (185g) and
only 86mm tall by 58mm wide

clear advantage of powering a
portable unit of this type with

and 27mm deep (excluding the
belt clip). With an antenna of

they can be replaced very

82mm in height terminating in
an SMA screw fitting, this

removable batteries is that
swiftly when in the field. The

and w.b.f.m.
may be used
anywhere
within the
frequency
range. This is

button pushing
and dial
itself is pretty

found myself

The portable

able to tune the
radio efficiently.
Frequency

snuggles in

power source
here.

coverage is
factory set and is dependant on
the target market area. For
example the USA and Canadian
customers get the full 0.1501309.995MHz spectrum with

a most important feature for
UK scanning. Likewise this
radio has user selectable tuning
steps of 5, 6, 10, 12.5, 15, 20,
25, 30, 50 and 100kHz
throughout it's range. This

lightweight scanning set is

user can either run the Icom R5
on normal AA cells or can

called the IC-R5. Made by the

choose to use rechargeable

inbetween 800 and 900MHz
not available (yes they are still

prestigious lcom company it is
very clever indeed! With a

Nickel Cadmium or Nickel

using analogue there). They

Metal Hydride batteries.
Should you decide to go down

also get their NOAA weather
channels as well.

the rechargeable route, the R5
has a plug top charger

It doesn't seem that the
French are allowed to monitor

resetting the radio and

supplied. A big help is an
indication on the R5's front

much at all by their

dumping the memories is an

government, as the R5's sold in
France will only cover 0.150 -

extremely simple matter. A

29.995MHz, the f.m. broadcast

security point of view if you see

band and the amateur 6and 2

what Imean.

smaller antenna on the top it
would fit quite happily in a
shirt pocket. That's how small it
is.
The Icom people were kind
enough to let us yobs and
girlies at SWM take apeek at
an early example of the brand
28

panel that will let you know
when the batteries are
charged. That's clever.

the cell 'phone frequencies

includes 8.33kHz when the set
is operating within the civil
airband allocation. These two
features help make this unit
ideal for portable scanning use
in the UK. Additionally

most useful function from the
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pretty important. An audible
indication also comes in handy.
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management system they can

Yep, before the sausages

be shuffled around to other

burned Icould hear the action.

memory channels as required.
Trust me, this set has been put

Entering frequencies into the

S
LES.

It was an impressive
performance. Idecided to
compare the IC-R5 with my

1000 main memories takes a bit
of getting used to but it's not

Searching Limits

rocket science and Isoon found
myself with afew banks of full

In addition to
the 1000

people
indeed. I

UBC 9000 base receiver hooked

frequencies. The memory banks

memories there

differ from other scanners in
that you can assign up to 100

are twenty five

could go on
about the

antenna to the 'corn using a
BNC to SMA adapter and I

together by some very clever

found that there was no

frequencies in any one of the

search ranges
that can be

eighteen banks. For instance

entered. Really

you could bung 100 of your
favourite marine/emergency

you are only
limited by your

service frequencies in one bank
and just 40 CB channels in

imagination
here but Ifind that marine

functions for ages, but the R5
also performs very well on air.

discernible difference in
received signal strength

another while athird could

band, 2 metre band, an

contain the eight PMR446

emergency service band or two

frequencies. In addition to this,

and civil air band are usually to

CTCSS and DTCS values can be
entered to each channel if

be found in the search banks of
most folks sets, if the radio's

required. Memory

memory allows. Well, that

management is phenomenal.
You can move memories
around and assign them alpha

leaves around twenty more
search ranges for you to enter.

numeric tags. You can assign

up to adiscone. Iattached the

Quite a lot isn't it. Accessing
them to make asearch is easily

tags to memory banks and
perform awhole load of other

accomplished. Here's another

memory functions as well.

to lock-out or 'skip' a

There is, however, no
indication or warning if you

clever thing. Should you decide

Uncluttered -

between the two on every

functional!

frequency that Ientered. Iwas

There is a built-in bar
antenna for use with medium
wave broadcast stations but
this can be switched out as can
the main antenna on f.m.

receiving low band v.h.f.
communications from the USA
and distant u.h.f. traffic at the
same levels that they were
audible on the main set. There
was no need to use the built-in
attenuator on any frequency

broadcast when you may

other than short wave
broadcast frequencies when

choose to use an earpiece
bunged into the speaker socket

to the kitchen and listened to

as an external antenna.

using the discone. Iwent back
the One O'clock News on the
R5 on Band II f.m.
This radio receives well.

Performance

That's the bottom line.

frequency entered into a
memory when scanning you

Using the supplied rubber
coated helical Icould monitor

Ihave never come across an
auto squelch before. The R5

enter aduplicate channel. The

can choose to skip it as well

scan rate is around 10 channels

during a programmed search.
The Icom R5 will also allow

a.m. broadcast stations in 11
and 7.1MHz bands easily.

per second.
Some radio scanners make

you to automatically enter

has nine squelch levels, an

Having entered a host of

open position and asetting
labelled 'AUTO'. When Ifirst

frequencies to scan while Iwas
cooking lunch Ireceived a

was set at '1' which represents

looked at the radio the level

an annoying 'beep' sound that
lets you know when you have

frequencies found during a
search up to a maximum of 200

'phone call from afriend to tell

a loose squelch threshold. Iput

completed afunction

channels. Then, using the
powerful memory

me of some military air activity
in progress many miles away.

never bothered with the

successfully or made a hash of

it on the 'AUTO' position and

it. Usually, Ifind these

squelch level again. I'm sure

warnings just anuisance just
like those digital watches that

that the set didn't miss acall. I
don't know how this is

all go 'beep' on the hour. In
this case Icouldn't manage to
get the beep function to work
initially. On performing a reset

SPECIFICATIONS
Receiver Architecture:

Triple conversion superheterodyne

Frequency coverage:

0.150 -1309.995MHz

was of assistance in
programming the set. Being

Modes:

a.m., n.b.f.m. and w b.f.m.

Memory channels:

1250 (1000 regular, 50 scan edges and 200

menu driven the R5 assigns
several differing functions to

Tuning steps:

it started working and it really

auto memory write)
and 100kHz (* Selectable depending on

most of its ten controls and an
audible confirmation tone is
certainly of use under these
circumstances.
For instance having entered

5, 6.25, 8.33*, 9*, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50
operating bands)

accomplished but it certainly
works.
Very Clever Indeed.

Good Companion
This scanner is avery
sophisticated hand-held
receiver. The performance is
quite remarkable and the
plethora of functions and

Battery requirement:

2xAA NiCd or alkaline cells

External power supply:

6.0V d.c. ±5%

memory options will
undoubtedly result in it

Rated audio, 170mA

becoming a best seller to

Current drain:

frequencies you may want to

Standby, 100mA

hobbyists and radio

start scanning.

Power save, 41mA (3.0V d.c. typical)

professionals alike. The
complexity of this unit is

Antenna impedance:

5012 (SMA)

hold the mode/scan button for

To start ascan you must

Dimensions:

58x 86 x27mm(WxHxD)

around one second. If you
depress it for less than this time

Weight:

185g (approx.)

the radio will change mode on

Intermediate frequencies:

1st -266.7MHz, 2nd -19.65MHz, 3rd -450kHz

AF output power:

100mW typ. at 10% distortion with an 812 load

the frequency displayed. You
could have 133.675 a.m. in a
channel and wishing to start a

at 3.0V d.c.
Our sincere thanks to Ian Lockyer at Icom (UK) Ltd. for organising the loan of

reflected in its control systems
which are not for the faint
hearted, (I never managed to
store adual frequency channel
in memory in the short time I
had with the set), but once you
master the Icom R5 Iam

scan, you press the
MODE/SCAN button to get the

the review radio.

convinced that it will be as
much of acompanion to you as

scanner rolling but on looking
you find that the mode has

For more information on the IC-R5 and its range of accessories Icom (UK) Ltd.

your wristwatch.
The R5 is cleverer than other

changed from a.m. to f.m. and
the scan has not begun. This is

can be contacted at Sea St., Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD, Tel: (01227)
741741 Fax (01227) 741742 or web www.icomuk.co.uk

where reading the manual and
remembering to abide by it is
Short Wave Magazine, December 2002

tiny receivers. Plus it's better
company than that clever kid
Gerald ever was.
SWM
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No need to he kop
in the darks..
The terrific NEW IC-R5 hanüpu1 ausoiú i',smarm Ja um
gives atrue enfflig mew inability portable
nackaae -no need M miss aWool
The

IC-R5's

combination

performance

and

of small

size,

IC-R5 features include_

powerful

oustanding features will

get

Side Socket allows you to work from

you straight to the action.

external DC.

Although compact to the extreme, the IC-R5

Built-in, Ferrite AM Broadcast Antenna

wideband receiver (0.150-1309.995MHz),
covers

virtually

everything

from

AM

AA Nicads are Rechargeable using the Wallcharger supplied

broadcast to UHF TV audio. Every TV
broadcast channel is programmed

1250 Alphanumeric Memory Channels

into the IC-R5. Listen to AM and

Convenient Power and Charging

FM radio stations, utility comms
and much more. For the motor
racing fan, the IC-R5 will put
you

so

asphalt
man

on

close
that
the

to

only

the
the

track

experiences more!

Computer Programmable
FM Earphone Cord Antenna
DTCS and CTCSS Tone Squelch Monitor
Offset Monitor for Semi-duplex Monitoring
Auto Memory Write Scan stores detected Frequency, Mode and
Tone into Specified Memory
Reversible

UP/DOWN

Volume,

Frequency,

buttons

and

Memory

Dial

Knob

Channel,

for

Scan

Direction and Set Mode Settings
Auto-Squelch and Squelch Monitor
Built-in Attenuator
Low-Battery Indicator and Beep
Power-save Function
Backlit LCD with Timer
Priority Watch Function
30-120 Minutes Auto Power-off Timer
100 Preprogrammed Worldwide Shortwave Channels

liow do we squeeze su much in? Pay avisit to your
local authorized tom dealer and fry one out...
you'll end up taking the IC-115 everywhere with you!
'corn UK Ltd. Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
info@icomuk.co.uk

Tel: 01227 741741.

Fax: 01227 741742

...or visit our website: www.icomuk.co.uk

Count on us!
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GETTING TO GRIPS
With Trunked Radio
As the radio spectrum becomes an increasingly scarce and

therefore valuable resource, professional users are constantly
looking to improve the efficiency of their use. Ian Wraith

nothing else. To illustrate what
Iam about to explain, lets now
imagine Scotborough has a

trunked radio system with the
following channels..
MHz

Use
Control channel

examines one of the cost effective measures employed to save

453.0500

corporate cash.

456.1000

Voice channel
Voice channel

456.9000

Voice channel

453.7500

Once again it's awinters night
fyou have done any v.h.f.
or u.h.f. monitoring at all

With this scheme, each

radio channel will often be

and the snow is falling so the

department has its own

overloaded but as the gritting

gritters are busy. Gritter truck 1

in recent years you will no

frequency and everything

doubt have come across

appears fine. But lets say

is done the highways
department channel will be

needs to call base to tell them
his truck has aproblem so he

trunked radio signals.

something unusual happens

quiet.

uses his truck's new trunked
radio. The driver can now

These are those mysterious

like asudden snowfall one

frequencies with nothing but
computer sounding noises on

winter's night. Now the gritters
from the highways department

The Solution

them or frequencies with

will be very busy, but their

One solution to this problem is

on this radio and types in his
bases identity number (just like

voices on but with brief bursts

radio channel can only cope
with one conversation at a

trunked radio. Using trunking

a'phone number). At this

of data at the start and end of
the over. Often one minute a

time. Yet at the same time the

instead of each department
having its own channel all the

data over the control channel

courier company can be heard

other departments radio

departments share apool of

to say that Gritter 1wants to

on one of these frequencies

channels will be quiet, but they

channels that they are

talk with base. The controller

then aminute later it may be
being used by asecurity

can't be used by the highways

allocated to users as they need
them. As with everything else

computer receives this and first

company. This can be
confusing if you are trying to

department radios which is a
real waste. On the following

in the 21st century, this is done

morning the housing repairs

with computers. The entire

identify the owner of the

department staff will be busy

frequency! Perhaps because of
this trunking has become

fixing frozen pipes and their

trunked system is controlled by
amaster computer known as

thought of as something
complicated, but this isn't the
case at all and in this feature I
hope to explain why.

The Problem

select who he wants to talk to

point his radio sends computer

checks if the base is already
talking with someone else
which he isn't so next the
controller checks which voice
channels are free and they all

the controller and

are. Now the controller sends

each trunked mobile
radio contains a

channel telling Gritter 1to

computer (actually a
small silicon chip

tune to 453.7500MHz and then
sends data telling base to tune

about the size of your
thumbnail). The

to 453.7500MHz. At this point

computer data over the control

master controller

both the base and Gritter l's
radios tune automatically to
453.7500MHz. The computers

Before Iexplain what trunking

constantly transmits

is, Ithink Iought to explain

instructions and

in the radios turn on the audio

why it is needed and the best

information as

to the sets speakers (so the

way to do that is with an
example. Lets take acouncil in

computer data on a

users don't hear the constant
computer data on the control

radio frequency
known as the control

the imaginary town of
Scotborough -their radio

channel. The
computer in each

system consists of the
following repeaters each used
by acouncil department.

channel) and both radios can
talk to each other as if they

mobile radio listens to

were using the old radio
system. Now truck Gritter 2

and decodes this

finds aroad blocked by acar in

control channel

asnowdrift so can't pass. He

MHz

Use

whenever it is turned

knows that truck Gritter 3will

453.0500

Highways
department

on and is doing

be passing this way soon and
needs to warn him to use

453.7500

Parks department

Two popular MPT1327 trunked radios. The radio on the left is a

another route. With the old

456.1000

Housing repairs

Kenwood TK-255 while the one on the right is a Tait T3000. The

radio system this would have

456.9000

Cleansing

Tait's large display lets its users receive text messages just like a

been impossible since the

Department

mobile phone.

single channel would already
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our warehouse CRAMMED
with the LATEST PRODUCTS

SrORE OPEN:
Monday -Friday
9:30 -530
Closed all day
Saturday

24hr SHOPPING

Order ONLINE, PHONE, FAX, POST or come and see us at our WAREHOUSE

NEVADA ONLINE STORE
IA/ W te.nevada.co.uk

ROBERTS C9950
Programmable
Cassette Recorder
•Dual record speed
•6separate
timed
recordings,
•Voice activated recording, Timed voice
activated recording, remote switching of
other equipment.
IDEAL FOR THE
£8000 f
pe
RADIO ENTHUSIAST

YUPITERU MVT 7100
1110
3
•495kHz - 51MHz
•450 memories
•FM, AM, WFM,
AM-TV, FM-TV
•Supplied c/w
•telescopic antenna
•belt clip •charger
•LIMN battery pack
3CHEQUES OF £153.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD

AR 5000
3CHEOUfS OF
£536.33

•530kHz-1650MHz
•1000 memories
•AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW
•C/w NiCads, mains
charger, 12VDC cigar
lead, belt clip, carry strap

•RS232 port
•Ntype Ft S0239
sockets
•Audio 1.7W (8Q)
•12V DC @ IA

3CHEQUES OF £79.66
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE!

PRICE
MATCH

£1599

•10kHz-2.6GHz
•Modes AM, FM,
USB, LSB,CW
•1000 memories
•45 ch/sec scan
•20 search banks
•DTMF decoder

SPECIAL OFFER!
ICOM IC-R2

MH-C204F Plus •1MH-204
Intelligent Charger
•4xAA 1800 mAh
batteries
•UK AC adaptor
•Car kit

Tor use in
the CAR or
at HOME!

AOR AR-8600

•500kHz -1310MHz
•AM/FM/WFM
•400 memories plus 25
band edge memories for
easy scanning between
specified frequency
Lie1.1481.1Zgii
3CHEQUES OF £49.66
PAY BY CIIEOUESPREAD

POWEREX

MAO UM
POWER
RECHARGABLE
BATTERIES

650mAh....AAA cells /set of 21..16.95
1500mAh..AA cells
(set of 4) _1395
1600mAh.AA cells
(set of 4)110.35
1700mAh.AA cells
(set of 4).£15.95
1800mAh..AA cells
(set of 4).£16.95
ADD £2 75 PVT° ALL ABOVE PRICES

LATEST VERSION
it
we. WORMED SOFTIVA
SUITABLE FOR WINDOWS AP

•136 -174, 420 -470 MHz
•150 Memory ch.
•Smeter bargraph
•3xAA cells
(not supplied)
•Supplied c/w SMA
antenna, belt clip,
£99.95
carrying strap
ffl.f7.50

YUPITERU MVT 3300
•66 -88MHz,
108 -170MHz,
300 -470MHz,
806 -1000MHz
•Modes: ANVNEM
•Memories: 200

OPTIONAL PSU
AVAILABLE
•Now 100kHz-3GHz
•Increased AX
£699
iro
sensitivity
3CHEQUES OF £236.33
•New Bandpass filter
PAY
BY
CHEOUESPREAD
•12V DC or optional
INTEREST FREE ,
intemal NiCad pack

AR 8200 Mk Ill

MAYCOM FR100
New Dual Civil/Military
Airband Radio

•530kHz-204MHz
•All Mode including
8.33kHz AM
•1000 Memories
•We carry full range of
accessories!
£440 £399

SPECIAL

1469 £149

/.`r,

3CHEQUES OF £53.00
PAY BY CHEOLIESPREAD
INTEREST FREE!

YUPITERU MVT 7300
520kHz -1.32GHz
1000 Memories
8.83kHz Airband
Duplex reception
Descramble function
C/w Mains adaptor,
NiCads, Belt clip

îra

el» £259

3CHEQUES OF £136.33
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE!

rw

3CHEQUES OF £89.66
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE!

ICOM
pcR 1000

COMPUTER RADIO SYSTEM
•100kHz -1300MHz
•ALL MODE RECEPTION
•Plus Lots More!
3CHEQUES OF £133.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD

MAYCOM AR108
•Airband: 108 -136.975MHz
VHF: 136 -180MHz
•Selective Channel Steps:
5, 10, 12.5, 15, 25, 1MHz
•Modes: AM or FM
•Memories: 99
•Supplied c/w Belt
Clip, Carrying Strap
£69.95

en OPTION OSP UNIT UT 106 £82 rz 75 el.

riso

Mains Char or £8.95 £2.75

PALSTAR AA30 .Combined

unit
SPECIAL PURCHASE

•ACTIVE ANTENNA •SW PRE-AMP
•ACTIVE ANTENNA/TUNER
•Frequency: 300kHz-30MHz
•Variable Gain
& Peak control
•12V DC or internal
9V battery (not supplied)

r.

AKD TARGET HF3M

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
Connect this radio to your
PC & receive Weather! au
pik with the FREE Disc Et
PC interface cable supplied
•3nklip m7MHe •USB AM

SPECIAL PRICE
;GA COMPLETE
PACKAGE
INC FREE
12V MAINS PSU
LONG WIRE
ANTENNA
GUIDE TO SW
LISTENING
ORIGINALLY £209.95

ICOM IC-R5
kHz-1309.995MHz
• AM, FM, WFM modes
• PC programmable
• 1250 memory channels
• Dynamic Memory Scan
• CTCSS Er DTCS Decoder
• Auto S uelch

N Evy ; •
495

6.240 £229

ALL MODE
WIDEBAND
BASE RECEIVER

YUPITERU

1 Latest database
(over 20,000
£600 £749
frequencies)
3CHEQUES OF £253
Frequency:
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
20kHz -1.7GHz
INTEREST FREE ,

UBC 780MT a "must have" for
the enthusiasts!
‘"") • me •
£349
•
e
PVEIU
-e
o rm. I
3CHEQUE of
NEW EUROPEAN VERSION £119.66
•500 channels
•25-1300 MHagoth gaps)
•AM,FM,WFM
•5/7.5/10/12.5/20/25/50/100Hz
•Trunktracker- includes
Motorola/EDACUTR
VHF/400 /500/800/900

Smadscanner
interlace
Alpha tagging
PC+VFO control
Clone feature
CTCSS/ DCS

OPIO SOFT CASE
£26.95 £2.75 plip
£369
3CIII-OUES or F116 33
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE'

Sportcat

UBC 280XLT
Twin Turbo Handheld
•Triple conversion AX
•25-956MHz (with gaps)
•200 memories
•CTCSS/DCS Tone Search
•CTCSS/DCS receive
••

ÎT.er:ioirisvectaidrc,reuareboh.S02ïecnivBe
Mains adaptor

£179.95X

3CHEQUES OF £63.31

HITACHI W

WorldSpace Digital Satellite Radio
•Receive over 40 channels of fade free
digital programs direct from satellite from almost anywhere in the world!
+FM/MW/SW
•SW1: 2.3-7.3MHz, SW2: 9.5-26.1MHz

3CHEQUES OF £63.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE ,

3CHEQUES OF £53.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE'

ICOM IC-R8500

This receiver is
everything we hoped It
would be, covering
100kHz -2GHz and lots
of features including
computer control.

£4,4# £1299

IC-R75

•0.03 -60MHz
•Twin PBT built-in
•PC control
capability
•Synchronous AM
detection

iro

3CHEQUES OF £436.33
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE'

PRICE
MATCH

IN STOCK!
£699

Pro

3CHEQUES OF £236.33
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD
INTEREST FREE!

Ilt

WS2000
1
71alle i
...

FREE
MAINS
PSU
This receiver
provides solid
coverage from
50kHz -30MHz with
all mode reception of
AM, SSB and CW.

1-4061£399
3CHEQUES OF £136.33
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD

UBC 3000XLT
•25-550, 760-1300 MHz
•AM/FM/WFM
•400 memory channels
•TURBO SCAN/SEARCH
•Automatic Freq Storage
•Selectable Attenuator
•Automatic Freq Sorting
•Supplied c/w earphone, case,
belt clip, charger, rubber duck
antenna
£199.95 ;ro 3CHEQUES OF £69.98
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST

NEW!
i £129.95
-eerie
3CHEOUES OF
£46.65

•10 presets and last station memory
•Headphone jack/stereo line out connectors
•Extemal jack for multimedia Er data service
•Easy-to-aim antenna WoddSpace antenna
•Battery or mains operation-AC/DC adaptor Inc

414
,..

WorldSpace
Digital
1NY0 WS/000
Satellite Radio
A stylish satellite
radio for home
or portable use.

•Stereo headphone socket
•32 memories
£149
ire
•Mains or battery
(Mains adaptor inc) 3CHUMS OF f53.00
•Remote control
•Multi-media port

YAESU FRG-I00

MVT9000EU
•531kHz -2039MHz
•1000 memories
•W-FM, FM, N-AM,
AM, LSB, USB, CW

ORDER HOTLINE

023 9231 3090

ROBERTS R861
DIGITAL WORLD BAND
RADIO WITH RDS
*ee l
Supplied with:
Dual voltage AC
supply, sw antenna,
earphone,
earry1ng Case

•Covers
MW/LW/FM/SW
•SSB/CW
reception on SW
•307 presets
•Clock/alarm
facilities
8•200 £179
3CHEQUES OF £63.00
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD

STEEPLETONE MBR747
Multiband Receiver
Covers LW,MW AND
•Shortwave
(2.3 -22MHz)
•Marine/Airband
(108 -175MHz)
•Buttery/Mains

AIA ,1111ne

•

1117./111. •1r

E

VIII .11111 •

•

Product sheet 2002

GRUND1G SATEL1T 800
•100-30,000kHz 10.1-30M11z1 for
AM Broadcast and Shortwave
•87-1091114z fe FM Broadcast
•118137MHz for AnCrail Band
•AM, USO, LSB modes
(0.1-30MHz)
•AM mode only for 118-137NIViz
•\NW mode only for 87-108MHz
•Three built-in bandwidths for S

MW/FM Radio It Alarm Clock

•25-956 MHz wan gaps)
•VHF Radio: 88-108MHz
•100 Memories
•20 Radio Presets
•Full freq LCD readout

£186.33

•Full UIL warranty
•CE Approved

,Eu,1NTEST FEE'
GONDIG YB400

HIGH PERFORMANCE

PORTABLE SW RADIO
•144kHz -30MHz
•Nettewede
bandwidth
•SW: 1.711-26.1MHz
Deocal
sensitivity
•FM Stere oi
•
•
87.5-108MHz
•Auto Search
•MW/1-NN
•SSB reception
(both OSBILSB)
•
a stationpreset
•
Fi ne tuning
•Dual alarm clock

mains adaptor)

[I Leemmi

COAXIAL

UBC 120XLT

169.00
/0500
169.00
100.00
100 00
375.00
999.00
599.00

111(

EVOKE -1

10

aJsl

DRX-701ES

CABLE

liG58 standard

SP ECIAL

PRICE

New DAB Tuner features •Fast Autotune
•Digital Text Display
•Remote Control
•USB
connectivity

low loss

SPECIAL PRICE
f55 P&P no oo

UBC 60XLT-2
A brand new low cost
scanner that covers MARINE,
LAND MOBILE Et more!

On Glass
Scanner Antenna

•66-512 MHz WOO 98PM
•80 memories
•Channel or Freq display
•Priority Channel
•Channel Lockout
•Scan Delay
£79.95

•25 -1300MHz
•Supplied C/W Coax,
Mounting & BNC Connector

£26.95

ocyr c_q_S-toiriyerS -that- 'the/ ca)7

detea' che9e.ye5 with

fay

ree

credit-

Wit-19 or C/i&--- 90P/Ee--14-,P

NEW UPGRADED MODEL -now with
80 memories for the SAME PRICE!

rilKe

2.3 -26.1N1liz
•
statio
n p
resets
•20
Clock,
alarm,
sleep function, vveld times
•MeIge/Batfent (optional ac adaptor)
•Supplied c/w leather cover Et m-ear

CliEQ liEspREA

stereo headphones

EaSil

to Pay

Et GENUDIIVE. ISAimlrplEyndidSTFRE

by three postI/V
dated
forms to fill in!

•PaY

•No
iNvoohhaidszcharges!
•No
No problem!
catch! •
•

£7•
2

TIMEWAVE reeeletew"nes
DSP 599ZY •Brickwall PSK31 fil ter

Ewith

carr:I
egnedjyioniutoreg.stohoe
•WI'
3cheques

cheques

TIMEWAVE1111
Antenna Noise
Canceller it
Diversity Combine r

. •Band Ill
' (174-240MHz)
_. •Fast Autotune
•Scrolling digital
text display
•Dynamic range
control

329.00
99.00
69.00
129.00
299.00
299.00

£129.95,
3CHEQUES OF £46 31
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE'

•FM Stereo, AM/FM/NBN 13 SW bands,

NOW with
PSK31
INTERFACE

rldi0

SUPERB INTERFERENCE
FREE DIGITAL AUDIO

£40:RfGe
22
1
5
r
l
e
3pEt
d
p
rufrn
io s
no

•66 -512 MHz (with Ws)
•AM/FM/WFM
•100 memory channels
•TURBO SCAN 100
ChanneVSecood
1
•TURBO SEARCH
•Data Skip facility
•10 Priority Channels
•Programmable Search

Iron Horse ATA1300

PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE!
PORSCHE G-2000

ALINCO 0,16-10E HANDHELD SCANNER
AUNCO REX 2
HANDHELD SCANNER
7AM AR-8000
HANDHELD SCANNER
HITACHI KU-WSI WORLDSPACE RECEIVER
HITACHI KH-WSI WORLDSPACE RECEIVER
JRC NRD345
HF RECEIVER
JRC NRD545
HF OSP RECEIVER
KENWOOD R-5000V HF RECEIVER VHF CONNER
IF-232 bFIT
LOWE HF225-ECASE,RIbKPAD HF RECEIVER-EACC
REAusnc 00-394 HF RECEIVER
REALISTIC DX•394 HF RECEIVER
ROBERTS R-861
SHORTWAVE RECEIVER
vAESU FRG-100
HF RECEIVER
ABU FRG•9600 BASE SCANNING RECEIVER

110

AWee

•25-1300 MHz berth gaps) •Auto Tape
•500 memory channels
Record
•Selectable Attenuator, Delay, •TURBO SCAN
Mode (AM/WFIVVNFM)
/SEARCH
•Auto Store/Freq Transfer •VFO Control

•Sleep tim er
•• Snooze tim er
•Maine of Batten/
(w i
thoptional

Supplied comp l
ete with:
•SW Handbook•Carrying case
•External Wire AntennaC
Strap

£149.95M 3CHEQUES OF £53 31
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE ,

£269
iberiO
3CHUMS Of
£93.00

•24011 AC mains adaptor and
Deluxe Headphones included
0F

•AM/FM
.
200 memories
•TURBO SCAN/SEARCH
,•Data Skip facility
•10 Priority Channels
'•Memory Backup
•Supplied eiw earphone.
ben clip, charger and
rubber duck antenna

UBC 9000XLT

EU VERSION FEATURES

3CHEOU

•66 -956 MHz (with gods

•Programmable
•Channel
Lockout
•Priority Ch.
•Scan Delay

All Mittel:3

mm
PMENT «maa

•

UBC 270XLT

UBC 278CLT a.. Scanner vvith

NEW'

I

awinum•••

-1 0

e

dPsnicael: c/ucb;79
d equal PaYments.
dated
in
today's
A
consecutive
Mohths starting with
•Write your te/ephone number,
cheque card number and expiry
on the
back of each cheque.
•Post
thern

date
to US, enclosing your
status)
name & address (5 we will (subject to

9. 00

£10 p&p

d

•kaur
l
i
s
ce
s
t Sn-g9 interfnoise
ering
DSP Noise
bodem
ORM .
•Sound card interface
•Makes tw o antennas into
phased array
signals
Filter,
RT7Y M
Binaural CW
Radio/Sound Card •CW spotlight
•Wipes out no i
se b
efore it hits your rec ei
ver
any transceiver/receiver
Interface
•Enhanced noise reduction •Works
+LOIS with
MORE!

a.co.uk

ediateiv.

f389.95eó 3CHEQUES OF £133.31
PAY BY CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE
PAYEE CHEOUESPREAD INTEREST FREE'

To southampto n
FARLINGTON
Cosharn

Sainsbury
A27

Hai..

A27
To Chichester
Brighton

£4.75 p

eer

ie £4.75 p& p

itzherbert Spur •Farlington •Portsmouth •
&nail:

infoenevada.co.uk •fax 023 923PO6 ITT

ALL

GOODS

FOR 24 HR

SHIPPED
otherwise stated
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MPT1327 is the most common

it, the control channel can be
used to send any kind of data.

companies, hospitals,

Some trunked radios can
display short text messages
which are sent as data over the

universities, theme parks and

control channel. One theatre in

others.

the UK has its own trunked
system and uses the short text

44:41:111 11•6 425 21641slerly
44:111:14 Tea 1111 Reelerlry
24,41642 Tun. 143 linleur164
24:44:44
2k411/
44:41214
40:41.8
20:3.22
2123813
2133615

rr,

trunking system. Here in the
UK it is used by bus companies,
rail companies, councils, large

1
11644:111 11. •SSS Cann Tram Ill Cele 242.2126 11112
216111:21 Tm. 14111•41narin

n.rz

MI I/ Tram III 1
1
1.1•16.16.
Milne Tin. 124 1
1
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tt.11:44 Tnat 111111nistedn
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Trunking decoder FTrunk showing activity on a MPT1327 control

Difference

messages to alert staff to
problems during performances

One slight difference between
Motorola and MPT1327

when using voice would cause
adisturbance. Another popular

trunking is that in aMotorola

application is AVL or

trunked system, aconversation

Automatic Vehicle Location

changes frequency every time

where vehicles are fitted with

auser presses aradio's push to

small global positioning
satellite (GPS) receiver which

talk button. So if Scotborough
council had aMotorola
trunked system, aconversation
between Base and Gritter 1

channel.

could use many frequencies
like this...

connects to the trunked radio.
When the radio isn't being
used for voice calls then every
few minutes it can send the

be in use by Gritter 1talking to

there are different types of

base. But with atrunked radio

trunking in use. The principles

Gritter 2enters Gritter 3's
identity number into his radio

are the same, it's just that the
format that the computer data

(starts on 453.7500MHz)
"Base it's Greer 1are you

base has acomputer running a
program which displays all the

which signals to the master

is sent over the control channel

there?"

vehicles locations on astreet

controller on the control

is different. There are two

(both radios now tune to

map. Another advantage is

channel that he wishes to talk
with Gritter 3. The master

main different types of
trunking in use around the

456.1000MHz)

that trunked radio systems
allow certain calls to have

controller receives this

world. These are...

control channel. Usually the

"Yes I'm here go ahead"
(both radios now tune to

emergency priority. If a

Gritter 3is already using the

called Smartzone) this was

456.9000MHz)
"I have broken down can you

radio which he isn't, so it looks

invented by Motorola and only

help me ?"

help then he or she can press

for afree voice channel. It

they make the radios for it.

(both radios now tune to
453.7500MHz)

the emergency button on their

information and checks if

Motorola trunking (often

vehicles position as data on the

Scotborough council worker is
attacked at work and needs

knows 453.7500MHz is already

Here in the UK Motorola is

busy so instead the controller
uses the control channel to tell

used by the Metropolitan
Police in London, the

and so on...

signal to the trunked controller

both Gritter 2and Gritter 3to

emergency services in

If however, the council had a

that an emergency call needs
to be made. If all the voice

tune to 456.1000MHz. Even
now the system has aspare

Staffordshire and at afew

MPT1327 trunked system
instead, the conversation

channels are in use then

American airbases in East

voice channel so Gritter 4could

Anglia.

would have remained on

emergency the controller will

talk to Gritter 5on
456.9000MHz. If things got
really busy and truck Gritter 6
needed to talk with Gritter 7
there would no longer be any
spare voice channels. Then
controller would automatically
signal that the system was busy
and then set up the call on the
first voice channel that became
vacant when acall ends.

MPT1327 was invented by a
group of radio manufacturers
working in acommittee
formed by the British
government. MPT1327 radios
can be made by anyone, but
you will most commonly see

453.7500MHz.

radio. The radio will then

knowing the call is an
end one of the conversations
to clear avoice channel so the
worker in distress can call for
help without delay.

Extra Features
Trunked radio allows the users
do other things they couldn't

Monitoring

the ones made by Tait,

do on anormal radio system.
As there is acontrol channel

Kenwood, Motorola, Simoco

transmitting constantly and

system you need something

and Nokia. Outside of the USA

each radio has acomputer in

that decodes the data on the

To properly monitor atrunked

control channel and tunes into
the voice frequencies in use as

Two Types
So you see how by assuming
that not all groups of users
want to use the radio system at

needed so you can listen to
them. The product you need to
do this depends on what kind
of trunked system you want to
monitor. If it's aMotorola

the same time atrunked radio

system then you have plenty of

system makes an efficient use

choice. You could use free

of alimited number of radio

software which can tune a

channels. Now having read so
far Ihope you are thinking that

computer controlled scanner or
if you just want asingle radio

trunking isn't as complicated as
you first thought and you can't

that does all this look at the
Uniden BC-780XLT which is

see what all the fuss is about.
Well Iam afraid things are
made slightly more
complicated by the fact that
34

A typical trunked user.
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imported into the UK by

if you find that one user on a

transmission. Trunked control

while others will change the

Nevada and distributed by the

system is boring, you can lock

frequency every hour.

all usual suspects -see Mike

out their identity number
(known as a'talkgroup' in a

channels usually sound like
continuos fast data but there is

Burgess' review of this radio in
SWM February 2002 for more
details -and look at the many

Motorola system and a'ident'
in aMPT1327 one). Then your

atype of MPT1327 control
channel which is what is called
'time shared' where anumber

Increasingly Prevalent
In the past trunked base stations

advertisements in this

scanner will ignore any calls

of base stations use the same

and their controllers were

magazine. But remember the

from that user and you can
concentrate on listening to the

frequency for their control

expensive pieces of equipment

channel. This is done by

and only large companies could

interesting ones.

allowing each base station to

afford to buy them. However in

you live in London,

transmit only acouple of

the last couple of years

Staffordshire or parts of East
Anglia.

seconds of data with each base

companies such as Fylde in the

station transmitting their data
at certain times each minute so

have taken advantage of new

trunk tracking features of this
radio will only be any use in

If it's an MPT1327 system
that you want to monitor,
there are fewer choices. If you
have aWiNRADi0 scanner you

Where's The Action?
Having read this so far, I'm sure
that you'll have become
interested in trunking. Perhaps

they don't interfere with each

UK and Tait in New Zealand

other. These time shared

powerful low cost electronics
and released new trunking

control channels are used by

controllers suitable for small

could try the trunk tracking

you'll want to listen to what a
trunked radio system sounds

the gas, electricity and water

users at much lower cost. As a

software produced by that

like even though you can't

companies trunked systems as

result companies with only 20 or

company. For more details look

decode the control channel. So
where do you tune your

well as by the National Rail

so radios are now buying their

scanner to hear atrunked

Network. Something else to
look out for is that the control

own trunked radio systems. Iam
sure that over the next few

system? Well it depends on who
operates the system, but bands

channel may not always stay on
the same frequency but may

years the prices of trunked
radios will continue to fall and

worth searching are listed in
Table 1.

move to one of the frequencies
previously used as avoice

at
www.winradio.co.uk/hometrunking.htm
If you don't have a
WinRadio another option is
FTrunk which is manufactured
by an Australian company

Remember that not every

you will hear more and more
trunked signals on your scanner.

channel. While the old control

But remember these systems are

called Talkback. For more

signal you hear in these bands

channel frequency will become

nothing to be scared of and can

avoice channel. How often this
happens depends on how the

what to do and learn alittle

trunking controller has been
programmed. Some systems will

about them. Ihope this article
has been agood introduction to
these fascinating radio signals.

details look at

will be trunked as there are

www.tbsa.com.auttrunk.html
Once you have atrunk

many non-trunked systems in
use. Trunked voice channels are

tracking tool, then monitoring

easy to recognise though due

atrunk system becomes alot

to the data bursts at the

use one frequency as the

more interesting. For instance

beginning and end of each

control channel for many years

easily be monitored if you know

SWM

Table 1:
85 -87MHz

Some water companies operate MPT1327 trunked systems in this band.

139.5 -140.5MHz

Many gas and electricity companies operate their own trunked systems here.

154 -156MHz

This band is used by Staffordshire Police and Fire service for their Motorola trunked system.

162 -166MHz

In most parts of the country if you search this band you will hear several small two or three channel MPT1327
systems. These are operated by radio communication companies who then charge other companies to use them.

166 -167MHz

If you live in Scotland you should hear the Scottish ambulance services MPT1327 network which uses this band.

177 -185MHz

This is now the main UK band for MPT1327 trunked systems. Acompany called Fleetcomm operate anation-wide
MPT1327 trunked network in this here. Fleetcomm charge other companies to use the network. In away Fleetcomm are just like a
mobile phone company but using MPT1327 rather than GSM. Most customers are transport or courier companies but many security
firms use the system also. Fleetcomm are the only trunked system in this band though depending on where you live you may also
hear your local council or universities MPT1327 trunked system.

201 -207.5MHz

In this band you will hear some regional multi-user trunked systems (like Fleetcomm but offering regional rather than nation-wide
coverage to their users). Many bus and tram companies also operate their own MPT1327 trunked systems in this band. There is also
one national MPT1327 network called the NRN or National Rail Network here. If you hear avoice channel with the sounds of
phones ringing or engaged tones then you are most likely listening to an NRN channel. The NRN is fitted to most trains in the UK
and is used by them to call signal boxes and train stations.

440 -442.5MHz

This band is used by many companies or users with their own trunked systems. Heathrow and Gatwick airports MPT1327 systems
use this band as do many hospitals and large companies. During the recent Commonwealth games in Manchester the organisers
and security used aMPT1327 trunked system in this band.

450 -453 MHz

In London the Metropolitan Police operate their Motorola trunked system in this band.

453 -454MHz
and
456 -457MHz

Both of these bands are used by small companies trunked systems. These bands are also used by temporary trunked systems (called
Short Term Hire systems) which operate for just afew days ayear at special events like the Glastonbury music festival.
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NE510-2 DSP 5PEAI4ER

£22 .s5

rn

PO MOO Co.

Plo £.75 Co.

•Tailored for Comms

•Dip switch settings for 8 filter settings
•Plugs directly into 35m speaker socket
•Max 25 Watts output
Requires 12V at 0.4 Amps max
Use mobile with cigar adaptor

This is a combined speaker and DSP unit that can be used with any receiver or transceiver It

%FL

•Single cable

rs 8 filter settings selected via a dip switch on the back and atop mounted on/off switch to

IIme /

•3.5mm stereo plug

£99 .55

•

Uniclen-Bearcat

'MVT-3300EU SCANNER

ee'relAl OFFEr

•
LIBE-220XLT

& à

The MVT-33'piteru
covers most of the useful bands
in the VHF and UHF spectrum. It

eCCC

COCC

Ideal for general listening, this

has 200 memories as standard

scanner covers all the major

with a range of band and

bands from 66MHz -956MHz

security channels as well. It has

AM and FM. 200 memories

functions normally associated

and avery fast scanning speed

with more expensive sets such

make this avery attractive buy.

as pre-setting the receiving

You also get the flexible short

mode and frequency step,

antenna, AC charger and

Duplex reception with "One

batteries.Very popular with

Touch" function, Auto-Write and

Airband listeners.

2'

Search-Pass memory functions.

£129

L
IJBE-3000XLT

There is also a Decipherment

-1=111

Plus £tt.00 C.C.

function to receive certain
scrambled communications.

ADR AR-EIGOD II

•

'

•Automatic store

all en

• Scan rate: 100 ch per sec
•Data skip feature
•Selectable Attenuator

4,

•

•

IF

•

•

aim no

-

• Modes: AM, WFM, NFM
•Eat spkr jack 3.5mm
•Ext earphone jack 2.5mm
• Rechargeable battery (5hrs

• 21 Smart Search

• Size 68 xa813 x38mm

Pk

W

• FM AM SSB CW
• 2000 pass frequencies

• 37th sec scan

• 8.3
'

£649

-

• Accepts up to 5 slot-in ca

£9 00 Carr

ALINED DJ-X3

BASE STATION

• USB, LSB, OW, AM, FM, WFM,

-

a
mo

CIMMI.101.

o rue

• •1,

•

£249
•

•700 Memories
•Audio descrambler
•Bug Detector

Plus £.00 Co

•Stereo FM (with headphones)

an,

I

• 12 Tuning steps
• Fast scan speed
• Rechargeable batteries, AC
charger and telescopic antenna

frequencies
•VFO search feature • PC
programmable with optional ADMS3
kit, •Antenna: BBC •Supply 9.0- j
13.8V DC • 2 xAA cells • Battery
volta

2.2-3.5V DC nominal 3

"

£159
Pita, te 00 Carr

£159

CRIEMM

NE

• 0.15D to 1309 9
band coverage with A
modes
• Built-in rod antenna clea
improves low frequency
broadcasts
•Total of 1250 memory
channels 11000 regular
with 18 memory banks,
edges and 200 auto memory write
channels)
• High speed scanning (30
channels per second)
• DC power jack for use with
cigarette lighter socket
• Ultra compact size, with
drip-resistant construction
• CTCSS and
L.b tone squelch

•

•

YAESLI VR-5000

£599
£9 00

cxn

•Audio Output 220mW

The DJ-X3 sthe latest handheld

modes with 10 user definable priority channels User

scanner from Alisto. For the

selectable modes covering AM. FM and Wide FM

airband enthusiast it includes the

modes. Selectable receiver attenuator, delay, Alpha

8.33kHz steps aswell as the

tagging and data options are available direct from
the

keyboard.

For

unattended

operation

the

9000XLT has an automatic tape recorder ON/OFF
and tape output feature!

£109

usual step frequencies. Its useful
wide coverage is from 100kHz to
1300M Hz.

.

YUPITERU MVT-7300

£239

ouNq
• LI

• NFM. WFM, NAM, WAM, U:58
LSB, OW
• 521kHz -1320MHz
• 1.000 memory channels
• High sensitivity
•Signal strength meter
• High speed scanning & searching
• MONItor button
• Descrambler function
•Telescopic rod antenna
• Clock timer function
•Variable colour display
• Key illumination
• Clone function
• 8.33kHz airband spacing
• 12V DC/230V AC mains

---

1.11.01ILIM.1

YA ESO VR-500

'rum Yaesu offers
xuperb performance
• 100kHz -1300MHz
• 1000 Memories
• 100 Skip channels
10 Search bands

.Weight 14 5g (without battu]
•382.4 dry cell battery case

£229
_

This lovely little scanner

•! •
Size 56x102x23mm
The 9000XLT features Twin Turbo scan & search

• 500 Pass channels

• 8-Character Alpha-tags
j
,
• Preprogrammed broadcast

•AM, FM, WFM

-7-11111K

• 1,000 memories

• Dual watch

Pap £00 Cart

BEAREAT LIRE - .9000XLT

best value for

time and is very sensitive. Offers

• 1 Priority channel

in

• 10.7MHz IF for S0U5500

o eibty t e

money, it has stood the test of

0•0

• 8 Search bands

in

• RS232 PC interface fitted

£189

• Power requirements 6.5V

.

•

ICOM IC-85

• 530kHz -2040MHz
• 1000 Memories

10014Hz - 1.656-Hz

• 64 frequency skip channels

exciting new scanner.

•LCD with back light

YLIPITERU MVT-7100EX
-

• 12 Channel steps
• 640 Memory Channels

UR MI fa

s

s. It n equally

• AM„ WFM

in no

•Twin Turbo Scan &Search

ais to be cleaned up by removing most of the noise. DX and weak signals can sound just like

VR-12013 RECEIVER

•400 Ch/20 Banks
• 10 Priority Channels

ct the DSP in and out of circuit. The unit offers dramatic noise reduction enabling weak

NEW MODEL

• 25MHz to 1.3GHz

O

Same as "NES" version but with fixed
optimised filter setting that can be
switched in or out. Great value and
performance.

•Handles up to 5 Watts input

•Padded ear pieces
•Good sound proofing

NEW
"CB" model

er with built-in OSP noise filters

KILLS NOISE
ENHANCES SPEECH
MOBILE OR BASE

•200 -10.000Hz

Occc

UST(MERS

4,

WATERS & STANTON

DSP BUIITINI

HEAR THE
DIFFERENCE!

1,ff

FROM EVEIVONE HERE A'

www.jayceecoms.com

WATSON W-HP200
1 COMMS HEADPHONES

.
e
11
onalla

sONY41f
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•8 Character
Yaesu's exciting new scanner
• 100kHz -2599MHz • FM AM SSB CVV
•Real-time band scope

alphanumeric display
• Band scope Priority
monitoring

• DSP Noise and notch filters(with optional DSP-1)

• PC programmable

•2000 Memories •Optional digital voice recorder

•Smart search feature

•Large digital display •Super HF performance

•Alpha numeric recall

• Ultra sensitive • Fully programmable

•Size 58 x95 x24mm

£199

FREEPHONE ORDER

carriage charges: 1142.75, 846, C49

WOP-313

II

STREET PILOT III

SHORT WAVE DIPOLE

ROBERTS

R.9914

NEW FROM CARMIN

8.5m long!

'ffS TO

011110

YOU

011110

Plus £6.00 Carr.

•True Dipole

noise design.

Performance

Is new &sign from Watson gives you

• Matching Module

performance

• Receive Only

• 50 Ohm Input

Unlike rando— ,res

• 1MHz -30MHz

• SO-239 socket

and pulls

• 10m Long approx.

• 10m Coax

across :ne

entire short-wave bands.

treduces the background noise

gna s And its small size means it will fit
,adjustment required.

WEATHER CENTRE

FREE
—raw

AC Adaptor

& SSB po

It talks to you and is supplied with street level
mapping, 32Mb storage card and card reader for
quick PC programming. Examples of voice info are:
"turn left 2 miles," "take 2nd left at next
roundabout", "house number 17 is on your left,"

• BAR-8881_1 -iiimo CONTROLLED

IC-R75 RECEIVER

AM & SSB

£45

ing price. 153kHz to 29.99MHz plus FM stereo
broadcast. Built-in whip, 45 memories, Bedside timer
and alarm, Clarifier, external antenna socket etc.
Includes case, AC adaptor, earphones detailed manual
and Radio Guide.

GLOBAL AT-2000

HITACHI I4H-WS1 WORLD

ANTENNA TUNER

SPACE DIGITAL RECEIVER
own mini satellite
dish and receives

GLOBAL

digital WorldSpace

Plus £8.00 Cart.

broadcast signals
via the AfriStar

Desk-top display
The

with radio-locked

Amateur Radio Press. It's avery serious shbitt

clock to Rugby
inside and outside
recorder (with

Synchronous AM detection •Twin Pass :ea

can switch to
lite broadcast
°Is from CNN,

The classic wire antenna tuner for

wireless remote

• Digital Signal Processing (with optional UT-"L'E

sensor), barometer plus 24-hour forecast trend and

exclusive CI-switch, which improves front-end

Memories • RF Gain/Squelch • Clock •

day. date information.

selectivity. Just

keypad • Altenuator • 2-level Pre4t—F,

2 der.'

connect a co

''

FEAPTLIRE

THAT FREpLIENCY!

a

receiver

WR-1550E

\

networks 1 & 2, and lots more. High quality mono ..

om length of wire and

WINRADID

•

•Curre

BBC, Bloomberg [multi language), World Radio

istening. Covering 1.8 -30MHz, it includes our

•Automatic Notch Filter • 101 Alphanunren

ALINED DJ-X2000

programmes,

temperature

),

•

the normal VHF

£89.95

attomic standard.

Ham
receiver
Band
Band.
with
Features
coverage
include
right up
USB.
to LSB
the exct.r;.
CA'
• 101 Memories • Super High Dynarr n

satellite. As well as

the internal speaker and stereo via the headphone.
socket. Runs from AO.AzD

11.111111WP

WR-1550I

AR.9200 MARI4 III
.
,
The AR-8200 Mark 3 developed

HUNTER 113MHz -35Hz

•Current f
•Audio 100mW (8 Ohms)
•Weight 320g

and

The DJ-X2000 Super Scanner

AC

charger.

from Alinco covers 100kHz to

Plus 06 DO Can

the

£59.95

handheld,

should

be

able

you

to

read off the frequerk*

Plus E6 00 Carr.

Note

10I4Hz - 1.300MHz

it

down

and

enter it in your

COMPUTER CONTROLLED RECEIVER

iscanner. Its that

ket
thel up to
PC and enjoy
quay
reception with an
amazing
station
data
base
and
ory log. Can
used remotely
PC. Requires
(not included)

successful
the

AR -8200

new all-mode

receiver It now has extended
receive frequency coverage to
'elite
used in conjunction with a
desktop or laptop
computer, making it
•can betused

mo
slots into aspare ISA
socket in the PC with
power and audio

£479.95 B

3GHz, the illumination has been
further

enhanced,

and

high

capacity Nickel Metal Hydride
batteries supplied.. Performance
has also been improved for

£399.95 B

sensitivity and strong signal
handling over the

re:

coverage

freq. range: 150kHz-1500MHz -Modes: AM,

of

MHz.

FM-N. FM-W USB, LSB, CW 'Tuning res: 10Hz
(1Hz USB, LSB, CW) •OSP Bandpass, Notch Si

Y CATCHE
NEARFI

the

Series-2 is

battery

If you are

within 200 ft or so of

2.115GHz all modes

PER-1000

on

Supplied withantenna),
telescopic

•Size 57x150x275mm

tsupplied), or

external 6V

Noise reduction -IF shift +/- 3Hz -Antenna

TORS
Zoond intid"-àny FM
transmission between 30MHz
and 900MHz and monitor the

R-861 PORTABLE.

SANYO WS-100D WORLD

SW WITH RIDS

SPACE DIGITAL RECEIVER

audio. It takes a fraction of a
second. The WR-5001
comprises a complete

IEOM IC-R2 saamHz -1309

receiver with auto tuning, skip
button, squelch

Plus £6 .00 Carr

adjustment

and built-in speaker The VVR-

Plu

£6 00 Ca

This palm size handy
performs
.
•FM, WFM and AM • Auto
squelch •400 Memories
• 11 Tuning steps • CILSS
decode •Duplex monitoring
feature • PC Programmable
•Buena attenuator •Priority
watch • Needs 2 x
AA cells (extra).
Antenna included.

SignaLink SL-1

The computer's
soundcard plus
program is now wel
blushed for
ing and
itung avariety
modes The
is unique
es not require
on the rig
sthe corn
port free for other tasks. The SignaLink has internal
onks which makes it compatible with most of the rigs

A separate accessory pack
E'14.951 is available, please
enquire for more details.

• 153kHz-29.999MHz, 87.5 -108MHz

bargraph signal meter It also

• AM, SSB (USB/LSB), FM (FM Stereo)

adds a CI-V port for reaction

•AM wide/narrow filter •Tone control

Comes complete with detachable m
with 5m of cable. Receives digital broé

tuning loom and AOR receivers fitted with this

• AM RF Gain control •Stereo through earphones

feature. These monitor receivers are designed for

•307 memories -261 SW, 18 MVV.

nearfiled use and the range is from a few hundred

18 FM 9 LW plus priority station

metres to around 1km, depending on frequency and
power of the transmitter.

• ROS (Radio Data System) Station name,

£69.95

10014Hz - 1.895Hz

Covering the complete
spectrum from 'or owave to UHF

S/PDIF digital audio output It also has 32 memories
e

ITS BRIMANT

33G
Plus £9,00 tiff

pocket. Features inciuce NFM.

The MFJ-461 is a

• 1.000

stand-alone pocket

Memories in 20 banks • 500 Pass

sized Morse code

memories • 10 Priority channels,

reader, Similar in

• Band Scope display • Duplex
sides of the conversation • Fast
tune function, • Built-in AM

with remote control pride
.
.

—

for multimedia

WES 2003 CATALOGUE

WFM, NAM, VVAM, LSB, USB. CVV,

receive function lets you hear both

adaptor or optional batteries Audio output vie internal

MORSE CODE READER

you have a complete station in your

• 7 Frequency steps

WorldSpace Satellite. Runs from supplied AC mains

Auto time set • 3 individual alarm timers
itching AC adaptor

,-.9000ELIMK2

.
di
"fro

mono speaker, external optional stereo headphones or
stereoline out via phono connectors as well as a

YLIPITERIJ MVT - 8000

SOUND CARD RADIO INTERFAC - -

on the market.

5,2).2. is similar, but adds an
auto-hold control and a

size

to

the

MFJ

PAGE
PACKED WIT
PRODUCTS,
TIPS &
INFORMATION

Morse tutors, all you do is hold it close
to your receiver and it instantly displays
CVV on the 32 character high contrast LCD. It has

antenna • Dual frequency display •

automatic speed tracking, a serial port -if you wish to

Fast keypad entry • Rechargeable

connect to a computer to display the text on a bigger

batteries, AC charger and helical

screen. It can also be connected to your receivers? :

antenna.

audio if required. Truly pocket sized at 57 s 82.5 x
25.5mm and 156g.

£2.95
Plus £1.25 Carr
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Pure EVOKE-1

AFFORDABLE DAB

I

t's official! The future of
radio has arrived. Whilst
digital radio for the long,
medium and short wave
listener -in the guise of
Digital Radio Mondiale -may be
some time off for the average
punter, Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB), the
alternative to f.m. (Band II)
radio, has landed and is living
among us now.
Those of you wishing to
acquaint yourselves with the
nitty-gritty of DAB are invited
to read Jon Trowsdale's
excellent article in June 2002
SWM. In anutshell, for the enduser -that's you -DAB equals
noise-free reception of avast
number of stations. Not to
mention the excitement of
informational displays.

closed down after afew
months as "no one was
listening". In aclassic chickenand-egg scenario, broadcasters
felt unwilling to provide
digital-only programmes for a
mere handful of listeners.
Meanwhile, potential
purchasers of DAB were not
inclined to spend their hardearned cash on asystem that
offered very little in the way of

multiplex in your area
embracing an additional clutch
of commercial stations from
your region. Three, if you live
near London. More multiplexes
are due on air over the next
couple of years. To discover
which digital stations
broadcast in your area please
go to aweb page of DABrelated links Ihave set up at
http://tinyurl.com/23zi

Digital Spectrum
Terrestrial DAB broadcasts in
the UK lie between 217.5 and
230MHz. If you ever trawled
through this chunk of spectrum
with ascanner you may have
stumbled upon the so-called
multiplexes -each of them
1.5MHz wide -noticeable only
by ajump of the signal
strength meter and possibly a
slight variation in the tone of
the white noise from the
loudspeaker.
Each multiplex can
accommodate avarying
number of stations, dependent
on the quality -or bitrate -that
each station is broadcast at. A
high quality stereo
transmission requires abitrate
of at least 128 kilobits per
second (Kb/s). The majority of
multiplexes support around ten
stations with bitrates ranging
between 160 and 48Kb/s. With
its ever-increasing number of
channels, the BBC has been
under fire for lowering the bit
rate of some of its services in
order to accommodate the new
stations.
So far, DAB has endured a
bumpy ride to the point where
some countries had all but
abandoned plans to roll the
system out. One DAB-only
station in Sweden also
broadcast on the Internet in a
bid to attract some listeners. A
traffic news station in Holland
38

Martin Peters recently got his hands
on the hot sub £100 desktop DAB
receiver that everyone's talking about.
extra channels. Eventually, the
broadcasters bit the bullet,
with the BBC pioneering UK
digital transmissions in the
mid-nineties. Digital One, the
national commercial radio
supplier, launched in late 1999.
Both operators have networks
that will cover 80-85 per cent
of the UK population by next
year.
What you pick up on DAB
depends primarily on where
you live. If you reside within a
DAB service area then, at the
very least, you'll be able to
receive araft of BBC and
national commercial stations,
many of which are not
broadcast over the analogue
system. As well as these,
there'll be at least one

The PURE EVOKE-1
For years, Kings Langley-based
Videologic have been
manufacturing avariety of
consumer electronics and now
find themselves the UK market
leader for DAB receivers, in
particular, their award-winning
DRX-701ES Hi -Fi tuner. But at
around £250, it is still out of the
reach of many.
In July, Videologic
announced the launch of the
PURE EVOKE-1, the first DAB
receiver selling for under £100.
To herald this new 'product era'
the company subsequently
renamed itself PURE Digital.
So what do you get for your
£99? From within the
polystyrene innards of the high-

SUBS

PROMO

lustre presentation box emerges
one digital radio, aplug-in-thewall, 12V, 1.2A power supply, a
telescopic whip antenna and
the instruction manual.

Solid
The radio itself -made in China
-measures 210 x175 x110mm
(VVxHxD) and weighs in at
around 1.4kg. As for looks, the
uncharitable amongst us might
describe the EVOKE-1 as a
scaled-down, upturned MFI
kitchen drawer, with in-built
radio facade. In reality, with its
simplistic design, maple-effect
surround, and front panel
finished in dull silver, this radio
will comfortably fit in almost
anywhere in people's homes.
Construction is solid -it has a
nice heavy feel -with no
worrying rattles when given a
shake. I'll leave the drop test for
another day. The integrated,
full-range 75mm loudspeaker is
complemented by areflex port
(big hole) to enhance bass
response. An optional matching
loudspeaker is available for
listening in stereo.
Underneath the back-lit twoline I.c.d., the front panel sports
two rotary controls. One is the
volume control and the other,
marked 'tune', is the station
selector. Beneath these lie nine
more push-buttons -six to preset your favourite stations into,
and three with alonger story to
tell, of which more, later.
Finally, the blue button at the
bottom is the power switch.
The rear apron
accommodates the F-Type
antenna socket similar to that
found on satellite receivers. Into
this plugs the supplied
telescopic whip or an external
antenna of your choice. There's
also arow of four smaller
connectors. Three are of the
3.5mm jack variety -for stereo
headphones, the auxiliary
loudspeaker and aline out
socket for connection to a
separate amplifier. The fourth
connector is for connecting the
power supply.

How Far?
One thing Ialways like to do
when anew piece of
equipment comes my way is to
see how far Ican get without
using the instruction manual.
After plugging the power
supply in, connecting and
extending the antenna to its
full 700mm, guess how many
buttons you have to push for
this machine to kick into life,
autotune the UK DAB band and
store all received stations into
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its memory. The answer is...one!
That's right. Just turn on the
power button and, under a
minute later, you're ready to
rock 'n' roll. Not bad for a
kitchen drawer.
You should only have to run the
autotune procedure
again if the radio is used
in adifferent region, or
in the event of anew
multiplex coming onstream. If additional
stations are launched
within aalready stored
multiplex, then the radio
automatically adds them
to its memory.
Once stored, all the
stations can be selected
with the rotary 'tune'
control. Each click of the
knob advances the
displayed station by one.
Just press to confirm. It
takes around asecond for the
selected channel to issue forth.
The memories are stored in
alphabetical order -numbers
first -so 1Xtra is the first station
on the list. If that's not to your
liking you can rearrange the
order so that your top ten most
listened to channels are all
bunched together at the top.
At any time, an extra push of
the 'tune' button calls up the
signal strength bar-graph
display which allows you to
orientate the antenna for
optimum reception. Being
digital, there is little in the way
of marginal reception. Either
the station is there in full
quality -or there is silence.
However, with careful
adjustment of the antenna I
was able to mimic fringe
reception. As the whip was
telescoped down, the audio
started to burble, becoming
ever more distorted and broken
until the radio eventually fell
silent.
There are six display modes
from which to choose. The
I.c.d.'s top line always displays
the received station's name. It's
the bottom line that changes
according to the mode selected.
The default condition is for
scrolling text. DAB stations send
out textual information with
their transmissions. Some just
repeat the station catch phrase
whilst others give details of
who's on air, the music being
played and more. Exploiting this
medium to the full is BBC Radio
5who's text includes news and
sports headlines along with
programme information.
Press the 'Display' button to
advance through the options,
ranging from programme type
and the owner of the multiplex
to time and date, frequency

FEATURE
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readout and more.
There's acouple of advanced
options. One allows you to
manually search each of the
multiplexes and another
enables the Dynamic Range
Control. This can help when

listening in anoisy environment
as quiet passages are ramped
up in volume to compensate. A
useful feature.
Storing your favourite
stations into the six pre-set onetouch memories is abreeze.
Simply press and hold one of
the pre-sets for two seconds
whilst listening to the desired
stations for it to be stored at
that location. Press again at any
time for instant recall.
If you're wondering, I
managed around 80 per cent of
this before referring to the
manual, which, Isuspect, was
not penned in China. It's well
written, clear and concise.

In Use
So what could Ihear on this
radio with its telescopic whip?
Well, Ilive on ahill just outside
Reading -about 64km west of
the centre of London. On
powering-up, the receiver ran
its autotune procedure and
locked onto two multiplexes the national BBC and
commercial offerings. A little
disappointed that nothing of
the London scene had been
found, Imoved the radio from
next to the PC downstairs to an
upstairs window sill and ran the
search once more. Result! A
minute later the three Londonbased multiplexes (and atest
multiplex from ntl) had been
locked in -atotal of 60 stations
in all.
How does it sound?
Impressive. Especially from a
radio of this size. There is
absolutely no background hiss
or fizz, and the fidelity remains
intact, even at full volume.
There are no bass or treble
controls and Iwould have liked
to have edged up the treble
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response just atad.
Listening on a pair of quality
Sennheiser headphones
confirmed acomplete absence
of background noise. Music
sounded a little flat and Icould
have made good use of some
tonal control.
Connecting the 'lineout' up to the hi-fi, I
flicked on Radio 2and
was surprised at how
awful everything
sounded. The music had
no warmth and Steve
Wright's voice was
uncomfortable to listen
to. Nothing personal,
Steve. Very little bass.
Sibilants had me wincing
and reaching for the ear
defenders. On moving up
through the channels it
became apparent that
these characteristics were
peculiar only to Radio 2. All the
other stations sounded just
great. Added to which Ifinally
got to configure the audio to
taste, courtesy of the hi-fi
amplifier's controls.

Mobile
The DAB system architecture Eureka 147 -was conceived with
the difficulties of radio
reception on the move in mind.
DAB enjoys RDS-like qualities in
as much as the national
multiplexes broadcast on the
same frequency. When moving
from one region to the next,
the radio should seamlessly
jump between them.
A trip in the car beckoned.
Resting on the passenger seat
with telescopic whip extended,
and powered off the cigar
lighter socket, Iset off for a
journey around town. Ituned to
Radio 4 and set off. Apart from
a 10 second interlude as Idrove
through alocal well-known
radio dead-spot the radio
remained locked on and crystal
clear for the duration of the
13km trip.
On the way home Iswitched
to Capital FM -part of the
commercial multiplex intended
for London. Reception was far
more patchy with several
kilometres of the journey spent
in silence. Don't forget that this
was using an antenna inside the
car. Connection to the car's
external antenna would have
resulted in improved
performance.
Interestingly, there's atime
delay of between one and four
seconds with respect to the
normal f.m. broadcast. Will the
time pips become an
irrelevance?
SWM
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Conclusion
Iused the EVOKE-1 on and off
for several days and had been
hoping to come up with a list
of disappointments to bring
to your attention. It's been no
easy task.
Two minor niggles concern
the sockets on the rear panel.
Firstly, the headphone socket.
This is the one connector
which requires easy access
and, as such, would be far
more convenient if brought
out to the front panel.
Secondly, the 'line out'
socket. Aside from miniature,
Walkman-type appliances,
where space saving is
paramount, every other audio
device employs phono sockets
for the purposes of 'line out'.
Most of us has aspare set of
phono leads about the house.
The use of astereo jack on the
EVOKE-1 requires either a
special lead or an adapter.
The carrying handle is very
shallow, which means that
walking this radio around the
house isn't particularly
comfortable.
As not all local f.m. radio
stations are yet broadcast in
digital, the facility to receive
conventional f.m. would be an
advantage -although Irealise
this would necessarily push up
the price.
The only disappointment
of substance is that this
innovative portable radio isn't
truly portable. Yes, it can be
taken from room to room in
your house but you have to
remain tethered to the mains
at all times so listening in the
garden is out. The radio draws
between 400 and 600mA,
depending on the volume
setting. This would limit the
life of asensibly-sized set of
batteries to acouple or three
hours.
That aside, the EVOKE-1 is
easy to use, does its job well
and looks good to boot. It
delivers access to awealth of
radio stations, some of which
are not available elsewhere.
With its well thought out
range of useful features and
ground-breaking price, this
radio is sure to attract many
to this new era in
broadcasting.
Several of the high-street
chains and SWM advertisers
are able to supply the EVOKE1but be warned, demand is
outstripping supply so you
may have to 'phone around.
Thanks go to PURE Digital
for the loan of the EVOKE-1.
You can contact their sales
department on (01923)
260511.
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"Anyone first

handling a Radio
Shack canner vvi
find it' use total
ins nctive"

Dave's at it again, he just can't resist getting

acquainted with the latest scanner in town. So much
so, here's the second of this month's hand-held
reviews from our radio addicted 'Scanner Man'.

L

ike many other radio and
electronics/gadget players, I

Up & Running

descended into gloomy
depression when the Tandy

Anyone first handling a Radio Shack

stores became yet another outlet

for mobile telephones. Find yourself in
any town in the UK and there are

the book before turning on aset? This is
a bit of a pity as the instruction manuals

platoons of pedestrians patrolling the
pavements with one arm glued to an ear.

supplied with Radio Shack scanners are

Eventually, there'll be amedical ailment
attributed to mobiles so Nokia had
better watch out for claims for 'stuck up
arm' and 'mobile pink ear'. It's going to
cost you -just mark my words.
As a result of the Tandy demise, we
were starved of radio products in
maroon and white boxes labelled 'Radio
Shack'. Thankfully those dark days
appear to be behind us and stocks are
now again back in Britain. The nice

always well written in correct English
and actually have been put together by
someone who knows what he or she is
on about.
If you remember the rather scary
translations from the original Japanese
in manuals supplied with scanners in the
eighties, you will appreciate what a
blessing this is. This one also contains a
handy list of 'birdie' frequencies
generated within the set.
Anyhow without referring to the

Radio Shack retailers arranged for me to

book of words you can usually get a PRO

have a look at their latest offering -the

receiver running. The display is clear,
follows the established Radio Shack
pattern and has abacklight for low light

PRO-82 scanner.

Comforting Handful

conditions.

The '82 is achunky beast presenting a
comforting handful and measuring

PRO series receivers share components

around 150 by 6.50 x40mm. A belt clip is
supplied as is a 150mm helical rubber

It has to be said that a number of the
and many identical segments of
frequency range. In many cases the

antenna that locates on the left hand of

major difference between various
models is the way that the firmware has

the top panel via a BNC connector. This
easily allows an external or replacement
antenna to be hooked up. There are two

been arranged to control the radio's
features with particular reference to scan
type.

battery trays supplied in the box. One
tray is for 1.5V AA size cells and the

The PRO-82 appears to be designed to
get you scanning, searching and storing

other, ayellow tray, takes rechargeable
cells. Optional adapters can be

the main feature of the unit that was,

purchased to charge the batteries in the
set or to power the unit from a mains
supply.
There are two controls on the top
panel. One is for on/off/volume and the
other handles the squelch threshold. A
headphone socket completes the line up
on the roof of the radio. The display,
speaker and all other controls, bar one,
are presented on the front panel.
40

scanner will find it's use totally
instinctive. Imean, who on earth reads

frequencies in double quick time. This is
undoubtedly, designed primarily for the
North American market. There are five
prominent push buttons on the front of
the set. Prominent because they are
larger than the other panel controls and
also because they are asplendid orange
colour. No you won't miss these fellers!
Each is pre-programmed to search a
range of frequencies. They are
designated Marine, Fire/Police, Air, Ham
Short Wave Magazine, December 2002
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NEWS

FEATURE

BPOREICAST

PROJECT jrFEciRL 1'COMPETITION

SSL

FHÏ,

EOSH5

SUES

and Weather (WX) and cannot be

To Sum Up

altered or re-programmed. Starting
with the marine search range, it
seems that 49 channels are fixed in
the '82s memory, eleven of these
being two frequency, or duplex
channels. This means that the set

•
MIN

will scan two frequencies while still
displaying the same channel
number.

•
MAX

SQUELCH

OFF

•
MAX

VOLUME

Iam sure that these channels
have some relevance to American
harbour operations, but here the
selection of channels for the
programmed Marine search left me
wondering why these particular
frequencies had been chosen. The
marine coverage starts at Channel 1
and then jumps to Channel 5,
missing out the intervening three
channels. Elsewhere in the marine
coverage other channels are

button, that has ajolly picture of a
cloud on it, will search the seven

omitted, there must be some sort

spot frequencies in the

of logic in this but it beats me!

US/Canadian weather warning
band. No use here of course. These

Coastguard channel zero is not
there at all.
This isn't a major problem as the

have long mastered allowing total
control of 'locked out' memories
including the ability to review
them. Notification of duplicate
frequency entry is also handled by

are the only programmed searches
that the firmware on this radio

this unit as it informs the user

unit has 200 channel storage
arranged in ten banks of twenty,

allows.

frequency already in a memory.

but if Marine band is going to be
programmed, why not programme

by selecting achannel from one of

made aware that you are doing so.

the main banks and running a

The one control that is not on
any of the main panels is the most

all of it?
The next orange button is
marked FD/PD and this initiates a
search in three banks within the
pre-programmed search range. Up
to two of these three banks can be

The only other way of tuning is

search from there, travelling either
higher or lower from that
frequency by pushing the up or
down arrow, the scanner will then
stop on an active frequency.
The base line on of this is that if

should you attempt to enter a
You can still enter it, but you're

discrete little hole in the left side.
Inserting a needle or similar and
simultaneously operating two
other controls on the radio will
'initialise' the scanner. For folks like

locked out. The banks possess an

you rely on the pre-programmed

us this means that the scanner will

eclectic range of frequencies
ranging from 33 up to

search, you will miss out on active

dump all the memories and revert

465.6375MHz, all f.m., with many
gaps in coverage and with a
startling range of frequency steps
of between 12.5 and 60kHz. Four

"The PRO-82 appears to be designed to get
you scanning, searching and storing

spot frequencies are thrown in for

frequencies in double quick time"

luck.
All this may make sense if you
live in the US or Canada, but as a
Home Counties boy residing in the
UK, I'm rather lost. After all this

channels, apart from the civil

to it's factory supplied state. Always

confusion, the air band button

airband section.

brings atouch of sanity covering

The main amenity of the PRO-82
is the main 200 channel memory

a useful feature and one that is
missing from some other scanning
receivers. The handbook briefly
mentions programming the '82

108.000 to 136.9875MHz in 12.5kHz

divided into the ten banks. Storing

steps. No 8.33 spacing is available.
The 'Ham' radio search range is

frequencies is asimple process and

divided into three groups. Group 1

can be accomplished very quickly

searches from 29.000 to 29.700MHz
in 5kHz steps. This is ideal for

and got used to the process. The

monitoring the US f.m. repeaters

obvious disadvantages of pre

when conditions allow (using an
external antenna of course). Group
2 runs from 50.000 to 54MHz, again

entered frequency steps per band is
adrawback, as is the lack of

f.m., in 5kHz steps. Two metre

indeed after you've stored acouple

coverage in what we call v.h.f. low
band. That is asection of

coverage is handled by Group 3,
again f.m., running from 144 to

frequencies in the 70 and 80MHz

148MHz. 5kHz steps are still the

the Council gritters or most fire

norm for this section which could

brigades on this set.

really benefit from 12.5kHz spacing
so as to interface with the
European band plan. Finally, in the
amateur section Group 4 deals with
420.000 to 450MHz f.m., this time
with 12.5kHz spacing.
Last of all hitting the 'WX'

PF0170

range. You won't be listening to

Useful Features
The PRO-82 has useful features in
that adding adelay to live channels
is simple. The channel lockout is
another feature that Radio Shack
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The PRO-82
positively hated my
computer. The set's
cabinet is plastic
and allows most of
the hash from the
processor and VDU
to dive straight in.
Moving ametre or
so away from the
dratted computer
soon cleared that
up, but initially it
was abore with
hissing on many of
the frequencies
that Ihad entered.
The PRO-82 does
what it says on the
box. It is abasic
scanning receiver
that will find it's
niche monitoring
civil airband, f.m.
v.h.f. channels that
are spaced in
multiples of 5kHz
and u.h.f. f.m.
frequencies. It's
drawbacks are
entirely due to the
marketing profile
that quite correctly
views North
America as the
prime commercial
target.
It is really good to
see Radio Shack
products back on
sale in the UK, but I
already said that
didn't I?

The PRO-82 costs
£109.99 and is
available from
from a PC, but is delightfully non
RuSK Ltd. whom
specific regarding how this is
we thank for the
accomplished.
Sensitivity appears to be the
loan of the radio
norm for this type of radio. I
for the review. We
hooked it up to an external discone
also thank them for
antenna and performance
kindly donating
increased accordingly. Idon't live
one as aprize for
near any source of pager
our competition
interference, but should you decide
next month.
to use this set with an external
RuSK can be
antenna near a pager transmitter, I
contacted at
have no doubt that the front-end
29 The Hollies,
would not cope and that you
The Hollies
would hear that horrid noise darn
Industrial Estate,
near everywhere. These sets are
Cannock,
designed to be hand-held with a
Staffs WS1 1DB.
small antenna and that's how they
Tel:
work best.
(01543) 468855.
SVVM
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From Tom Higgs G4TUA Sent .26 June 2002
To salesPhamradio co uk Subject Thanks
Dear ML&S, Inever fail to get good service
from you! f
ve bought several things from you
over the last year ranging from an FT817 to
the just acouple of connectors last week. I
just thought I'd let you know how much I
appreciate the service Ialways get -from the
friendly and upbeat voice on the phone
(always willing to advise) right through to the
quick delivery of the goods. Please pass this
on to all concerned Tom Higgs GATUA

Ha ve

rade in? Ylk pay TOP MONEY
AOR AR8200

cketScann
with 8.33khz
steps for the'
airband. AIVVF
er.
WFM
Basic scanner a
abasic price
only £99.00.

We have many ac
sories for the
SWL including: !ii" .
Ma/do! GDX-30 Discone
£39.95
Ma/do! HDX-30 BNC H/held Discone 8.95
MFJ-461 Pocket Morse Decoder...
.95
t Global AT-2000 Antenna Tuner
9.95

NEW! DRESSLER .14.
Active Antennas
I
This outstanding range is ideal •',
for use with all base station
'
receivers, ICR-8500, AR 5000,
PCR 1000, NRD 545, FRG 100 Et
MORE! Beautifully designed ano
manufactured in Germany IN Si° CK!
ARA 100 HDX £349
ARA 2000 HOX £349
ARA 60
ARA 2000

7

£189.95
f189.95

Micro PSU
Ideal for spanners and shortwave receivers.
This Mini switch mode 2.5 amp PSU will
power many scanners and SW receivers.
About the size of 20 cigarettes and very
.
1 light. Ideal for popping in your brief case or
'suitcase! (State make and model of
receiver when ordering) Only £29.95

NEW Maldol
handheld discone

e

£159.95

£99.95

£439

41.etetspre

KENWOOD THF7EA

YAESU VR500j'8EARCAT

The Scanner that
transmits' Covering
100kHz -1300MHz
AM/EM/WFM plus
SSB (100kHz ,470MHz) with
Lithium Ion battery
and Charger plus
Transmit (6 Watts)
on 2metres and
70cms. Art ideal
scanner for radio
amateurs' All this
for only £289.00

nooLIM
3
azing little
"Canner is an ideal
pocket
communication
receiver with
keypad entry!

PC Programme
Requires ADMS-3 at £39.95

£289
ZERO DEPOSIT!

•

MYDEL

TX (50 11)

Magnetic Long Wire Ba/un
Skywire Antenna Kit

£19.95
only £39.95

£32.95
£34.95

UK Scanning Directory
In stock at last! The 8th edition of
this exceLlent frequency guide has
just arrived PRICED £19.75
•*us £5.00 P&P'
1!•.*p.. -it's BIGGER than ever!).

AYCOM

ICOM IC-R5

This little
airband
scanners
itself wi'
ver
o
civil
and

A Selection of
Scanners

e AUsed

AR-8000 used examples

from £150

AR-8200

from £250

MVT-900

from £199

MVT7100

from £125

Kenwood R5000
Deluxe shortwave receiver .from £450
from £300

•
Many more used radios
available -call for details.

.- „1

FINANCE EXAMPLE
APR.
•PRICE
Deposit

YAESU VR-500,0

e.g.«
•creelt.
rite_

PROGRAlies
1M11e
SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE
our fastest
selling scanner for along time we just cannot get them in fast
enough! Covering 25-510MHz
and 800-1300MHz AM/FM -pl
it is the only CE approve
desktop to offer the Trunk
Tracker facility. Complete with
DC lead, FREE PSU and Whip
Antenna -asteal at only -

This amazing desktop
'gcanner is the only scan
ooffer true dual receiv
overage is from kilohert4
gigahertz offering all mo
and has optional DSP f
enhanced shortwave
reception. Complete wit
FREE PSU at
PC Programmable
£599
ZERO DEPOSIT!

£0

MOE

This little handy
scanner is very
simple to operate
and is very
popular among
our commercial
customers. The
new IC-R5,
complete with
NiC,

£159

omitsh"
cations •
, receiver covenng
kHzi2000MHz AM/FM/WFM/SSB
W. SW performance is as good
as many short wave only
receivers but the VHF/UHF
.performance is where this rai.
comes into its own. Comple
with Free PSU and Contr
software (Not suitable for XP or Macs)

IC0114 R-75

Icom's Latest
Shortwave Receiver
With all mode coverage from
30Hz to 60MHz
Options available are:
•Voice synthesiser
•UT106 DSP Module.

£599
ZERO DEPOSIT!

d
4
j

GARMIN STREET PILOT 3 ,
Handheld version of
the Street Pilot and
comes with Data
Lead, 16Mb Ram
Card and UK M
Guide on CD

OD

Martin Lynch can offer finance terms up to 48 months
with no deposit. We welcome your part exchange
against a new (or used) product provided it is clean
*and in
orking order, call the Sales Desk today!
Usual
19.9%. Paymenterotection is also available
up to 48 months 'Ail units ire brand eve 4a boxed and
offered we 1%0 manufacturerseg ikAkrline. Ah prices
cuotfflor œkW cheque or Switch/ Delta card. No addroyal charlyrt for credit .caids. Martin Lynch is a
•.remed credit broker. Fill written details are available
on request Finance is subject to statA.

•
ICOM ICR85

rts
áble
Requires PC-R2 at £39.95

19.9%
£5990

48 Payments of, , E
h
Total purchase price .£850. 6

fr0 p&p on all major temo.

£199.95

4"1111011

MiniMag Scanning Antenna
wadable with BNC fitting
SMA fitting
Will also work on 2M & 70cms

Yaesu FRG-100

780XLT

£329
ZERO DEPOSIT!

£199.95

This scanner is
very old in design
.and lacks afew
atures but offers
good scanning
facilities. Covering
100kHz-1300MHz
AM/FM/WFM/
USB/LSB.
Complete with
NiCads, Charger,
Telescopic
Antenna all for
£229.00.

.4-1,1,Ammet
emiter

e
"LP

PC Programmable
Requires PG-4P at £31.95

Maldol HDX30 -New discone to clip on top
of any bnc scanner
Only £39.95

f YUPITERU MVT-7t0

nner
'M/FM/
CW/WFM /USB/LSB.
Pocket Mini
,
Frequency range:
Scanner
530kHz-3000MHz, PC
500kHzprogrammable and
1300MHz :
controllable (requires
AM/FM and '
PC8200 f85).Complete
WFM.
with high capacity
NiCads, Charger, Cigar
Ideal
lighter lead, rubber
Go Anywhere
helical wideband
pocket scanner
antenna, medium
wave plug-in antenna.
Now with 12V DC!
Add the Super Searcher and
RT8200 (£119.99) for, reaction

announced a
GPS looking similar to the
established GPS3 range
again with built in route
calculator and 24Mb of
RAM. Price expected to
be about £500

MIRACLE WHIP
SATELLIT
800 Millennium

unitrks
th Colour
¡Pilot but
inb lit ability to'Ça)culate your r
for yOu. ft will then speak direct
to you in aclear female voice.
Street Pilot 3Deluxe uses afast
processor than previous versions
)is much faster at relocating. Suppli
with all you need to mount the uni
the car, plus 128Mb memory mod
plus European City Street Map C
ROM with keys Et you get a
FREE USB Memory Program

£32
ZERO DEPOSIT!

£1150

Covers Shortwave, Airband
and FM Broadcast
An ideal shortwave
broadcast radio -suitable
both the experienced or
novice listener.
£549
ZERO DEPOSIT!

AmaziniAntenee' a
55 inches long is an ici
companion for any rece'
covering 600kHz -4

£129.99

•

The BEST RADIO

QUIPMENT at the

call the sales desk or EMAIL your request. sales@hamradio.co.uk
ICOM IC-R900PL

ICOM IC-R1Q

•-•

We are able to offer the la
few of these excellent radio
£6995 On this product or
£995.00 deposit and
60 payments of £134
Coverage:
0.1-1999.8Mhz with all modes.
Featuring aspectrum scope,
1000 memory chan
and many advanc
£6,995.00
£995.00 DEPOSIT!

C" COO

ocsof
000.
M00

0

Covering 100kHz to
1300MHz with
AM/FM/WFM and
SSB. Complete with
Nicads,Charger and
rubber helical wide
band antenna all for
only £319.99 Add the
Super Searcher
(f99.95) and RT-R10
(f 109.99) for reaction
tuning to nearby
transmitters

PC Programmable
Requires PC-R10 at £39.95
£319.99
ZERO DEPOSIT!

martin lynch & sons

ICOM IC-R3f

r
& S

he Scanner with
TV built-in that
picks up abit
more than
oronation Street!
Complete with
Lithium Ion battery
and charger, all
early to gol
nly £44

PC Programmai e
Requires PC-R3 at £39.95

Suppliers of Communications Equipment

£449
ZERO DEPOSIT!

this month's

fevon2'

star selle
AOR 8600 MK II

•

With many of the features of
the AR8200 Mk2 this is an
exceptional desktop
communications receiver.
Only £699.00 with FREE PS
PC Programmable

finest
ommunica
elver AOR
'have produced and has ail the
features needed for Commercial
k
i users and Scanning
enthusiasts. There is also The
plus version with extra
enhancgiiiients. Offering good
short W1Ve recep-tion as well
,as excellent VHF/UHF
Ipert
PSU
PC Controllabl

£699
ZERO DEPOSIT!

mLbS £699
ZERO DEPOSIT!
36 *£20.68

See what is happening on
the air with this add on
spectrum scope Not only
will it work with the
AR5000 and AOR3000a it will also work with Icom
ICR8500, ICR9000,
ICR7100 and TS-870
(A good alternative to
the SM-230)

J— q20.10,6110o

soo -o

PC Controllable
ICOM ICR8500

£899
ZERO DEPOSIT!

MLbS £1.349
ZERO DEPOSIT!
48 * £39.91

AOR AR-70342
This black box gives
all mode receive
iW,OkHz
'fa
yourtoPC.1300MHz
Supple.j .
with software for Windows
3 95 and 98.
uring DTMF
der,CTCSS decoder, Spec
scope and mush more. We
supply you
alternati fflen o
t
r
will work with XP
(Regieration is under l'30.001.
Co fete with Whip a na,PSU,
UM6 DSP module
ware.
liable

911C^

fnEPs"'

REE

awn,

is strange looking radio has
is is still one of our best
unning audio and avery lively
selling Short wave receivers
1 teceiVer. It is one of the best
with FREE PSU at only £499.00 / -' broadcast band receivers
Options include
available and an ideal radio for
AM filter, CW filter,FM unit and
,
b Broadcast DX chasers but is
Keypad
g equally at home on SSB and CW.
-call for aprice on all four.
Even old Lynchy uses one of
these!
PC Controllable
1The Plus version is an enhanced
(Requires FIF232C at f79.95) ;
.
version of 7030.
£429
ZERO DEPOSIT!
•

AOR 3000A.

ZERO DEPOSIT!
ertn•,,e1."

KENWOOD

Let few

Check out our
NEW HOPPING
on our website: wintvv.hamra

•

"o.co.uk

CALL US 6 DAYS A
EK
MON-SAT 9.30-5.30
All mo
desktop receiver
This popular portable
shortwave Receiver is back in
stock at only £99.95
PC Programmable

£99. 95

£799
ZERO DEPOSIT!
-

esikelling
Transceiver modified for
Receive only makes this
an excellent DSP Receiver

0208 566 1120

PC Programmable
£949
ZERO DEPOSIT!

3EST PRICES aufMLEIS

11

128, 140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing •London W13 9SB
email: sales@hamradio.co.uk
fax: 0208 566 1207

where else!

C, J,11-113

Kevin takes atrip over to
Bedfordshire for atour of
Dennis Easterling's
luxurious garden shed
based radio room.

T

he home of Dennis
Easterling's radio
passion is a3.6 x2.4m
wooden shed in the back
garden in the shadow of
the house. The typical problem
with this kind of accommodation is
extremes of temperature, but
Dennis says he's overcome that
problem due to the shack being
mostly out of the sun so does not
get too warm, except late on hot
summer days. Walls and ceiling
are lined, with carpet on the floor,
so with asmall heater, it is cosy,
even in the winter. A 150W heater
mounted under the equipment
bench, is on continuously during
the winter and, besides taking the
chill off, keeps the equipment dry.
A bench runs down along wall
to the left of the 1m deep

rrJJE_

necessary for FAX.
Behind the globe hangs an old
portable radio which has been
turned into acomputer speaker.
The four units
beside the TV
comprises a
home-built
signal generator
with digital
readout. These
units can be
used
independently
and are a
frequency meter,
v.f.o., crystal clock and power
supply unit.
Below the 'scope sits a
computer interface box offering a
parallel I/O port, ADC unit, and
switched COM1 port which
connects to the radio equipment.
Next is ageneral purpose power
unit followed by alow frequency
function generator. Between the
picture scanner and VCR sits the
home-built weather satellite
receiver built from aRIG kit Dennis is amember. If you look
carefully, you can see arecently
captured satellite picture showing
the British Isle early summer with
some cloud over the Lake District.

._,JIrc
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well as using it for WX satellites
before the RIG RX2 was built. "The
only thing missing from the
Realistic is atuning knob", says
Dennis,
"something
which Ifind
useful on the
recently
acquired Yaesu
VR-500 which
sits in the
bedroom when
not out on
expeditions".
On the wall
behind the receivers is aTimestep
Meteosat converter,
used in conjunction
with its Active Feed
which is fixed to an old
Sat TV dish outside the
shack. This apparently
works very well and
complements the polar
WXSATs picked up on
the roof mounted
discone. Antenna
control is handled by
three antenna switches,
one selecting either satellite TV
feeds, the others switching v.h.f.
antennas and Meteosat channels
and v.h.f. receivers.
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Forces programmes as well as
BBC Overseas (which broadcast
special messages to the French
Resistance). "Lord Haw Haw was a
laugh, and later the American
Forces Network broadcasting
'Midnight in Munich' served my
teenage musical needs", recalls
Dennis.
A couple of Dennis' home-built
receivers became billet radios
during his national service days.
He also made aTV set from an exgovernment Gee receiver (Gee
operated on the old TV band 1).
Before National Service, Dennis
worked for the GEC Radio
Servicing Depot in
Westminster who,
he says, "prior to
the victory parade,
called in many prewar TVs for
overhaul to ensure
they were ready for
use. Despite the
blitz and war
damage, a
surprising number
turned up".
Dennis and his colleagues
watched the parade, the first post
war external broadcast, using sets
which could not be returned to

The Other Man's Shack
equipment bench shown. Opposite
are shelves for books and
components, with apart covered
by ahinged world map.
Dennis has managed to pack
the gear in to this relatively small
space. The top shelf holds apair of
Denton speakers, printer, tape deck
and analogue TV satellite receiver.
There are plans to add a'Free to
air' digital receiver later.
Next shelf
down supports
an ex govt.
Telequipment
double beam
oscilloscope. This
handy item of test
gear was bought
for £15 at alocal
amateur rally
with aburnt out
mains
transformer.
Dennis then
repaired it by
replacing the
faulty transformer
with three others
from valved
receivers, the
'scope continues
to give useful service. Next along
is the VGA colour monitor, a
picture scanner and, below the TV,
an old video recorder which can
also record sound from the short
wave receivers including FAX.
Dennis says the trick is to still
record TV pictures, as this
maintains aconstant speed
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Lower Down
At bench level is ahome-built
analogue multi-range meter, a
second user Dell '486 computer,
with umpteen mods and extras, a
filter box, which selects the input
from the various receivers and
recorders besides providing a
degree of analogue filtering via a
modified Howes filter kit. Below is
the power unit for
the auxiliary
equipment already
mentioned. To the
right of this is a
stereo amplifier
used with the
Denton speakers,
the filter switch
box, recorders and
receivers as well as
aLP record deck.
Tucked in the
right hand corner
is aLowe HF-225
receiver which
Dennis reckons is
great for all modes
including utilities,
amateurs, FAX and
RTTY as well as
receiving international short wave
broadcasts.
On top of the Lowe stands a
Realistic PRO-2006, another of
Dennis' favourites which covers
the v.h.f. and u.h.f. from 25 to
520MHz and 760 to 1300MHz. This
set gets used for the amateur 2
metre bands, Civ and mil-air as

The antenna pictures are self explanatory except that the top
satellite dish is hand steerable. Dennis receives 16 satellites from
60°E to 45 .W. To aid dish setting, Dennis has programmed astation
for each bird. Then with the help of a hidden loudspeaker mounted
near the dish, the dish direction and elevation is adjusted for
maximum sound -clever. Two additional loft mounted antennas, a
second long wire and home-built Meteosat quadrifilar helix plus
two on the shack roof make atotal of ten in all.
A Little History
Dennis comments that if you've
read this far then you may have
gathered by now that
he's not atransmitting
amateur. He dabbles
in most forms of short
wave monitoring and
home construction
projects. Aged 74,
Dennis has been a
radio enthusiast since
the age of six and had
his own radio
complete with
headphones when he
was eight, apresent
from his granddad.
"Favourites were
Children's Hour with
Uncle Mac, Toy Town
with David Davis, Jack
Payne, Arthur Askey
and Band Wagon,
Monday Night at
Seven, Later at Eight".
During WW2, Dennis constructed
various one valve and three valve
t.r.f. receivers. These proved to be
ideal for listening to the Home and

their owners in time. He recollects
that, "although the 'Beeb' had little
in the way of standby equipment,
the broadcast went off without a
hitch. In those days,
screens were not so
bright and we had
to watch in the
dark".
Lastly Dennis
tells me,
"nowadays, age is
catching up and,
though Ihave plenty
of spare time, my
eyes are not good
enough for fine
work and tiny
components. Even
so, I
try to keep up
with the technology
and maintain my
interest in radio,
thanks to the fine
articles appearing
each month in Short
Wave Magazine.
Keep up the good work".
Many thanks Dennis, long may
you continue to enjoy the hobby!
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Win a2003 WRTH
The Directory Of
International
Broadcasting
Here's a chance to win an annual favourite of Short Wove Magazine
readers.
The latest edition of the renowned World Radio TV Handbook is now
available. The publishers of WRTH have kindly donated four copies for
SWM readers to win.
Whether you are an annual reader, or someone who's never picked
up a copy before, why not enter this competition and have
a go at winning the 2003 WRTH worth £19.95 -all for the price of a
stamp.
The WRTH is an absolute must have book for broadcast listeners

ellgaiimafte

With nearly 700 information-packed pages and now in its 57th year, WRTH remains the single most authoritative
source for listeners, broadcasters and engineers throughout the world. The 2003 edition features an extensively
updated national radio section, the unrivalled 'SW Stations of the World' listing and added information on
clandestine broadcasters.
Can you be without a copy on your bookshelf?

This year's WRTH features:
More pages -even more information -yet the same price as previous years.
More data extensively revised with even more authoritative information.
Hour by hour lists of international broadcasts in English, French, German and Spanish.

Entry Form
I

To enter this prize draw, please fill in your details on the entry form, (photocopies can be accepted with the
.
original corner flash attached), answer the Iwo questions and post your entry to: SWM WRTH 2003 Competition,
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW,
Name
Address

Tel .
I E-mail .
Do you receive SWM every month?

Where do you buy SWM''

I Ql: How many international broadcast languages are listed in WRTH?

Q2: How many years has the WRTH been published?

The closing date for this competition is 24 December 2002, the winner will be drawn on 4January 2003 -the first
four correct answers drawn will be winners. The winners will be announced in the February 2003 SWM. The Editor's decision is final.

1
I.

If you wish not to be contacted by PW Publishing Ltd. or associated companies please tick here. LI

Sound Engineering Solutions
DO YOU STRUGGLE TO HEAR THOSE WEAK STATIONS?
WOULD YOU LIKE MUCH IMPROVED READABILITY?
THEN READ ON. .
• bhi Noise Eliminating Speakers remove

Features:

unwanted background noise and
interference from speech.
• Enabling you to clearly hear what is being

• Fully adaptive noise cancelling
• Noise cancelling typically
20dB

said
• You can now listen to those far off stations

• 8 selectable noise cancelling
levels

stress free
• New competitively priced affordable DSP

• Earphone socket

solution

• Input sensitivity control

• Listen clearly on SSB, UHF, VHF and FM
• No more squelch !!!

• Noise cancelling ON/OFF
switch

"Very effective" PW rrvies, September 2002.

Designed and manufactured in Great Britain

"Effective, eayy to install solution for those wishing to remove noise on dif-

NES10-2 Noise eliminating speaker (includes free power lead) .£99.95

"Really well thought thmugh and very effective accessory that will find

• LED indication of power on &
noise cancellation on

ficult signals" SWM review, September 2002.

NESCB Basic noise eliminating speaker

£79.95

1030-UKPA UK mains power adapter

£9.95

1030-VEPL Fused vehicle power lead

£4 95

"On 40, 20 and 15nurs, I
have constant 57/8 noise. I
connected the
NES10-2 in my rig and she Improvement iç may remarkable" 00171.
Delivery charges:

Audio adapters available to suit most equipment

• 12-28V DC operation

favour with not, listerners" Radio Active review October 2002.

• Compact robust speaker unit
• Easy to install with
adjustable mounting bracket

£6 95 (5K/Eire only otherwise POA). Orders usually
day. All products carry a 12 month warranty.

despatched terne

• Optional extras available

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM OUR APPROVED DEALERS.

ORDER BY PHONE, FAX, POST OR E-MAIL

TELEPHONE US OR SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.

bh: Ltd, Blake House, 35 Collington Avenue, Bexhill-on-Sea
East Sussex TN39 3PX

E-mail: sales@bhinstrumentation.co.uk

VVebsite: www.bhinstrumentation.co.uk

Tel/Fax: 01293 530147

dress or
ARA 60

Also, high performance model
ARA 100 HDX available now.

TECHIllefll PERFORIlffilICE
Frequency range

40kHz%0MHz (full performance) 60120M Hz
2-3dB less gain

Output impedance
Connector to Rx

It

ACTIVE ANTENNAS THE NEW ARA RANGE
SOLE IMPORTERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
WITH SALES AND SERVICE
ASK ABOUT OUR SW ARA-100 HDX AND NOW THE
ARA-2000 HDX -BOTH HIGH PERFORMANCE ACTIVE
ANTENNAS

ARA 2100 NEW MODEL)
TECHIMIL PERFORME
Frequency range

50-2100MHz

Output impedance

50-75 ohms coaxial

Gain

MI0
0 00MHz
OMHz

50-75 ohm coaxial
PL type delivered as
standard. Other standards can be fitted

6dB -2100MHz
Noise figure

1.5-2dB -1000MHz
1.8-2.5dB -1500MHz

on request
Gain

10dB +/-0.2dBs

Intercept Point

+50dBm IP 3rd order (10MHz/12V)

DC power supply

2.5-4dB -2000MHz
3rd order IP

+38dBm typical

11.5-13 volt DC at 80mA typ.

Output impedance

50-75 ohms coaxial

(230V/12V DC stabilised mains adaptor

Connector standards

N type connector at the antenna. BNC

PidB =+22dBm

Mast diameter

30-50mm can be fitted

Dimensions

115cm total length. Antenna tube
50mm x160mm
Ideal for base stations

1

male connector to the receiver

is supplied with the antenna)
Power supply

12V DC at 160mA DC. Power supply

for 230V AC is delivered comes with
the antenna

Dimensions

I'tee .
450mm.

Diameter 90mm

Weight
Accessories

I
-

"Mains wall plug adaptor (230V A/12V
DC). Interface unit (remote supply
unit) 12m coaxial cable and mast

mounting clamps
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• ENIGMA, 17-21 CHAPEL STREET, BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE BD1 5DT. FAX: (01274) 77004
• EANAM:enicima@pwpublishincOdmk

Attention 123!
Control List -Active English Language Stations
Having completed the round-up of commonly active Morse stations, we'll now start on voice stations, beginning with the
commoner English ones.
X
X
II
la
lb
XII

o
III

o
la

XV
XI

E3 -f, 'Lincolnshire Poacher' MI6, ends three pairs of gongs & repeat of LP tune
E3a -f, 'Cherry Ripe' MI6, ends three pairs of gongs and rpt of CR tune
E5 -f, 'ten dashes', CIA, ends 'end'
E6 -m, Russian, 3-fig. DK, ends 'zero zero zero zero zero'
E6a -m, Russian, two-group commencing with stutter group
E7 -m, Russian, 3or 4-fig. DK, ends 'zero zero zero' twice
E9 -f, 'Jean Michel Jarre', Egypt, ends with same music
El 0 -f, three letter ID, NATO phonetics, Mossad, ends 'end of transmission'
Ell -f, 'Oblique', ends 'out'
E15 -form, three letter ID in pre-NATO phonetics, Middle Eastern, ends 'Robert Adam' twice
E17 -f, as E6, different voice and habits, Russian, one of these El7y transmits from Cuba, the other El7z always
uses the ID 274 and transmits from Russia/Ukraine?
El8 -f, ends 'zero zero zero'
E23 -f, replaced G2, same voice as E5, CIA? Europe, no ending

Of the English language stations, much reduced in number in recent times, only the following have Morse equivalent formats
still operational, generally far more so:
E6: M14, E7: M12 & XP (polytone), El 1: M3, El 7y: M14, E18: M13.

0

fall these stations, the British
MI6 and Mossad operate the
most active English-language
stations, the only language

they ever use. E10 uses by
far the largest number of simultaneous
transmissions than any other numbers
station. For such asmall country, its
intelligence agency Mossad is greatly
disproportionate in size and this is
reflected by its absurdly high E10 activity,
whose level never seems to reduce.
MI6's E3 operates an extensive
schedule from transmitters in Cyprus on
many frequencies, always three in
parallel for most of the day. Its fareastern counterpart E3a operates a
similar but reduced schedule. These too
have operated for many years now
without change.
Compared to these, the CIA's output,
although high in itself, can be seen as
quite modest. They too are averse to
other languages and modes. They only
ever use English and avoid Morse and
polytone entirely.
The Russians very much seem to
adapt their transmissions to the specific
needs of their agents, using several
languages and changing schedules, etc.
whenever the need arises. They are also
heavy users of Morse. Polytone is
reserved for afew particular regular
schedules. This mode is intended for
unattended receivers and messages can
be stored until the recipient finds a
convenient time to extract them.

More On Swedish Rhapsody
In the last column, the G2/E23/M4
enigma was discussed. We have heard
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that this family (XI) was operated by an
'international organisation based in
Switzerland'. The Red Cross and
perhaps the UN and ITU spring to mind.
However, its activity pattern suggests
that its operations were only confined
to Europe.
Using German for decades, it wasn't
until some years after the ending of the
Cold War that the CIA appeared to take
over its frequencies and much of its
habits, and possibly moved its
transmitting site further East, perhaps
into Poland. Its role seems to have
changed, yet its peculiar 100/100/50
group message structure has remained
the same. Any ideas anyone?

M43 -A Mystery Of The Past
Speaking of international organisations,
more news has appeared which could
throw light on the mysterious M43. This
now defunct operation consisted of two
stations running an h.f. link in Morse (and
RTTY) between Israel and Germany,
using the 'bogus' callsigns 6XM8 and
C37A. It was always rumoured to have
some connection with the Nazi-hunting
Simon Wiesenthal Centre (which has its
HQ in the USA) and allegedly linked Bonn
with Jerusalem. There is no Simon
Wiesenthal Centre listed in Bonn,
however, the Israeli embassy was
situated there.
Ihave now heard a more likely
rumour, that M43 actually linked the USrun Berlin Documentation Centre with
the Yad Washem archive centre in
Jerusalem. The former site is (or was)
located at Grunewald in what was once
West Berlin -a'low ugly windowless

building and one of the most heavily
guarded buildings on earth'. Possibly still
today, but at least in the 1980s it was
continually protected by armed US
guards -heavy steel doors, barbed wire
fences and electronic alarms. Inside it are
held the personal files of the SS, Gestapo
and Nazi party members -files saves by
the Americans at the end of the w.r.
The US government has sole
jurisdiction over them (at least they did in
1982) and, as many of these war
criminals were given shelter in the USA
after the war, their identities were
protected -many were recruited for
spying against the communists. For
reasons 'of national defence or foreign
policy' any records held there needed a
presidential order to release. However, an
agreement was made for details of
'unprotected' war criminals to be made
available to Israel on request. Maybe this
secure h.f. communication link was
passing urgent requests from the Israelis
for information on such individuals, and
sending back the details. Possibly, a
secure Internet link has superseded M43.
It was only afew years ago that
Interpol abandoned its h.f. (Morse and
teletype) transmissions. The mysterious
M28 which operated on four h.f.
frequencies for decades, sending nothing
by 'VVV de HEP allegedly run by Swiss
border guards, could well have been part
of an emergency Interpol which died a
death through disuse. The British also
had an h.f. Interpol site at West Wickham,
callsign GMP.
Lastly, thanks go to Ian (N. Yorks) for
his letter about Radio Northsea
International and espionage. Look out for
more on this in the future.
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Maritime Beacons

T

he listeners who searched
the band at night during
July, August and September
were surprised and
disappointed to find that
several beacons which they had heard
previously were no longer audible.
Although equipment faults accounted
for some being non-operational, it
seems that a number of others have
been officially closed down.
During early July Fred
Wilmshurst (Northampton) received
after dark the sky waves from three
beacons on the Faeroe Is -Myggenaes
(MY) on 337.0, Akraberg (AB) 381.0
and Nolso (NL) 404.0. However, the
beacon at Prins Christian Sund,
S.Greenland (OZN) on 372.0, which
previously he had often heard, proved
to be elusive. From asoutherly
direction he received the idents from
two beacons located along the north
coast of Spain -Cabo Mayor Lt (MY)
on 283.5kHz and Cabo Machicharo
(MA) on 284.5. Two along the west
coast were also heard -Estaca de
Bares (BA) on 292.5 and Cabo
Finisterre Lt (F1) 296.5.
Three beacons located much
further south were heard at night by
Jim Edwards in Wigan -Carla
Figuera, Majorca (FI) on 294.0,
logged at 2315; Cabo San Sebastian,
S.Spain (SN) on 314.0 at 2325; also
Mahon, Minorca (MA) 293.5 at 0005.
In addition he heard three others (MY
283.5 at 2340, MA 284.5 at 2355 &
Fl 296.5 at 0010) along the north and
west coasts of Spain. From an
easterly direction he picked up the sky
waves from Klaipeda Rear, Lithuania
(KA) on 305.0 at 2345. Later, he
logged Prins Christian Sund,
Greenland (OZN) on 372.0 at 0230;
also three others (MY 337 at 0235, AB
381 at 0525 & NL at 0515) on the
Faero Isles.
Over in Belfast Victor Robb
searched the band during daylight
and after dark. He found the
conditions really difficult but
managed to log ten beacons along the
coast of Spain, Minorca, Majorca,
Faeroe Is and Iceland -see chart. He
was very disappointed not to hear
Cabo Salou (UD) on 290.5 and Prins
Christian Sund (OZN) on 372, which
he had heard previously on a number
of occasions.
In early August Robert Connolly
(Kilkeel) noticed that Estaca de Bares
(BA) on 292.5 was no longer audible.
In early September the beacon (MY)
on 283.5 disappeared, so Robert
decided to get in touch with some of
his contacts who live further south in
Spain. It transpired that one of them
spent aholiday near Cabo Trafalga,
which radiates the ident (B) on 283.5.
While there, this beacon was not
receivable even though he was
staying afew hundred metres away,
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so he visited the
unmanned lighthouse
and noticed that the
antenna cable had been
cut giving the
kHz
C/S
Station Name
Location
DXer
impression that this
283.5
MY
Cabo Mayor Lt
N.Spain
A*,B*,C,D*
beacon had been closed
284.5
MA
Cabo Machicharo
NE.Spain
A*,B*,C,D*
down, or at least
287.0
IA
Llanes Lt
N.Spain
A*
something had
happened that was not
288.0
OR
Punta de Llobregat
A*
S.Spain
regular maintenance. He
290.5
UD
S.Spain
Cabo Salou
A*
also found that Ceuta
292.5
BA
Punta Estaca Bares
N.Spain
A,C*,D*
(CE) on 288.0; Tarifa (0)
293.5
MH
Mahon, Minorca
Balearic Is
A*,B*,C*
303.0 and Rota (D)
294.0
Fl
Cala Figuera
Majorca
A*,B*,C*
304.0 were not
296.5
Fl
NW.Spain
Cabo Finisterre Lt
A*,B*,C*,D*
receivable there.
Since then, Robert
305.0
KA
Klaipeda Rear Lt
Lithuania
A*,B*
has noticed that Cabo
305.7
DA
Dalatangi Lt
A* ,C*
Iceland
Salou (UD) on 290.5,
312.5
BK
Baltijsk
Balt.Russia A*
which he can usually
312.5
BT
Mys Taran Lt
Balt.Russia A*
receive when Mahon
314.0
SN
Cabo San Sebastian S.Spain
A*,B*
(MH) on 293.5 and Cala
Figuera (FI) on 294 are
337.0
MY
Myggenaes
Faeroe Is
A*,B*.C,D*
audible, has not been
A* B5
372.0
OZN
Prins Chris's Sund
Greenland
heard. He says "Out of
381.0
AB
Akraberg
Faeroe Is
A*,B*,C,D*
ten receivable Spanish
404.0
NL
Nolso
Faeroe Is
A*,B*,C,D*
NDBs1 am currently
receiving only four. Even
Note:
my contact in the French
Alps is only receiving
Entries marked *were logged during darkness.
seven out of twenty-five
All other entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
listed beacons". Robert
has found it difficult to
obtain accurate information about the
DXers:status of the Spanish beacons because
Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
they do not publish their 'Notice to
(B)
Jim Edwards, Wigan.
Mariners' on the Internet, in fact they
Victor Robb, Belfast.
(C)
do not seem to have aweb site.
(D)
Fred Wilmshurst, Northampton.
Much to his surprise Robert noticed
that the beacon at Estaca de Bares
(BA) was returned to normal service
on 292.5 towards the end of
September -since then he has
sometimes been able to receive it
during daylight! He found no trace of
the Ukrainian beacons during this
quarter. The remaining Baltic chain
beacons on 312.5 at Mys Taran (13T)
and Baltijsk (BK) were operational but
very weak. He could not hear Nida
(ND) on 315.5 from Lithuania, but
says it is usually difficult to receive in
Kilkeel due to an aero beacon at
Dublin on 316.0. However, he has
been reliably informed that it is still
operational and transmits its callsign
twice in four seconds followed by a
Equipment used:fifty second carrier every six minutes.
He has also been informed that all
Robert Connolly, Kilkeel: JRC NRD-525 +
Italian marine radiobeacons will be
Timewave DSP9+ filter + Datong AD-370 active
closed by the end of the year.
antenna.
Several listeners sent detailed
reports on their reception in this band
Jim Edwards, Wigan: JRC NRD-535 or Drake
to me during the year and lam sure
R8E + 60m wire or indoor active antennas.
that others who enjoy this aspect of
our hobby will want to join me in
Victor Robb, Belfast: Lowe HF -150 + home-built
thanking them. This is the December
loop -for guidance he referred to the loop
edition of SWMso 1am taking this
article in SWM April '89 and modified it using
the ideas in the October '93 issue.
opportunity to wish them and all
listeners a Happy Christmas and hope
that we will still be able to enjoy
Fred Wilmshurst, Northampton: lcom 1C-R70 +
Global AT-1000 a.t.0 + random wire antenna in
maritime radiobeacon DXing during
2003.
loft.

Long Wave Maritime Radiobeacon Chart
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• ROGER BUNNEY, 35 GRAYUNG MEAD, FISHLAKE, ROMSEY, HANTS 5051 7RU

Satellite TV News

T

he 'phone rings and it's Dave Dyson way up
North in Accrington suggesting Icheck out the
'Nations' digital bouquet on NSS-7, 21.5°W,
"there's anew TV channel"! Quickly Imove the
dish back to the NSS-7 slot and dial up the
11.858GHz-H memory and carry out another search. We
still have the RTNC Congo and RTS Senegalise TV
channels and then up pops 'ORTM'.
This is of course 'Office de Radiodiffusion Television
Du Mali', aland locked state in the South Sahara with
studios at Bamako. Why these three TV channels
appeared remains amystery -my E-mail to Bamako was
returned unopened! Towards the end of September, the
'Nations' bouquet disappeared, RTS reappeared for a
couple of days on the old 11.003GHz-H slot and that too
faded away.
Meanwhile, across the other side of the sky,
Europe*Star-1 @ 45°E slumbers, still carrying the NTSC
(525-lines) news feeder ex Kabul -11.551GHz-Vert; SR
5470 +FEC 3/4 -an occasional news report is carried
onwards to the 'States -these appear random depending
on any 'news' from Afghanistan. As the uneasy 'peace'
continues in that mountainous country, Fox News have
established another downlink operating from the Eutelsat
SESAT bird @ 36°E slot, 10.960GHz-V, SR6111 +3/4, it's
thought in readiness for any outbreak of hostilities in the
Iraq/Gulf region.
This slot has already carried news reports from Israel.
Roy Carman (Dorking) watched the Israeli army laying
seige to Arafat's HQ in Rakallah September 22, gradually
demolishing the buildings with artillery shells, tank fire
and even aroad drill making rubble from the larger
debris.
One late September evening Iscanned the
Europe*Star 45°E output to see if life existed other than
Fox News, At 12.636GHz-V Ifound alone signal, this
identing at 'NON-CAT THAILAND' @ SR 6116 +3/4. The
signal carried the Pakistan TV news from Karachi in its
entirety, followed by the Phillips PM5544 'Pakistan TV'
test card and downlink cut off. Apparently this frequency
regularly carries the PTV news and possible times to
check are 0800, 1100 and 1700 UK, my sighting was at
1900.
Perhaps the main event for sat-zappers has been the
switch-on of the new Atlantic Bird-1 @ 12.5°W. They'd
been testing with downlink carriers from mid September
and afew days later pictures were seen. Following the
untidy transfer of business from the outgoing NSS-K to the
new NSS-7 -which resulted in former clients losing their
established frequencies/polarisations as NSS-7 adopted
horizontal polarisation only into Europe -at least one
important customer migrated to the new bird on the block Atlantic Bird 1.
Globecast NY has re-appeared with higher level signals
than previously -11.014GHz-H running their familiar SR
20145 +FEC 3/4 and as before with Channels 1, 2and 3. But
abonus that doesn't seem to lock up on all receivers...there
are three more discrete channels 'GP ENG/1TALIAN';
'GP/ENG SPANISH' and 'GP ENG/ENG'. These differ in the
PIDS department from Channels 1-3 though in recent days
have carried the familiar 'Globecast NY' test card.
There's yet afurther bonus in Telecom band on this
satellite as 'GLOBECAST NE chi' offers another downlink 12.740GHz-H, SR 5700 +3/4 -again this has carried the
similar test card as above, but no programming or PGA
golf has been seen as of October 6th. Satellite capacity hire
charges should drop with excess Atlantic capacity and with
fibre optic nibbling away -the latter offering complete
security to signal passage. The occasional news feed has
also been reported at 11.178GHz-V and 12.732GHz-H both
5632+3/4 on this bird.
Another new satellite is operational -'STELLAT-5' -now
downlinks from 5°W though the arrival and taking over
from the Telecom 2C bird thought around the 8-10th
September was seamless. Edmund Spicer
(Littlehampton) comments that the wider coverage area of
the new satellite may encourage TF-1 to encrypt certain of
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its transmissions over 5°W. This slot carries satellite feeders
to at least 30 TF-1 transmission sites around France whilst
offering backup for all the six national TV networks -should
any terrestrial microwave link go down -and the main
network feed to the France 5/ARTE and M6 France wide
transmitters.
Interestingly, this also provides the main domestic TV
source for nearly 750,000 French households where
satisfactory terrestrial reception can't be obtained and
perhaps several thousand exiled French viewers. Many
schools/colleges use the French language services for
educational purposes, though this obviously doesn't
feature in the French TV scheme of things. French TV will
remain from 5°W for some years to come.
NSS-7 is still alive and well -it's worth looking in at the
'CNN NEWSOURCE' lease -11.562GHz-H, SR 6117 +3/4.
Apart from the usual edited news packages from around
the world, breaking news can rapidly take over
transmission with live video from any syndicated 'Turner'
station across the 'States. The first weekend in October on
two successive nights carried live press meetings over the
serial murders being carried out, there being arandom
shooter killing people across several states. The Reuters
WNS (World News Service) continues on NSS-7 in the
clear with captions or news transmissions throughout the
24 hours, this is found at 11.605GHz-H with an unusual
SR4000 +3/4.
Intelsat 801 -31.5°W -is an extremely active slot, apart
from the regional broadcasters, Sky Sports often can be
found on this sat, sometimes encrypted, with MPEG 4:2:2
or in the clear. September 27th and the Ryder Cup at the
UK Belfry course is in 'full swing' and Sky have established
'BT TES-34 SKY SPORTS' at 10.963G Hz-V, 5632+3/4
running live interviews with players around 1800 feeding
into the live Sky News programme.
Another old favourite has returned to the Intelsat 801
screen recently, that of '8Mbts PAL BT PARIS' on
10.965GHz-V (5632+3/4) after quite along break, noted on
October 7th with aParis fashion show. Just up the 801
band at 11.487GHz-V, 5632+3/4 is aGerman TV
transmission that appears around 1800 hours, this is the
WETTER' channel, providing aweather forecast for
Germany and central Europe, Iassume this is for local
network use since it transmits adetailed weather situation,
outlook and then closes down.
Roy Carman received three outside broadcast (OBI
feeds on September 21st via Telstar-12 @ 15°W -these all
SR5632 +3/4 at 11.583; 12.731 and 12.741GHz-V with
service idents of 'G-LINK 5632'. The occasion was
coverage of the 'Redbull Flugtag' and Iam informed that
'Flugtag' means 'flight day' -can any reader advise what
this event actually relates to? Though it's no great loss,
Stefan Hagedorn's Internet newsletter advises that the
Iranian 'NITV' channel on Telstar-12 has hit the Irdeto
encryption button at 12.595GHz-H parameters unknown.
A final story and it's back to Eutelsat 2F3@ 21.5°E.
This inclined orbit craft can be difficult to locate,
unfortunate as many broadcasters use it for cheap link
capacity. September 16th and the BBC are taking content
from the Southampton Boat Showto slot into their mid
morning news programming. The presenter prepares for
her live broadcast and hits the airwaves on cue.
Also on cue there appears in the back of shot abright
orange sweeping truck that turns and heads directly for
said BBC presenter, an abrupt cut back to the studio. All
this seen over 2F3, 12.576GHz-H (5632+3/4) with the
service ident 'NEON.PAL.2au'. Now BBC South have a
sat-uplink truck that also carries adirect terrestrial linking
microwave link on top an air operated mast.
The BBC South studio centre -with full terrestrial
network switching -is next to the Civic Centre in the
town centre perhaps akilometre from the boat show site.
But the newly constructed West Quay's shopping centre blocks the direct line of site and so the sat-truck
'NEON.PAL links up into the Clarke Belt and the return
path takes it to the BBC, around trip path length of
perhaps 80,000km for just akilometre terrestrial gap.

Crane

Millutills

mewl ierdhal.odlleœ

Alan Richards (Nottingham)
receives this excellent picture
from 58°W

SAT FEED U.S.A.
TO HONG KONG TUB

NSS-7USA sports feed East
bound via Europe to Hong Kong.

The New York glass sentinals
look down on Ground2ero, one
year on in silent witness to the
earlier tragedy (
NSS-K).

President and Mrs. Bush meet with
relatives of those that were lost the
September 11th memorial service
inside Ground Zero.

Live 'CNN NEWSOURCE'
transmission -the Montgomery
Police Dept updating the press
over recent serial shootings in
that area and another victim that
day, October 4th I
IVSS-A.

French satellite truck testing
over Intelsat 801.

The ORTM -'MALI-1V' ne\
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42 Brook Lane, Great Wyrley, Walsall, West Midlands WS6 6BQ
Phone: 01922 414796 Fax: 01922 417829
E-mail: saleseradioworld.co.uk Web: www.radioworld.co.uk
AOR
AR5000

High performance full featured wide band all mode base receiver 10kHz 2600 Mhz. IF selection as standard 220kHz, 110kHz, 30kHz, 15kHz, 6kHz,
3kHz (500Hz optional). Supplied with mains power supply.
£1295.00
AR5000+3 High performance base receiver with three enhanced options factory
fitted: noise blanker, synchronous AM, automatic frequency control.
£1449.00

AR5000

AR3000A
AR3000A
+(plus)
AR3000A

AR8200
1VMM 3

o

I
00M

PCR1000

YAESL
VR-5000

7_111i
e£

ICOIVI R2
IC R8500
IC-R75E

549.
00

Customised AR3000A with switchable narrow SM & SAT filters, Tape
£799.00
relay, SDU ready and discriminator output.
New advanced wide band all mode hand-held receiver with enhanced
microprocessor facilities, slot card options available, multi-function
display.
£399.00

AR8000

Elf if-

Unique all mode extremely wide band base-mobile receiver 100kHz 2036mhz with no gaps. RS232 port fitted.
£699.00

The New Concept. Wide band all mode hand-held receiver with many
microprocessor facilities, dot matrix display and computer compatibility.
£296.00
0.1300mhz Handie. Fits in the palm of your hand. AM/FM, FM Narrow 450 memory channels
£139.00
100kHz -2GHz Continuous. All mode no gaps.1000 Memories. 4IF band
widths
Excellent all round for the professional listener
£1440.0
0-60MHz. High Stability receiver circuit 100 DB Dynamic range. Twin
bandpass Tuning. Optional digital processor. Best selling receiver

IC-PCR1000 & PCR 100 ICOM PCR1000 -0-1300mhz. All modes. Computer
On screen programming. Band scope. Instant band scope access via mouse. Li
features, call for brochure.
PCR 100 £199.00 (SAME SPEC
PCR 1000 £319.00 +£20.00 for XP software

&ARMIN
GPSIII

Moving map
features
basemap, built-in
European, African
and Middle East
to 20mi; includes
lakes, rivers, cities, railways, coastlines,
motorways and roads. Uploadable CD ROM,
detailed map data available from MapSource
CDs.
RWP

£325.00

Built-in
international map.
retie.
contains
,) motorways,
major roads,
lakes, rivers,
streams, airports, cities, towns, coastlines,
motorway exits plus waypoints.

.4M

ie;11.

£950.00

The Garmin GPS12 series products are as rugged
as GPS gets. Military-tough construction and
waterproof cases make these units ideal
companions for any outdoor adventure. All feature
a12 channel receiver that locks onto stellites fase
and stays locked on, even under extreme
conditions. These units may be tough on the
outside, but their operations are easy and logical.
RWP

£129.00

FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE. PHONE
DAVE FOR DETAILS!

U9g ogge rt

.al]

USED EQU/PMENT

i`.U211, 11r=iir)

Freq 25 -1300MHz
500 Channels
Modes AM, FM,
WFM Trunktracker
Alpha Tagging
With UK mains
adapter, Telescopic
aerial.

Yupiteru's flagship model, with a range exceeding
2000mhz, a real time bandscope.
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

)

531 kHz -2039 Mhz
1000 memory channels
All modes: W-FM, FM,
N-AM, AM, LSB, USB, CW
Multiple scanning steps
50Hz -125kHz
Alpha numeric display
Band scope with marker function for direct
access to displayed frequencies
Duplex receive capability -hear split
frequency signals easily with VFOs
20 search bands
Fast tune facility gives 10 times function for
quick tuning
Built-in ferrite rod antenna for AM
broadcast reception
OP90 Soft Case
II

An exciting new handheld packed with
features -but at a price you can
afford! The receiver has "breathtaking
performance" ensuring this set is
destined to be a number one seller

Desktop scanner with TURBO SCAN
Freq 25 -1300MHz
AM,FM,WFM

1

..00

'3
0

MODEL

DJ-X10 WIDE BAND RECEIVER..05

ALINCO

DJ-X2CO3 SCANNER

1375

ALINCO

DJ-X3 SCANNER .

199

ALINCO

DJ-X2 HANDHELD SCANNER.

199

AOR

AR 2800 SCANNER

f140

AOR

FREQUENCY
66 -88MHz
108 -170MHz
300 -470MHz
806 -1000MHz
MODES: AM/NFM
STEPS: 5, 6.25, 10, 12.5, 25kHz
MEMORIES: 200
BAND MEMORIES: 10 (user re-programmable)
PRIORITY CHANNELS: 10
SCAN/SEARCH SPEED: 30 per sec
POWER: Requires 4 xAA batteries
SUPPLIED WITH: Antenna, Earpiece, Carrying Strap and
built-in Desk Stand

.

•-

iii
•
aiàii, 41>•
lb

All mode, wideband desktop scanner
530KHz -2040MHz. Additional slot cards
PC Control. 1000 memories

Exculding power supply

PRICE

AOR

AR 3000 WIDE RECEIVER

f450

AOR

AR-3000A WIDE RECEIVER

1475

AOR

AR-3030 HF RECEIVER

f399

AOR

AR-5000 TOP CLASS RECEIVER . 1999

AOR

AR 7030 TOP RECEIVER

1550

AOR

AR-8000 WIDE BAND RECEIVER

1199

AOR

AR-82013 WIDE BAND RECEIVER

1130

AOR

AR-8200mk11 WIDE BAND SCANNER

n75

DRAKE

SW-2 RECEIVER ..........................................1215

DRAKE

SW-8 WORLD BAND RECEIVER .

1315

FAIRHAVEN RD-511 WIDE BAND RECEIVER

1515

GRUNDIG

SAT-800 SATELITE 800 MILLENIUM

1403

ICOM

IC-R9000 TOP CLASS COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

£159.95

)
)
.)

MAKE
ALINCO

4995

ICOM

IC PCR100 COMPUTER SCANNER

ICOM

1C-R2 HANDY SCANNER .199

1175

ICOM

IC-R1000 RECEIVER MINT' CONDITION 1550

ICOM

IC-R71E RECEIVER

1325

ICOM

IC-R72 RECEIVER..

1399

ICOM

IC-R75 HF 6m RECEIVER

1175

ICOM

IC-R8500 WIDEBAND RECEIVER

1899

JRC

NRD-345 RECEIVER

n99

JRC

NRD-535 HF RECEIVER..

110

KENWOOD R-2600 RECEIVER

.. 1225

KENWOOD R-910 RECEIVER

1499

KENWOOD R-5000 RECEIVER +CONVERTER.......... IRO
KENWOOD R-600 RECEIVER

1175

REALISTIC

PRO 2642 1000 CHANNEL SCANNER

1175

SANGAEN

ATS-909 WORLD BAND RECEIVER.

1130

Probably the most popular high end
scanner. It's easy to use and can
receive just about anything going!

TARGET

HF-3S RECEIVER

TRIO

R-20130 RECEIVER +CONVERTER

1300

TRIO

R-1000 AC HF RECEIVER

1120

O 530kHz -1650mhz
O AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW
O 1000 Memories
a CM/ N/Cads & charger
O OP51 Soft Case £17.95 + £2 p&p

YAESU

FRG-100 HF RECEIVER

1300

YAESU

FRG 7700 HF RECEIVER .............................f220

YAESU

FRG-" II RECEIVER

YAESU

FRG-::II RECEIVER INCLUDES

)1.

7.11K

,,D,6P1

)PACKED FULL OF FEATURES
) Excellent for surveilance

199

1/85

ROBERTS

YAESU

FRG-9600 RECEIVER

ROBERTS R-80Ç

YAESU

VR-120 RECEIVER FM NVFM1AM

YAESU

VR-5003 TOP RANGE SCANNER

YAESU

VR-500 HANDHELD SCANNER.1149

YUPITERU

MUT-225 AIRBAND SCANNER

YUPITERU

MVT-7300 MULTIBAND HANDHELD

CONVERTER

Multi -band digital PLL preset stereo world
radio.

£79.99
cjo[P

D High specification, easy to use )54 preset
stations ) 5tuning methods ) LCD display fo r
all important functions )Dual time display
0 Standby function ) Clock/alarm )Snooze
function )Adjustable 59 minute sleep timer
0 Power supply battery (6V power) D FM stereo
on external socket )3.5mm stereo headphone
socket 0 AM wide-narrow filter ) MW switched
tuning steps

cek

There is NO CHARGE for using credit cards

.) -0-30MHz
C) HF receiver
Airband
)VHF
)Large easy to use
base/portable
)Suitable for all
ages

RECEIVER

Z I .7. Z I

1399
1200
.199
.1450

SCANNER
YUPITERU
YUPITERU

1150
1199

MVT-8000 SCANNER
MV1-9Comk11 MULTIBAND HANDHELD
RECEIVER

5/75

YUPITERU

VT-125 AIRBAND SCANNER

1120

YUPITERU

MUT-71W HANDHELD SCANNER
500KHZ 1650 MHZ

1140
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• PETER BOND, c/o EDITORIAL OFFICES, BROADSTONE
• E-MAIL: skyhigh@pwpublishinci.ltd.uk

Sky High

A

UK Air Pilot
supplement became

London Upper Sector West, (Sector
Si), which is currently using

effective on the 17th

frequency 134.425. For reference, a

11m L. writes to me regarding my

October which

further 21 East and Western

comments about a lack of recent

confirmed the

European countries also

information from v.h.f. listeners.

compulsory carriage of 8.33kHz

implemented 8.33kHz spacing on

He includes some recent-ish

channel spaced radio equipment

the 31st October -further

changes to UK airlines plus some

for flights above Flight Level 245 in

information when it becomes

other information. Airtours which

United Kingdom airspace, (as per

available.

has become MYTRAVEL AIRWAYS

Company Freqs

but has changed its 3-letter

the ICAO European supplementary
directives). This supplement also
reinforced the policy of no

is still using the callsign 'Kestrel',
identifier from AIH to MYT. Plus, Le

exceptions for the carriage of

Robby writes to me from York with

Cocq's Airline, also known as AIR

8.33kHz equipment except for

an extensive listing of Airline and

X, are using the 3-letter code XAX

Handling agent frequencies from

and the callsign BLUE ISLAND.

state, (military) aircraft.
State aircraft within the UK will
be permanently exempt from the

the past few years, both current

Tim also sends me a list of

and obsolete -he also has a

airlines/callsigns that have
supposedly been withdrawn

carriage of 8.33kHz radio

number of questions. He states, "I

equipment provided that they are

am trying to compile a

recently, but in the current volatile

equipped for u.h.f.

comprehensive list of current

aviation climate, Ihave decided not

communications, (which is

Airline and Handling agent

to include them. The past year has

effectively all of our military

operations frequencies, Iwould not

seen many airlines cease trading,

aircraft). UK military aircraft

expect you to publish the full

(especially in the USA), only to re-

travelling in controlled airspace

listing, but Iwould appreciate it if

structure and reappear in a new

above FL245 outside of the UK

through your readers you could

guise using the old callsign and 3-

FIR/UIR will have to be 8.33kHz

help answer some questions". So,

letter code.

equipped, (mainly transport types).

can any of our readers confirm if

Non equipped aircraft such as

any of the following frequencies

the USA, (MDW -callsign Midway),

fighters on deployment will be able

have been noted in the past year?

to my knowledge have ceased

to travel on atactical basis through

Robby states that he has had no

trading and reappeared twice since

the provision of an alternative

reports of them since 1999/2000.

September 11th 2001, they are

Blackpool

122.375

Bond

Express from October 2002.

Helicopters

Consequently, Idecided that

Coventry

130.625

Air

including alist of obsolete

Atlantique

callsigns in this column is a risky

u.h.f. frequency.
During September, it was
be issued on the 3rd October
regarding any 8.33kHz changes,
(including frequencies), effective

East Midlands 122.35

from the 31st October. This initial

131.625

notification was removed and the
3rd October NOTAM was not

Liverpool

129.775

forthcoming. In its place a new
instruction was published

London City

indicating that adelay to

Manchester

operational implementation of

Stansted

8.33kHz spacing was necessary,

131.925

Hunting Air

business and so Ihave opted for

Donington

the more prudent option. If any of

Aviation

our SWM readers keep aclose

Bond

track of changes to airline

Helicopters

callsigns/codes, etc., please send

Servisair

them in to me for inclusion in this

Lufthansa

column.

Inflite ?
130.175

UPS

The new 8.33kHz Radio

Lastly, Tim asks does anyone
know of any up-to-date sites on the

(why am Inot surprised). The
current situation is as follows.

For example, Midway airlines in

now to become part of US Airways

documented that a NOTAM would

52

Airline Callsigns

Internet that cater for enthusiasts
Also, Robby asks if anyone has any

with an interest in airline and

information on current company

corporate callsigns. He has

Interface and Control Equipment

frequencies for Edinburgh,

searched the 'net, (as have Ithis

has not yet been fully installed and

Glasgow or Southend, except for

morning), with moderate success.

tested and this is not now

Execair at Glasgow which is

expected to be completed until

confirmed as 122.35 and Southend

after Easter 2003. Easter Sunday

Handling who are on 131.4. If SWM

sites and others that are very out-

next year is April 20th, so unless

readers wish to send in their

of-date. Why do people go to the

there is achange to the schedule,

confirmed lists of

effort of putting extensive listings

the implementation will probably

Company/Handling frequencies I

on the web only to leave them

be somewhere between late April

will pass them on. Robby intends

untouched for three years? Ifound

and June? The first sector to get a

to compile them and make afull

a big list of callsigns from 1999,

new 8.33kHz Channel will be the

listing, publicly available next year.

which had never been updated!

There are some sites that are
loosely related plus some official
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Le.

The colourful BN-2A-3 Trislander of Le Cocqs airlines.

Even a New Zealand government site

on the 2nd October 2002. Any

Ifound was over ayear out-of-date,

comments anyone, Idon't remember

receiver and aworthy successor to

i.e. September 2001!

a mention of an attempted hi-jack in

the AR3000. Iwould also make a

Now this ties in neatly with an E-

the news?

agree that it is an excellent airband

case for the Bearcat 9000XLT, it has

mail from Peter L. He asks, "Who

some drawbacks, but for purely

issues the airline callsigns and three

G-EUPF.

letter codes, is it done by individual

BRITISH AIRWAYS BA 1336. MESSAGE

18-30-43.

fast scan and search rate and a large

uhf. Ifind it excellent with avery

countries such as the CAA in the

No.S.44A.

display with alpha tags, mine is in

UK?". These callsigns and 3-letter

USING GROUND STATION (E) AMSTERDAM

constant use and is especially useful

codes are issued on an International

(AMS)

for finding new freqs" -thanks

basis by ICAO, the International Civil

MESSAGE TYPE 00. EMERGENCY SITUATION

Steve.

Aviation Organisation. These books

REPORT.

are published from their

AIRCRAFT***HIJACr"(DOWNLINK)

'Airband Special', Mac writes to me

Again on the subject of the

headquarters in Montreal as

FIRST CONTACTED 18-29.

with the following thoughts, (he was

document Doc. 8585, now here-in lies

LAST CONTACTED 18-30.

the reader who was surprised Ihad

the problem!

G-EUPF OPERATING AS BA -1336.

not used a Bearcat radio). He uses a

Even as an official document, it is
out-of-date as soon as it is printed
and from my past experience of

PRO-2045 with a discone and aTrio

Airband Special -Update

RL-WIRE antenna and says that
whilst it has frequency gaps it works

working in aviation, it usually arrives

Firstly, my thanks go to Steve F.

well. He has just purchased an AOR

at its destination three or four

who made the following comments

AR8600 -2and "whilst it was a bit of

months later. A September 2003

regarding this year's 'Airband

a handful to drive at first, especially

issue may arrive in the Tower at

Special'. "I very much enjoyed your

the way the PUSH and PRESS

Heathrow in December 2003, or later

articles in August SWM, Ican offer

symbols work", he is now getting

-so it is already four months out-of-

the following few notes:

date.
Consequently, as ICAO appear to

AAR (Air Refuelling) -340.7 is in
regular use, the last time Iactually

used to it. (In the Great British
tradition followed by most of us he
opened the box, plugged it in and

have no intention of putting this

logged it was on the 19th July when

started pressing buttons -reading

information on the Internet, (for

French AF C-135F cis 'Marcotte 20'

the manual was of course the last

financial reasons I'm sure), there is at

was refuelling Nomad traffic from

resort). Don't worry Mac, we've all

present no really up-to-date source of

Waddington. Not mentioned in your

done it! It is agood point though,

current callsign information. This

list is 356.45 used by F-15s from

the use of the PUSH and PRESS

may explain why government sites

Lakenheath on the 'Spider' AAR

symbols in conjunction with others

such as the New Zealand site that I

track. OPS (Operations) -388.975

does take some getting use to, the

found are very out-of-date! So does

was used by 9 Squadron when they

AR8600 is one radio where reading

anyone know of an enthusiast site

first arrived at Marham, but I've not

the manual first is almost a

that caters for this information and

heard it used for many months,

necessity.

that is kept up-to-date? Thanks Tim

likewise 379.175 used by 31

and Peter.

Squadron. Ibelieve 260.925 is used

Incidentally, if you wish to buy a
copy of ICAO Doc. 8585 they are £50 -

Mac closes by saying, "I paid a lot
of money for the R8500, but it is a lot

by 14 Squadron as aTAC frequency

of radio also, worth every penny, it

along with 242.25". (I agree Steve,

does everything you could ever want

£55 each plus postage. Ithink I'll stick

my records show no reports of

except make the tea in the morning".

with my copy of Ca//sign 2002!

388.975 or 379.175 in use since 1st

Thanks for that Mac, I'm glad you

Jan 2002 and Ihave concluded that

agree with my sentiments.
As they were mentioned in the

WACARS

they have been withdrawn).

Ken W. from County Durham has

recently purchased an AR8600 as a

Nick G. is of the colourful BN-2A-3

kindly sent me the following

replacement for my AR3000A and

Trislander of Le Cocqs airlines -see

WACARS message which he received

apart from afew niggles, Iwould

you next month.

Steve goes on to say -'I've
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wwvv.askdirect.co.uk
EMAIL US YOUR ORDERS: sales@askdirect.co.uk
MAIL ORDER FREEPHONE: 020 73232747

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:

THE NEW ASK FLAGSHIP STORE IS NOW OPEN COME SEE US AT:
248 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1T 7QZ
KAMLA: 251 TOTIINHAM COURT RD, LONDON W1T 7RB
McDONALD: 70 OXFORD STREET, LONDON W1D 1BP
HARP: 237 TOTTENHAM COURT RD, LONDON W1T 7QW
CIMPIV VIP

BEST PRICES!
GARMIN

SONY
ICE-SWO7Inc dual voltage mains adapter and
ANLP1 active loop antenna
£229
£210
ICE-SW07 Inc ANLP1 loop antenna
ICFSW100E with wire antenna, earphones and

£159
ICF-SW1000T
£330
ICE-SW7600GR DigWB receiver
£124
ICF-SW77
£300
ICE-SW35 Dig WB receiver
£69
ICE-SW12 11 band analogue receiver £59
ICE-SW11 12 band analogue receiver £39

ICF-SW07

carrying case

ICF-CD2000S World Travel Clock

£139

AN-71 Wire antenna
£7
AN-100A Active antenna for ICF-SW100 and
7600G
£49
AN-1 Outdoor active antenna
£59
AN-LP1 Active loop antenna
£59

HITACHI

WORLDSPACE KHWS1

SANYO

WORLDSPACE WS1000B

SONY £210

AR8200 SERIES 2

AOR £370

AOR

£1340

£360
£250
£195

FM WM

AOR
AR5000
AR5000 +3
AR7030
AR7030 PLUS
AR8200 SERIES 2
AR8600 MKII
SDU5500 Inc PSU

£1340
£1500
£670
£800
£370
£600
£799

ICOM

AOR

Agi o

LICENCE FREE TRANSCEIVERS
£170
£65
£140
£189
£55
£110
£110

MVT-9000 MKII ALL MODE
myr-7300 EX ALL MODE
MVT-7100 EU ALL MODE
MVT-3300 EU£135

£209
VR-5000 100KHz-2599MHz
£630
FT817 Inc PSU & Rechargeable battery £670
FT847
£1200

AR5000

MOTOROLA XTN446 Rch
MOTOROLA 16222
ALINCO DJ-446 Rechargable
KENWOOD TK3101
ENTEL EUROWAVE PMR446
MULTICOM JUNIOR For 2
PANASONIC KXTR320

£310
£770

LSB USB

£540

R862 12 band analogue receiver
£25
R871 15 band analogue receiver
£35
R9921 MB Dig WB Radio with RDS
£60
R881 Multiband digital world band radio £70
R9914 MB Dig WB Rad with SSB
£85
R876 Muttiband digital world band radio ..£115
R861 MB Dig WB radio with ROS
£170
RC828 MB Dig WB radio with cassette & timerecording
£170

£140

YUPITERU

VR-120 100KHz-1300MHz£160
VR-500 100KHz-1300MHz with AM

£140

ROBERTS

£165
£225
£200
£320
£200
£330

YAESU

£140

GRUNDIG
SATELLITE 800 EU

ETREX£135
ETREX VENTURE
ETREX LEGEND
ETREX SUMMIT
ETREX VISTA
GPS II +
GPS III +
GPS V430
GPS 12
GPS 12XL£200
GPS 76 Marine£190
GPS MAP76 Marine with MAP
STREET PILOT COLOUR III

IC-R2 500KHz-1300MHz, AM, FM, WFNI, PC£135
IC-R10 100KHz-1300MHz, AM, FM. WFM, PC£300
IC-PCR100 lootutmcomit,Ape.Rewnvi.pc£185
IC-PCR1000 1001ft-1300MHz. All mode PC Rec.£325
IC - 75 30101z 60MHt. AMS. AM. FM. use, LS8, RITY, CW£645

ICR-3

HITACHI

Full UK tv coverage. 500KHz-2450MHz£CALL

BEARCAT

UBC9000XLT Base receiver
UBC220XLT Hand held receiver
ira
K
UBC780XLT With Trunking

£250
£120
£325

ONLINE ORDERS
OVER £100 RECEIVE FREE OF
CHARGE DELIVERY TO A UK
MAINLAND ADDRESS.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 17.5%. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABLITY AND CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY 12 MONTHS MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTY. DELIVERY CHARGES APPLY ON TELEPHONE MAIL ORDER. WE ARE OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9.00AM TO 6.00PM. E&OE.
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• KEITH HAMER & GARRY SMITH, 17 COLLINGHAM GARDENS, DERBY DE22 4FS
• E-MAIL: dxtv@pwpublishing.ltd.uk

• WEBL: www.test-cards.fsnt.co.uk

DX
Television

A

and E9, NRK-2 E41 and TV2 E37), Sweden
(SVT-2 E24 and E30, TV-4 E45 and E46) and
Denmark (DR-TV E10 and E31 plus TV2 E22,
E26, E27, E28, E33, E35, E37, E40, E53 and
E561.
Late on the 13th, George Garden
(Edinburgh) discovered NDR on E56
(Hamburg 500kW) in colour with little fading
during the NDR weather forecast. By 0100
NDR had emerged on E45. Over on E49
Die Nacht News from the private German

ft er September 3rd, Sporadic-E activity rapidly
declined, signalling the end of the current season.

broadcaster SAT-1 was present, co-

With TEP (Trans-Equatorial Propagation) imminent,

channelling with ITV pictures from

scanner users were busy monitoring Channel E2 for

Chatton.

igns of activity. Luck was in, when, during the

Tom Crane (Havvkwell) noticed a

afternoon of the 18th, Paul Farley (Newhaven) successfully

selective opening late on the 28th with

identified signals from TVGE (Equatorial Guinea) from the 1kW

high-level signals from Lille and Dover, the

transmitter at Malabo. The reception was possibly Sporadic-E
assisted as TVE -1 was around at the time. Earlier in the day,

92 multi-element array and amplifier.

latter creating severe overload via aTriax-

Simon Hockenhull heard 'weakish' Arabic-sounding p.m.r. on
the 34-35MHz band at 0835. On September 28th around midmorning, there was an F2 path established on six-metres between
the UK and Australia.

Reception Reports

Figs. 1& 2:

Italian Mystery
Earlier in the season, Tom Crane noticed RAI UNO (Italy)

Examples of
slow-scan
TV (SSTV)

displaying an additional '2' logo, probably relating to the

received by

programme Aspettando il 2giugno which was being

George

broadcast. Tom has discovered that this relates to some Italian

Newport

September 3rd was the last significant opening of the Sporadic-E

festivity on June 2nd, but cannot find out exactly what is

(Canterbury).

season with activity spanning most of the day. The opening was

actually being celebrated.

already established by 0640 when Vincent Richardson
(Dolgarrog) received the Czech Republic (TV Nova) on R1 showing
Teletubbies. Peter Barber (Coventry) logged afilm on R1 from the
Hungarian state service (MTV-11 on R1; simultaneously, private
station RTL KLUB occupied R2.
Stephen Michie (Bristol) captured Croatia (HRT) on E4 with a
subtitled programme at 0801; Slovenian (SLO-1) signals were co-

Asian Signals
It. Col. Rana Roy (India) encountered TEP
(Trans-Equatorial Propagation) towards the
end of August through to mid September.
Typical reception consisted of fluttery

channelling with an unidentified E3 station shortly after. By mid-

pictures on E2 from the south-east with

morning, Peter Barclay (Sunderland) noted strong Spanish

distorted sound received between 1500 and

signals from the Aitana transmitter on E3 airing avery old black

1700, local time. Thailand is the possible

and white movie.

origin of the reception.

By early afternoon Italian signals dominated with RAI UNO on

There were sightings of amystery 525-line R1 broadcast on

Fig. 3:

Channel B and private stations TVA (Ch. Al and TELE A+, the latter

several days, mostly between 1400 and 1700, local time. The

Slovakian

appearing on its unique frequency just below E2. Between 1857

signals were also from the south-east, possibly Vietnam. The

TV received

and 2000 Simon Hockenhull (Bristol) identified Switzerland E2 (SF-

picture field frequency was 60Hz and the receiver needed

on R2 by

1DRS), Germany E2 (ARD, i.e. Bayersischer Rundfunk from the

adjustment before the rolling picture synchronised.

Steve Reed

Grünten transmitter), Slovenia E3, Italy A and B (RAI UNO), Croatia
E4 (HRT) and Lithuanian R2 (LRT). Tom Crane (Hawkwell) and
Stephen Michie both encountered Spanish signals on E2 well after
2145.
Curtailed activity also occurred on the 15th, 17th, 18th and 28th,
typically around midday, producing Spanish and Italian pictures.

(Nantvvich).

Spanish Update
The only Band Itransmitters operating
throughout summer were Aitana E3, Izaba
E3 (Tenerife) and Guadalcanal E4. Regional
TV channels operating around the country

Tropospheric Reception

include ETB-1 and ETB-2 (Basque), Canal 9

"Settled weather conditions on the 12th and 13th created ideal

Valencia (Valencia), TeleMadrid (Madrid),
Canal Sur, Canal Sur 2(Andalucia) and TVG

tropospheric reception conditions", writes Peter Barclay

(Galicia).

(Sunderland). During the evening of the 13th, ahost of German
and Danish stations were present in Band Ill and at uhf. These
included DR-TV (Denmark's 1st Network) on E5, E7, E8 and PO
and TV-2 on E26, E27, E28, E33, E35, E37 and E40.
German stations included ARD (1st network) on E9, E10 and

FM Reports

Fig. 4: One

George Garden (Edinburgh) identified several German

of the

stations during the tropospheric lift on the 13th. These

current

E22, ZDF (Zweites Detsches Fernsehen, 2nd network) on E24, E26,

included transmissions on 91.1MHz (NDR1 NDS), 107.1MHz

series of

E30, E31, E32, E34 and E39, NDR (Norddeutscher Rundfunk 3rd

(DLF -Deutschlandfunk), 87.6, 87.7, 89.3, 89.6, 90.2 and

eight totally

network) on E28, E56 and E57, and the private broadcaster SAT-1

107.4MHz (all Hamburg outlets). A solitary Danish station on

meaningles

on E49. Dutch stations seen on the 12th included NED-1 E4 and E6,

89.7MHz (DRP5) was also heard.

sand

NED-2 E27 and E47, NED-3 E30 and E44, TV Oost E22, TV Drenthe
E25 and TV Friesland E28. The Swedish second network SVT-2 was
also visible on E26 and E29.
At 1816 the Danish TV-2 network were airing an episode from

baffling

Keep On Writing!

BBC
Identificatio

Please send your DXTV, slow-scan TV and f.m. reception

n Symbols.

the classic comedy series Fawity Towers in English with Danish

reports, news, off-screen photographs and information to

This one is

subtitles. Éire (RTE One) was also received on Band Ill Channel E,

arrive by the first of the month to:- Garry Smith, 17

called "Hip -

but pictures were mostly poor quality and prone to scatter effects.

Collingham Gardens, Derby DE22 4FS. We can also use

Hop'.

There were also several other days when RTE One was just

off-air pictures stored as JPG files on PC discs and good-

detectable with noise-level signals appearing via tropospheric

quality video recordings. Our DXTV and Archive TV website

scatter.
Conditions improved again on the 30th with Norway (NRK-1 E6
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can be found at:
vvww.test-cards.fsnet.co.uk
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Aerial-Techniquescom
MANHATTAN 15"/38CM LCD.
MULTI-STANDARD PAL/SECAM
COLOUR T.V.

GRUNDIG MULTI-STANDARD
AC/DC 14" PORTABLE TV
• Light grey cabinet

SCANCAT supports almost ALL computer controlled radios by. AOR, DRAKE, KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU

• Six watts music output

• Scan connection

• Satellite compatible

• PC compatible

• PAUSECAM

• Remote control

• 14' (34cm) picture tube

• Silver cabinet

• Dual voltage /220-240v

• Slim and lightweight

use your radio again WITHOUT SCANCAT

• Automatic standby

• 2yI.5w nicam digital
speakers

£699.00

• 12/240c, 50/60Hz
• Multi-system reception

• The ideal size for travelling
Reception covers:- PAL system I(for UK); PAL systems
BIG (for Europe); PAL system D(for China); SECAM L
(for France); SECAM D/K (for Eastern Europe); and
SECAM BIG.
Also available in Sr screen.

• AIS tuning system

and

We've added a lot of new features to our latest Scancat.
AND ... We have made it EASIER than EVER! Scancat-Gold
for Windows -New features for VER. 8.25.

£299.00
inc VAT

Completely redesigned Graph.ca ,
Interface
• Two Scanning modules.
-A simple basic module for begin-

•

• Extensive on screen help

•

• Completely revised printed manual -over 160 pages

Plus

-Cr ano .og a.. Ta.k Group
.:y -export to other files

apleteht revised trunking
:,..aose management with
•
,anded capabilities Make pro-

• EXPANDED trunckrng support for

• An advanced scanning system for
the 'experts
• New 'Folder Tabbed' GUI pus!
everything at yo, •

arming your radio abreeze!

BC780, 6C895 and Pro2052

•

• Supports all radios in ONE program -share files with all radios

•
banded import from databases

Cl, as EXCEL
• ',0 ONE supports YOU ,
Tracker' with more

Jnk
•

Scancat-Gold for Windows-SE - Imporoved features for Ver. 8.25

This includes:
• 60cm mesh dish kit
Plus all connection cables &plugs.
• Free viewing card, accessing: BBC1, BBC2, ITV1,
Channels 4&5, all the BBC radio stations.
Plus many other channels.

4•11•

,:.

1

All the features of our 'Standard Scancat plus these additional functions,
• Long term logging of frequencies to your hard
• NEW -Re
drive
tional scarn
• Record audio to hard drive using your computer's
soundcard

1.

Grove Hot HF 1000 frequencies FREE with software

Fax: 01202-425055
Est. 1979

Callers by appointmeni please,,

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES
Phone: (318) 687 -444

Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane, Horton,
Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ.
Tel: 100441 01952 605451/670178.
annie.007@btinternet.com

A5! WIRE SPIRAL BOUND -FULLY UPDATED FOR 2002

Hawker S13530 Battery

RA 1792

Superior regulated battery.

HF Communications Receiver

60 Widely used in cable TV,

•

4LETTER AIRFIELD CODES -RUNWAYS -SSR CODES -UK BASED MILITARY UNITS

UK PRICE £9.95 INCLUDING FREE POSTAGE & PACKING

marc.007©btinternet.com

Web site: www.telford-electronics.com

UK /EUROPEAN CIVIL & MILITARY AREA RADAR -MILITARY AIRFIELD STUDS

MILITARY AND CML HF DIRECTORY - (INCLUDES MANY DISCRETE FREQUENCIES AND
CHANNEL DESIGNATORS) - RAFROYAL NAVY • WORLD-WIDE / NATO MILITARY AIR-ARMS
US MILITARY GLOBAL HF NET - MYS11C STAR - US NAVY - US COAST GUARD - VOLMET
HURRICANE HUNTERS - SEARCH & RESCUE - SPACE SHUTTLE - MAJOR WORLD
AIR ROUTES -AIRLINE OPERATIONS -LONG DISTANCE OPERATIONS CONTROL ILDOCi -DOMES11C HF

Fax: 10044) 01952 677978.

E-mail: telfordelectronics@btinternet.com

HF / VHF /UHF CIVIL & MILITARY AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY

MAPS OF -UK TRANSMITTER SITES AND FREQUENCIES -MILITARY TACAN ROUTES
LOW ALTITUDE, AWACS & AIR REFUELLING AREAS -UK RADAR SECTORS /FREQS
UK PRIMARY AIRWAYS AND REPORTING POINTS -UK SUPERSONIC ROUTES
UK OCEANIC ROUTES & FREQUENCIES -MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTE HF AREAS

FAX: (318) 686 -0449

Into/Tech Support: (318) 687-2555 (9 a.m. -1p.m. Central M-F)

TELFORD ELECTRONICS

THE 9th EDITION OF THE UK's MOST COMPREHENSIVE

AIR DEFENCE RADAR (UK & EUROPE) -AEROBATIC TEAMS -SEARCH & RESCUE

S

RO. Box 18285 Shreveport, LA 71138

contact
your
(aurae
dealer

AIRWAVES 2002
TOWER -APPROACH -RADAR -GROUND -AIR TO AIR -RANGES -ATIS

$10.00

WEBSITE -www.scancat.com E-mail: info@scancat.com
TAKE ALOOK NOW FOR FREE DOWNLOADABLE FREQUENCIES &DEMOS

PHOTAVIA PRESS

GCI -SQUADRON OPS -AIR REFUELLING -VOLMET -AIRLINE OPS -AWACS

SHIPPING

$99.95 uso
$159.95 USO

NOW- ORDER ON-LINE FROM OUR WEBSITE

E

F
ULLY COMPREHENSIVE 35 PAGE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE BY RETURN OF POST FOR £1.50
59 Wateombe Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth, Dorset
BH
. .

aoven.

• Improved spectrum analysis with several great graphcal analysis screens

Scancat-Gold for Windows
Scancat-Gold for Windows -SE

Limited offer
Additional extras available
• New collapsible tripod -£49.95
• Satellite signal finder -£29.95
• Folding 64cm dish (inc)uding digital LAIBI -£79.95
• Folding 88cm dish (including digital LNBI- £89.95
All inc VAT

MULTI STANDARD SPECIALISTS

alech411dircon.co.uk

• Faster scanning speeds

nets

Overnight delivery for all items
by insured courier £12.00

Digital satellite receiver
Complete digital satellite system
available for only £399.00

Tel: 01202-423555

RC (NRD). Plus, PRO-2005/6/35/42 (with 0S456535I Lowe HF -150 and Watkins-Johnson.

Announcing Scancat -Gold for Windows Ver. 8.25

• Infra-red remote control

NEW GRUNDIG
GDS-3000

Since 1989, The Recognized Leader in Computer Control

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio, you'll NEVER

• Scan socket

• International teletext

• Wall mountable

NEW

• International text

• Automatic tuning

NO W
SUPPORTS
UBC 78 0

SCANCATe GOLD for Windows

For use in the UK, France and Europe

NEW

• 240v AC/12v DC operational

DEDICATED TO THE SCANNING
AND SHORTWAVE ENTHUSIAST.
l)E'RE MORE THAN JUST SOFTWARE!

receiver as used by government

generation. & offshore

departments

applications
• Sealed Lead Acid
O
•

Conforms with BS 6920 Part 4, IEC
60896 Part 2. EN 60896 Part 2 and

150kHz to 30MHz

•

Modes: LSB, USB. AM, CVV &

•

100 channel memory

FM

•

Price: £550.00

Raven Research 8 Way HF
Multicoupler

List Price: £162.15

• Our Price: £50.00

•

Collins 180L-3A
0Collin•

•

ID Digital AGC Scan facility

12Volt

Telcordia SR-4228
O

Fully synthesized solid state

emergency lighting, power

Pricer £352.50

A selection of Bird
elements in stock

pin: 522 0293 004)

Automatic Antenna Tuner.

•

Price, from

£35.25

For breakdown, this unit contains

CALLSIGN 2002
THE

8th

CALLSIGN
A5

/ WIRE

EDITION

OF

DIRECTORY
SPIRAL

OUR

- FULLY

BOUND

CIVIL

AND

UPDATED

- OVER

MILITARY

- OVER

6500

AVIATION

2700

AVIATION

CHANGES

lots of wonderful goodies!!
• Jennings 1000pf Vacuum capacitor

Sonnenschem

• 2 x Silver plated Tuneable

List price: £44.65 each

iMP Ceramic stand off capacitors

Our price: £11.75 each

• Servo Motors etc.., etc... etc...
SI These units are cosmetically in
excellent condition, and are
complete with full operator/user &

MILITARY DIRECTORY - CALLSIGNS ARE LISTED ALPHABETICALLY AND
ALSO BY AIRARM / SQUADRON - INFORMATION INCLUDES : CALLSIGN
AIRCRAFT TYPE - CODE - UNIT/SQUADRON - HOME BASE - REMARKS
CIVIL DIRECTORY - CIVIL CALLSIGNS FROM OVER 180 COUNTRIES ARE
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY AND ALSO BY THREE LETTER AIR TRAFFIC PREFIX
INFORMATION
INCLUDES:
CALLSIGN - THREE
LETTER ATC PREFIX
AIRLINE OR OPERATOR - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - REGISTRATION PREFIX
UK PRICE £9.95 INCLUDING FREE POSTAGE & PACKING

Dryfit A500 12V

6.5AH. Brand New Ea Boxed

inductors Iroller-coasters)

CALLSIGNS

Sealed Lead Acid
Rechargeable Battery

service literature

Yuasem Rechargeable Battery
Model NP2.3-12
•

12V, 2.3Ah

• Valve regulated, Sealed Lead-Acid

• Price: £100.00

Type
•

Price: £6.00

VVatkins fla Johnson 8700S
JUST ARRIVED LIMITED QUANTITY:

Dual VLF/HF Receiver
in Frequency: 5kHz to 32MHz
60 Modes of operation: AM, FM

CVV,

RA1792 HF Communications

Backlit

LSB, USO

Receiver

O

Five IF Bandwidths

fitted.

•

Price: £P0A

*Price: £881.25

84 BITE facility

SORRY -NO CREDIT CARDS) CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS/STERLING IMO's/PAYABLE TO:

PHOTAVIA PRESS (DEPT SW) -SUNRISE BREAK
CHISELDON FARM -SOUTHDOWN HILL -BRIXHAM
DEVON -TC25 OAE -UK
Tel: 01803 855599
VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: www.photay.demon.co.uk
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We are now open to the public every Saturday from
9am 'til .2prn

Post & Packing £17.62 (Mainland UK)
All prices include VAT@17.5%
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• LAWRENCE HARRIS, 55 RICHVILLE ROAD, SHIRLEY, SOUTHAMPTON 5016 4GH
• E-MAIL: info.orbit@pwpublishing.ltd.uk

• WEB SITE: http://www.itchycoo-park.freeserve.co.uk

Info in Orbit

T

he importance of weather satellites
(VVXSATs) to the well-being of nations
seems to have been emphasised with
the launch of India's first dedicated
WXSAT in September. Within India's
Department of Space, the Indian Space Research
Organisation has published a'Decade Plan'
showing 'Major Indian Space Missions' for the
years 1994 through 2004. This shows asuccession
of INSAT (Indian National Satellite System)
communications satellites ranging from INSAT-2C
to INSAT-3D. METSAT -India's first dedicated
WXSAT mission -was launched by India's Polar
Satellite Launch Vehicle, PSLV-C4, from Satish
Dhawan Space Centre, Shar on 12 September -as
reported in last month's column.
Following asuccessful launch, orbit raising
manoeuvres were conducted and the spacecraft
was placed in near geo-synchronous orbit (GS0).
It was then drifted towards its intended orbital slot
at 74°E longitude, as per the schedule. The
spacecraft had 560kg of propellant at the time of
its injection into geo-synchronous transfer orbit,
and still has about 100kg of propellant left -this
should be sufficient for station keeping operations
during its design mission life of seven years.

Current INXSATs
It occurred to me that compiling acollection of
images from each WXSAT mode could be
interesting, and then Irealised that the total
number of images would be in excess of 15 allowing for each of the satellites in geostationary
orbit! Here instead are two current images from
my own station.
NOAA-15 is in amorning southbound orbit,
and by 0830, passes well after local sunrise. The
upper left part of Fig. 1 shows the dark terminator
speckled with bright shower clouds. This specific
picture shows aweather front passing north
across London, where daughter Catherine (who
this morning received the news that she has
passed the final written papers of her medical
degree, leaving her just six months from
qualifying as adoctor) had rung up to ask when
the rain would stop! Figure 2 was received from
FENGY UN-1D less than an hour later.
NOAA-14 has remained active on h.r.p.t.
(1707MHz), with no a.p.t. transmissions, but
images are essentially unusable due to being
unsynchronised.

MSG-1 Commissioning On Schedule
After the successful launch of MSG-1, EUMETSAT
took control of the new WXSAT following the
successful handover from ESOC (European Space
Operations Centre) on 25 September. The
spacecraft is now in geostationary orbit at 10.5°W.
EUMETSAT is continuing the commissioning
phase and all aspects of the MSG on-board
systems and their interactions with the ground
segment are being rigorously tested.
The ground segment comprises central
facilities located at EUMETSAT's headquarters in
Darmstadt, Germany (MSG's Mission Control
Centre -MCC), two ground stations, and the
Applications Ground Segment.
The Primary Ground Station (PGS), and also
the Back-up Satellite Control Centre (BSCC), is
located in Usingen, Germany. This provides the
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main interface between the
satellite and the MCC,
including all ranging functions
and communications lines.
Ranging is the process of
measuring and adjusting the
exact position and distance of
MSG-1 in order to maintain its
geostationary location. There
is aBack-up and Ranging
Ground Station (BRGS),
located in Maspalomas, Gran
Canaria Island, Spain. As at
mid-October, telecommand
and telemetry links have been
tested with the PGS and
BRGS.
The Applications Ground Segment extracts
meteorological and geophysical products from the
calibrated image data generated by the Mission
Control Centre. The MSG ground segment also
supports the Global Earth Radiation
Budget (GERB) mission, with aGERB
ground segment of several facilities in
Europe, the central one being at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in UK.
The first test image from MSG-1 is
expected at the end of October. The
interaction between the ground stations,
satellites and users is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1: NOAA-I 5082712
October high resolution
image.

GOES-S To Be Replaced In
March 2003
Europe's METEOSAT-7 provides us with
avirtually continuous supply of images
across two channels. Primary Data (high
resolution) images are transmitted on
1691.0MHz (channel 1) and WEFAX (low
resolution) images are transmitted on
both 1691.0 and 1694.5MHz (channel
A2). The latter provides a mix of
METEOSAT-7 and 'foreign' WXSAT
images, the latter including the GOES-E
(8) formats (LY, LR and LZ) comprising
infra-red images of continental north
and south America, and avisible-light image that
includes north America.
NOAA (America's National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration) has decided to
transfer operations from GOES-8 to GOES-12, a
WXSAT already in orbit,
standing by for this very
purpose. GOES-8 was
launched on 13 April 1994, and
has occupied the position
known as the GOES-E (east)
slot, providing weather data
for an extended period of time.
Because of future fuel
limitations that would be
required to keep GOES-8
within north/south inclination
specifications, the decision
was taken to bring GOES-12
out of storage to replace
GOES-8 in the GOES-East
position as the operational
spacecraft, on 31 March 2003.
The process of exchange starts when GOES-12
is taken out of storage on 9January 2003, and
allowed to drift slowly eastwards from 110°W

Fig. 2: FENGYUN- 00921 12
October high resolution.

Fig. 3: MSG-1 satellite
system -picture courtesy
EUMETSAT.
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towards 75°W. Imagery will be
available to advanced users for
validation, from 24 January
through 31 March. The transition
from GOES-8 to GOES-12
telemetry should be almost
transparent, with GOES-12
imagery being routed through
GOES-8 during the final stages
and then GOES-8 being finally
switched off.
There are significant
differences in GOES-12
resolution, compared with GOES8(through GOES-11): the 6.7pm
water vapour channel resolution
improves from 8to 4km, though
the 12.0pm band at 4km is
replaced with 13.3pm band at
8km.

Fig. 4: GOES-8 LY (north America
infra-red) image 0900 12 October.

I.

Fig. 5: Croatia -METEOR-3M 2
August 2002 courtesy ScanEx.

Fig. 6: Denmark -METEOR-3M
21August 2002.
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Internet Sites Update

Almost everyone has easy access to the Internet,
right across the country. Government policy and
funding is aimed at encouraging Internet-literacy,
so anumber of access points have been set up. I
work in one such access point at Oaklands in
Southampton, and there are literally thousands of
on-line sites elsewhere in many public buildings
and institutions, such as libraries.
Many provide free access, so if you do not
have domestic access, you can therefore feel free
to visit one of these centres and check out these
sites. Policies on taking away data -such as on a
floppy disk or CD-RW vary -so check first if you
plan to walk away with Kepler elements!
Talking of which,
http://www.celestrak.com/NORAD/elements/
is one of my regular sites where acomplete range
of Kepler elements for WXSATs and other satellite
groups, such as !SS and amateur satellites are
available.
METEOR-3M Images From ScanEx
For many years before the Internet became
Ihave mentioned ScanEx in previous editions, it is
locally accessible, the only way to get current
aprivate Russian company, aResearch and
Kepler elements was via NASA's mailing list. I
Development Centre providing complete systems
could not find asource in Britain that would
for satellite remote sensing applications. Since its
provide such data, even though Ipersonally knew
foundation in 1989, ScanEx has developed and
anumber of 'space' related government
organisations associated with the Science and
produced high technology products for
applications in education, meteorology and
Engineering Research Council. Itherefore
environmental monitoring. ScanEx systems
painstakingly typed in such elements received
include the reception of satellite images,
weekly from NASA, and made these available for
processing and the creation of thematic maps.
readers of this column.
They supply equipment ranging from a.p.t.
Finally, the Internet arrived here, and Keplers
antennas to impressive
became available at nominal cost.
systems designed for the
After adecade, the last of my
reception of the TERRA
Kepler mailing list subscribers went
satellite and METEOR-3M. At
'Internet-live' about 18 months ago!
one time, METEOR-3M was
On the site above, save the file
expected to carry an a.p.t.
labelled 'weather.txt' under the title
system, but for various
'weather and earth resources
reasons, this was abandoned,
satellites'.
Another excellent site, but this
though future satellites in the
series are expected to carry it.
time for data not necessarily
Mike Kenny of Satellite
included elsewhere, is Alan Pickup's
Engineering, Bureau of
SatEvo page:
Meteorology, Melbourne,
http://www.wingar.demon.
Australia, confirmed that the
co.uk/sateyo/index.
published frequency of
htm#CurrentElements This
transmissions from METEORspecialist site deals with satellite re3M is 17 04.3384MHz. The
entry times, but if you are into
high resolution images
satellite monitoring, you will find
transmitted from METEORKepler elements for many of the
3M cannot be decoded by
not-always-listed satellites that we
standard h.r.p.t. reception
see pass overhead occasionally.
systems, so Icontacted
GOES-8 and GOES-10 WEFAX
ScanEx to request some of
Fig. 7: Germany -METEOR-3M 21
images:
their high resolution images.
August 2002.
http://www.goes.noaa.goy/ This
Natalia Shumilina of
is an official NOAA site and usually
ScanEx kindly responded, and sent three images
provides arange of WEFAX images from the
(scale -1:1, RGB-synthesis -3:2:1, resolution 50m
American geostationary WXSATs, and in all three
per pixel, projection type -Gauss-Kruger) she
bands. On the side of the web page there are
quoted. Iam showing all three without any
comprehensive options. One can select the
attempt to explain their interpretation!
tropical (hurricane) regions; METEOSAT-5 and
My thanks to Natalia and ScanEx for providing
METEOSAT-7 data is available in the limited
these very high resolution images. For anyone
format of whole-disc Primary Data. Similar format
seeking further information about METEOR-3M,
GMS images are available. Although these images
check the following sites (courtesy Mike):
are there at the click of amouse, Ipersonally much
prefer the display one-at-a-time sequence direct
http://www-sage3.1arc.nasa.gov/meteor-3m/
from METEOSAT-7, although the site obviously
http://www.wff.nasa.gov/-sagejpdf/dmmotes.pdf
carries images not available from METEOSAT.
htm://www.wff.nasa.gov/-sage/pdf/sageicd.pdf
The Indian Meteorological Department has a
web site at:
The pdf extension shown above means that
http://www.imd.ernet.in/main_new.htm and a
link to INSAT image data:
the files are in portable data format and therefore
http://www.imd.ernet.in/section/satmet/dyna
require the Adobe Acrobat reader. This is afree
mic/welcome.htm
download and allows publications on the Internet
Some of the INSAT images were up-to-date, but
to be read without the requirement of commercial
some were time-stamped May. INSAT is not a
word processors.
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Fig. 9: Channel 4(infra-red)
image.
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Fig. 8: Eastern Mediterranean from NOAA-161111 on 12
October from SMIS.

WXSAT, but does provide some similar images.
Final tests before inclusion here showed the site
as having slow access. Iwould expect that the
new Indian METSAT images might be made
available through this site in due course. Ihave Emailed their meteorological department with this
enquiry.
The Indian Space Research Organisation carries
alink to METSAT information:
http://www.isro.org/index.htm
America's National Environment Agency hosts
asite at: http://app.nea.gov.sg/ default.asp on
which their satellite images are well hidden! Look
for the meteorological services option near top-left
corner, and then select satellite images. Images
are updated at least daily, but although of
interesting regions, they do not include Europe.
The University of Ulm deserves an accolade
for an excellent METEOSAT updating service for
WEFAX images. On their site -http://meteosat.etechnik.uni-ulm.de/meteosat/indexlatest.html -they show asimple display of all
METEOSAT-7 formats from both channels, and a
choice of image size and GIF/JPG options,
including the test and administration images. Web
updating was astonishingly quick; Ilooked for the
1730 D2 image and it was there by 1734!
The Space Monitoring and Information
Support laboratory (SMIS) of the Russian
Space Research Institute, list their forthcoming
h.r.p.t. passes on their site: http://smis.iki.rssi.ru/
Select the 'Receiving Station Schedule' option,
where raw data is available. These files are
original NOAA files that are between 30 and 65MB,
so are only suitable for those on broadband. I
downloaded acouple of files and processed them
with David Taylor's superb HRPT-reader, to
produce Fig. 8. This facility lets us see those
regions too far east for our own reception
facilities.
Finally, (and perhaps slightly off-WXSAT-topic),
Anatoli Zak maintains the Russian Space Web
site:
http://www.russianspaceweb.com/index.html
This authoritative site carries current (and
archive) news stories concerning the Russian
space programme. A number of the items were
completely new to me, including one about
MirCorp planning anew manned space station.

Monitoring Volcanoes
While reading about the use of NOAA h.r.p.t. (high
resolution imagery) data by Ukrainian and
American scientists, Icame across an article called
'Two Channel AVHRR Discrimination of Volcanic
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Fig. 10: Channel 4-5 image.
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Clouds'. At first
Isuspected
j•;•
that a'dry-asdust' treatise
followed, but
far from it. It
appears to
have been
written by
NOAA
meteorologists, and gives several references to
published works.
The basic idea is that thermal image data from
two channels of the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) -channels 4and 5
-can be used to watch volcanic dust clouds.
Brightness temperature difference images are
used to detect volcanic cloud, and distinguish it
from meteorological clouds. The images of the Mt.
Spurr cloud -see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 demonstrate the band subtraction technique.
The channel-4 image shows how difficult it is to
distinguish volcanic cloud. The other image is a
band 4-5 (4 minus 5) image, and shows the
volcanic cloud clearly. For volcanic clouds, the
amount of this negative brightness temperature
difference depends upon the optical thickness of
the cloud, the amounts of water, volcanic ash and
sulfuric acid in the cloud, the size and size
distribution of the particles in the cloud, and other
factors! Makes you wonder how they ever detect
it. Reading about detecting volcanic dust in midautumn? Well, it was pouring with rain that
afternoon...
Finally -Kevin Hughes' METEOR 3-5 picture see Fig. 10 -seems remarkably free of
interference!

Fig. 11: METEOR 3-5 image
from Kevin Hughes.

Frequencies
a.p.t.
NOAA -12 and NOAA -15 transmit a.p.t. on 137.50MHz.
NOAA -14 and NOAA- /7 transmit a.p.t. on 137.62MHz.
(during overlap periods, the secondary WXSAT a.p.t. may be switched off).
METEOR 3-5usually transmits on 137.30MHz when in sunlight.
METEOR 2-21 may transmit on 137.40MHz when METEOR 3-5is switched off.
h.r.p.t.
NOAA-12 and NOAA -16 transmit h.r.p.t. on 1698.0MHz.
NOAA -14 transmits lunsynchronised images) on 1707MHz.
NOAA -15 transmits on 1702.5MHz.
NOAA -17 transmits on 1707MHz.
FENGYUN -1C and FENGYUN -1D transmit on 1700.5MHz.
WEFAX: METEOSAT-7(geostationary) transmits WEFAX on 1691 and 1694.5MHz,
and Primary Data on 1691.0MHz.
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PROsat for Windows is used by most leading weather satellite
enthusiasts. They have grown up using Timestep products and now
rely on the superior image quality and ease of use provided by
PROsat for Windows. Features such as real time reception, autoscheduling, temperature readout, totally automatic reception of all
NOAA's and Soviet satellites and automatic animation have made
PROsat the preferred package. For weather satellite systems contact :

.

MISCELLANEOUS

Long wire magnetic balun.£24.99
Mobile airband with mag mount
.£12.99
Base station antenna discone
.£49.95
Amalgamating tape.
.14.99
Enamelled copper wire 50m.
..f9.99
SWL QSL card man pack 11001...
Various plugs and adaptors.
T&Kbrackets_ &MUCH MUCH MORE

£179.00
COAX CARLE
RG58CU 100m roll
130213(1 100m roll

/

£22.00
£62.00

Timestep PO Box 2001 Dartmouth TQ6 9QN England

Ca.age cherge deoendent on aenkr

Tel: 01803 833366 Fax: 01803 839498

UNIT 6, WORLE INDUSTRIAL CENTREOKER ROAD,
WORLE, WESTON-SUPER:MARE BS22 6BX

www.time-step.com email information@time-step.com

AGARS Log
Analyser

LAR COMMUNICATIONS
SUPERSLAB CB CENTRE
* * The complete radio suppliers * *

CONTACT STEVE POUNDER
BRADFORD ROAD, EAST ARDSLEY, NR. WAKEFIELD WF3 2DN
Tel: 0113-252 4586

What type of aircraft is that? Who owns it? What route is it

Fax: 0113-253 6621

flying? Discover all this and more with ACARS Log Analyser.
Filter and manipulate your ACARS logs the way YOU want to.
Supports all major decoders via log importing and DDE Linking
for real-time data input.
Only £30.00- order online or by phone.
DEMO CAN BE DOWNLOADED FROM OUR WEB SITE OR CONTAC1 US FOR AFREE DEMO CD .

AIR SUPPLY AVIATION STORE
For personal and friendly advice, consult the Airband Experts
WEB SITE: www.airsu• •1 .co.uk

http://www.acarsonline.co.uk -the #1 ACARS portal on the web

Tel: 01207 549293

177

E-mail: sales@aveyationsoftware.co.uk

The UK Scanning Directory

•

Stocked by leading radio dealers or contact:
(SW65)

8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland
Tel: 01738 441199
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Fax: 01738 626953

Phone Ken on 0113-250 9581 Fax 0113-250 0119

DEMODULATORS AND PC PROGRAMMES
et

This 8th edition is packed full of VHF/UHF frequencies from
26MHz to 1.8GHz covering everything from covert Drug Squads
to refuse collection. This is the largest edition produced, and
has been completely updated and thousands of new
frequencies added. The vast frequency list continues to amaze
everybody. Included are Civil and Military Aviation, Army, Navy,
the largest Police list ever published, DSS Snoopers, GCHQ, Eye-in-the-Sky links,
Bailiffs, Prisons, Outside Broadcasting, Motor Racing, Universities, Railways,
Telephones, Couriers and many more we dare not mention. There is more!
Articles on scanning for beginners, monitoring aviation, PMR, European
frequencies and a scanning log.
Price £19.75 +£3.00 UK post. Airmail to Europe add £6.00, elsewhere £13.00.

I
NTE RPRO DUCTS

L 97
.
HIGH STREET, YEADON, LEEDS 1519 7TA

www.interproducts.ukf.net

All Demods have 25 way female 'D' type - ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY £16.99
RECEIVE ONLY with SoundCard Cable (saves cable swapping) £19.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version las Rs only with variable hysteresis) £19.99
POCSAG RECEIVE with SoundCard Cable (saves cable swapping) £22.99
Original TRANSMIT version (Pocsag Re y FaxiSSTV/HamComm Tx) £24.99
JVComm/PSK31 Tx IPocsag Rs yFax/SSTV/HamComm/JVC32/PSK31 Tx) £29.99
Adaptors 25m/9f £3.00 25m/9f Cable IATX/Laptop) £6.00 25m/25m £3.00 9m/9m £3.00
4-way 'D' switch Boxes 25 way £17.50 9 way £16.00 Stereo 3.5mm x 2.5m lead £3.50
CD JVFax7 + Log Analyser u PD2.05 uWxgraph aRadioRaft V3.21 + Pktmon12 +
JVComm32 V1.00a & V1.22 + SkySweeper V2.10 y Freqs + Aircraft info etc. £699
For CtlYType & CWGet NEW Morse Interface I25-pin Male) £16.99

REGISTERED SOFTWARE • Sk Swee •
er V2.10 •
See Mike Richards' Decode Column for reviews. SkySweeper V2.10 £59.99
Log Analyser V1.7.1 £30.00 SkySpy V2.50 £24.99 RadioRaft V3.21 £24.99
JVComin32 V1.00a & V1.22 £49.99 Pocsag IPD2.05) £19.99
All prices UK/Eire inc VAT t P&P. Phone for FREE INFO PACK.
All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee.
Minimum Credit Card order £15.00. Outside British Isles add £3.00.

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe Bucks HP13 5DR
Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236

-

www.pervisell.com
%%SA

e-mail: hafnepervisell.com
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▪ GRAHAM TANNER, 64 ATTLEE ROAD, HAYES, MIDDLESEX UB4
• E-MAIL: ssb.utils@pwpublishing.ltd.uk

SSB Utilities

I

nthe last few months Ihave written
about various small portable longwire antennas, principally those
from Garex and Solid State
Electronics (SSE). In the October
2002 issue Imentioned the 'WIASW2in1' wire antenna from SSE, and
mentioned that Ihad to build myself a
small adapter cable to go between the
BNC connector and the telescopic
antenna on my Sony ICF-SW7600. In
my case, Itook asimple BNC patchlead and replaced the BNC plug on one
end with asmall crocodile clip.
This prompted a letter from James
Finch of Solid State Electronics (UK)
who wrote to comment on my review
of the antenna and my minor addition
to the kit. James says that the antenna
was first produced in 1995 for use with
pocket scanners which also covered the
h.f. bands, and as these almost always
had a BNC antenna connector socket,
the SSE '2 in 1' antenna terminated in a
BNC plug. Jim reports that since then,
nobody has ever asked about asimilar
adapter to connect to atelescopic
antenna, but as it was such agood
idea, he has decided to add two
suitable components to each 'WIASW2in1' wire antenna sold in the
future.
The two extra parts are ashort cable
with a BNC socket on one and asmall
crocodile-clip on the other end (or an
'alligator clip' if you're in the USA) extremely similar to my home-built
example, and secondly asmall
crocodile-clip with a 4mm socket
attached so that the 4mm plug on the '2
in 1' long wire can be directly
connected to atelescopic antenna.
It is very gratifying to think that a
simple idea of mine has led to a minor
improvement in a product, and Ihope
that future users of the 'WIA-SW2in1'
will find it useful.

GHFS Changes
During the first few weeks of October,
there appeared to be a minor change in
the way the GHFS network operates.
For many years all the GHFS
frequencies have been used for 'phonepatches to various ground stations.
These have usually been very
interesting messages to listen to, as
you can find out all sorts of information
about aflight, acallsign, or the ground
station. Another use for the GHFS is for
the broadcast of coded messages -the
well-known EAMs.
Since the start of October 2002,
there has been asubtle change in the
way that 'phone patches are conducted.
In most cases the GHFS ground station
will ask the calling station to QSY to a
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Web Watch
CCF Radio -www.acfccfsignals.milnet.uk.net/
CCF Radio memories http://home.cfl.rr.com/happysurfer/ham/ccfradio.htm
DTIC web site -www.dtic.mil
Ship's callsigns -www.dtic.mil/jcs/j6/cceb/acps/acp113.pdf

new h.f. frequency, and they then
conduct the 'phone-patch on the new
frequency. The 'phone-patch happens
as before the change -pass the DSN
'phone number for the ground station,
and when connected, the aircraft
passes whatever information is
necessary.
The important difference now is the
requirement to change to a new
frequency, so as to leave the published
GHFS frequencies clear. The GHFS
frequencies are still being used for
EAMs and other coded messages.
Another significant aspect of this
change is that almost all the discrete
frequencies used so far are well known
'Mystic Star' frequencies. There are
many or sources of partial frequency
listings for the 'Mystic Star' network
available from the Internet, and so far
all the discrete frequencies that Ihave
heard GHFS traffic using have been on
these lists. In theory, the GHFS stations
may direct an aircraft to afrequency
not on the list, so it is likely that this
would identify a new 'Mystic Star'
frequency.
The big question is why has the GHFS
suddenly changed. There is speculation
that 'something big' is about to happen
in the Middle East and that they are
keeping the GHFS frequencies clear for
traffic involved in that area. Personally, I
do not think that this is completely true,
as the GHFS (or GCCS as it was then)
was able to cope with amassive increase
in flight during the Gulf War build-up in
1990 and 1991. As Isit here typing these
words during the middle of October, it is
about six weeks before this issue reaches
most of its readers, and anything can
happen in that period.

Afghanistan On HF
Following the events in Afghanistan in
the past year, there has been a small
sign that some sort of normality is
returning to the country. Aircraft
passing through the airspace controlled
by Afghanistan have not started to be
controlled by ATC on h.f.
Over the past few months Kabul
ATC has been heard on 5.658MHz
talking with aircraft, and also heard
communicating with Lahore ATC
(Pakistan) concerning aircraft flying
through Afghan airspace. Kabul ATC is
also allocated afew other frequencies,
and it is worth monitoring these to see
if Kabul has restarted using them. The
others are -3.467, 10.018 and
13.288MHz.
With the massive number of US
troops in Afghanistan and the large
number of flight operating into the
region, it should come as no surprise

that the US Forces have their own
frequencies for incoming flights. They
have set up a Regional Air Movement
Coordination Centre (RAMCC) at Kabul
with at least two h.f. frequencies 17.389MHz (day) and 4.1505MHz
(night). The callsign used is 'Luxor', so
if you hear any flights on GHFS
frequencies trying to contact this
callsign, you will now know who it is.

Military Ships Callsigns
One of the regular questions that I
receive is for alist of ships callsigns the 4-letter or five-letter combinations
used by vessels, as opposed to their
ship's name. Those assigned to civil
ships are usually listed in the various
ITU lists and documents, but these
generally do not contain the details of
military ships. It came as quite a
surprise to me to find the information is
available via the Internet, for NATO
ships at least.
A Defence Technical Information
Centre (DTIC) of the US military has a
website where you can download
copies of various military documents,
and one of these just happens to be the
Cal/signs for Ships. The document that
you require is 'ACP113', and the
example of the web page is 224 pages
long. In fact, there are a number of
other interesting documents and lists on
the web page -Ifound the ACP100
document to be very interesting

CCF Contest
By the time that this issue reaches most
of its readers, it will be towards the end
of November, so the following item is
timed especially so that most readers
and listeners will have an opportunity to
listen. The UK 'Combined Cadet Force'
will be holding its annual h.f. exercise
Christmas Cracker on 30th November
and 1st December. The objective is for
each cadet station to contact as many
other cadet stations on as many cadet
frequencies as possible during a24-hour
period.
In theory, the contest should run
from 1400 on Saturday until 1400 on
Sunday, but they may have changed this
for their Easter Bonnet contest earlier
this year, so there is every chance that
they will have changed again for this
contest. Ihave mentioned the CCF
frequencies several times in the past, but
it is worth listing them again here so that
you have them available for the contest,
they are:- 2.273, 2.413, 2.768, 3.848,
4.363, 4.443, 4.918, 4.921, 4.953, 5.328,
5.343, 6.913 and 7.708MHz. The results
are usually announced on 25th
December at 1200.
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• Learn how electronic
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18 FAIRMILE ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH, DORSET BH23 2LJ

Now in stock

THE COMMUNICATION SPECIALISTS

AOR
AR8200 Mk3
£379.00

AOR
AR8600 Mk2
£629.00
Bearcat

TEL: (01202) 490099

Receivers -Scanners -Transceivers
Call & discuss which part of the radio spectrum
you wish to operate and we will advise you on the
most cost effective way achieving it.
• Full range of new & secondhand
ment available.
• We stock all leading brands:Airband Amateur CB, Marine Shortwave
Licence-Free Family Radio
• Business and security radios

Kenwood TS-2000
£1599.00

lcom 1C-706 Mk11
£849.00

SHORTWAVE ADVISE LINE 01202 490099

Icom 1C-8500

AOR AR7030

£CALL

£CALL

Alinco DX-77
£499.00

UBC-780
£329.00
Yaesu FT-897
Yaesu
VR-5000
£599.00

1

WORLDWIDE

£CALL

•

11il DISTRIBUTORS FOR WELLBROOK ANTENNAS

Call for latest second-hand list or visit our website http://www.shortwave.co.uk
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FROM BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON

B3073 300

YARDS FROM CHRISTCHURCH RAILWAY STATION. FORECOURT PARKING FOR DISABLED
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Christrn sPresent.
Kenwood's new FM

Dual Bander (144/430MHz) gives you

dual-channel RX capability
special

and prime performance -all in atruly
palm-sized design

FM DUAL BANDER

TH-F7

KEN WOOD
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IReceives 2frequencies simultaneously,
even on the same band 10.1-1300MHz RX
(B band) 1FM/FM-VV/FM-N/AM plus SSB/CW
receive IBar antenna for receiving AM broadcasts
ISpecial information memory channel RX mode
(10 channels) I1200/9600bps packet compatible (ext.
TNC) I434 memory channels, multiple scan functions
I16-key pad plus multi-scroll key for easy operation I7.4V
1550mAh lithium-ion battery (std.) for 5W output and extended operation
1Built-in charging circuitry for battery recharge while the unit operates from a
DC supply ITough construction: meets MIL-STD 810 C/D/E standards for resistance to
vibration, shock, humidity and light rain ILarger frequency display for single-band use
IAutomatic simplex checker IBattery indicator IInternal VOX IMCP software (Free
download from Kenwood website)
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144/430MHz FM DUAL BANDER

TH-F7E

Available from all official Kenwood amateur radio dealers. For full details of our dealer
network and all Kenwood amateur products contact your local dealer or Kenwood
Electronics UK Ltd. 01923 655284.
E-mail: comms©kenwood-electronics.co.uk
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Propagation Forecasts
How to use
the Propagation Charts
The charts contain three plots. The lower dashed
line represents the lowest usable frequency (LUF),
or ALF (Absorption Limiting Frequency). The
chances of success below this frequency are very
slim.
The middle line indicates the optimum working
frequency (OWF) with a90% probability of
success for the particular path and time.
Lastly, the upper dashed line represents the
maximum usable frequency (MUF), a 50%

probability of success for the path and time.
To make use of the charts you must select the
chart most closely located to the region
containing the station that you wish to hear. By
selecting the time chosen for listening on the
horizontal axis, the best frequencies for listening
can be determined by the values of the
intersections of the plots against frequency.
Good luck and happy listening.
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Propagation Extra
Ron Ham's barometric pressure chart, taken at Storrington, W. Sussex, October 2002.
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The 10.7cm solar radio flux

41kk:-

is used as an indicator of
the general level of solar
activity.
The Kand AP indices are
measures of geomagnetic
activity.
The K index ranges from
zero (very quiet) to nine
(severely disturbed).

o

Kvalues of five or greater
correspond to geomagnetic

3
5

storm conditions that can

7

relate to poor propagation
SK99501

conditions.

13
15

The AP index ranges from 0

17

to 400. An AP of 30 is the
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threshold for geomagnetic
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Some comments on VVRTH 2002:
Thanks for the new VVRTH, which is an excellent book
HAROLD ORT, EDITOR, POPULAR COMMUNICATIONS

The 2002 edition is, overall, abeautiful book
VVRTH is the best DX book going

W.H., USA

J.F., UK

VVRTH 2002 is my first, you are simply fantastic!
Best of information is available in VVRTH
The handbook is perfect as it is

THE DIRECTORY OF I r. ,
(ilAfIUMAL131(0AD('

M.H., CZECH REPUBLIC

S.P., INDIA

HE., GERMANY

Updated with the help of some of the world's
leading DXers and SWLs, we are proud to present

New from the
publishers of

the 2003 edition of the bestselling directory of

WRTH...

world broadcasting on MW, SW and FM.

THE SHORTWAVE
GUIDE

672 pages with:
Equipment reviews and articles

208 pages of colour bar
graphs showing A02 and

National and International broadcasts and

domestic frequencies by

broadcasters by country

UTC and language, and

MW listings by region
SW listings by frequency
International SW broadcasts in English,
French, German and Spanish listed by UTC
TV by country
Extensive reference section
Available in December from all good bookshops
and electronic retailers or contact:
Order on-line at www.wrth.com
Fax: +44 (0) 1865 516717
Write to: VVRTH Publications, PO Box 290, Oxford OX2 7FT

The
Shrtwave
Guide

ranee

Rusa
India

other information.

"This brand new volume is ... very easy to read
and you can make quick reference for any and
every shortwave frequency ... the 'Shortwave
Guide' is outstanding and avery valuable addition
to the current library of every DXer, shortwave
listener and international radio monitor. We would
ardently hope ... that we will see anew edition
every year"
(Adrian Michael Petersen,
AWR Wavescan 400)

Find out more by visiting

www.wrth.com
NEW EDITION JUNE 2003

Braza
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Scanning
M

any people just hate
the wintertime.

for people who have absolutely no
knowledge of radio at all. These sets

Certainly at this time
of year Ican't get out

are even stored with aprinted crib
sheet including basic advice such as

and about walking as
much as Ido in the summer months.
Although Ihave full wet and cold
weather gear, the compulsion to
leave awarm house and hike out
into the hills when the sleet is being
driven horizontally into my face, is
just not too great. What an excellent
excuse to stay indoors and do
something, anything, with radio.
During the long and often
stormy winter evenings, there is
quite often more to monitor on the
scanner than would be the case
during the spring and summer
months. Every year Imention the
council roads departments on low
band f.m. as their gritting and road
reports can be most useful to the
traveller.
More importantly are the
marine bands where coastguard
weather reports and real time
rescue coverage can be overheard.
The same goes for airband and I
won't trespass on Peter Bond's
informed toes on this subject, but a
few air frequencies in the machine
will always provide something of
interest. This will depend on your
location, but when Iam in the south
of England, Imonitor the local
airfield's frequency, likewise when
I'm in the frozen north, Ialways
monitor 243.0, 121.5, 123.1 and 282.80
which can all carry emergency
traffic. Also 123.450 lives in the
memory bank to catch those
amusing comments from commercial
pilots on scheduled routes. Enough
of the high altitude stuff, but honestly
those channels are always in a
scanner close to wherever Iam.
If you live north of the Scottish
border, then the Scottish Office
Emergency Voice Network is always
worth having in the memory bank.
The frequencies are available from a
couple of sources on the 'net I
believe, but Ican tell you that they
operate in the 80MHz section of the
spectrum.
Ihave shown apicture of a
Philips transportable radio as used
by the Scottish Office. The idea is
that an emergency planner or other
official would deploy to the scene of
an incident with one of these and be
able to access one of their
repeaters. All are linked, so once
you are into one of them, you have
got in the lot. It makes access simple

'On Microphone -Red Button. Push
to Transmit. Release to Receive'.
Don't overlook the 2m and 70cm
amateur bands. In snowy weather
you'll often find that anet will swiftly
evolve and road reports will be
exchanged. A useful facility. The
police and fire services often have
handy information about winter
conditions on their nets, but the
British police are not known for
leniency in these matters and tend to
suffer acute sense of humour failure
when they are made aware of an
eavesdropper.
Finally, while banging on about
winter frequencies, Imust mention
PMR446. You may
recall from the
October SWMthat I
mentioned that my

the cabinet and on opening it up, he
spotted amodification that was
wired in with the aid of sticky tape
that had long ago divested itself of
glue content. He removed the mod
that consisted of asmall circuit
board and the display started
behaving again. Now Mike seems to
be abodger in the same mould as I
am.
The next thing that he did was to
put the '2004 in the airing cupboard
for awhile to dry out as the display
had become misted. A night with the
towels and Yfronts sorted out the
display. The next thing Mike did was
to wire in areplacement speaker, as
the old one was well and truly
el finito. Next was aspeaker cover
made from an old glove blagged
from his wife. One or two things still

neighbour, Geoff, and
Iwere considering
ways of keeping in
touch other than by
'phone. Well, at the
Donnington show
there was this
character flogging
PMR446 sets at a
knock down price of
fourteen quid apiece
or £24 for apair. The
singles were abright
yellow colour that
can only be described as
challenging, but were labelled
'Cobra' and therefore cash changed
hands.
Now Geoff and Ican be heard
generally shooting the breeze about
frequencies on PMR446 channel 1.
Sad innit. These radios are not only
in use by middle aged hobbyists, but
also have some serious users as
well. It's worth monitoring and Ihave
heard many users using them 'car to
car'.
An interesting letter came in from
Mike Evans in Suffolk. Mike has
been out of the scanning scene for
about fifteen years when he had an
AOR AR2001. Recently akind soul
named Steve donated aRealistic
PRO-2004 to him. Steve told Mike
that the '2004 was likely to be duff,
but that it may be worth tinkering
with. It is after all around 18 years
old. The old codger was turned on
and, sure enough, the display was
constantly throwing awobbler. Mike
thought that he'd take apeek inside
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need attention, but apart from the
radio trying to scan 400 channels
occasionally, instead of the 300 that
the manufacturers installed, the
gadget seems to be behaving. Mike
wonders whether anyone has an
owner's manual, or copy thereof,
that he could obtain. Mike will pay
any reasonable expenses involved. If
you can help, let me know and I'll
pass on details to him.
The PRO-2004 was one of the
most popular receivers in the mid
eighties with many users worldwide. Covering 25-520 and 7601300MHz, n.b.f.m., w.b.f.m. and a.m.,
it was user programmable and was
supposed to be very fast to use with
the membrane keypad. If you can get
one of these in good nick then they
are still capable of doing agood job
as abasic shack receiver.
Regarding the circuit board,
Mike. It looks like the circuit is an
audio amplifier. Ithink that someone
in the past wanted to use the set in a
vehicle and found that the 1.8W of

audio that is produced was not
enough to overcome engine noise,
or whatever, and hashed up the little
board to make it louder! Whether it
worked or not is another matter.
Thanks for the letter and for
reminding me of what agood set the
PRO-2004 is/was.
Yes, Iwent to the radio show at
Castle Donnington. Ialways enjoy
being there. As Ilive most of my year
in aremote area and don't see many
people, the mass of traffic in the
Leicester area and all the people
really puts the zap on my head. The
good thing is that Iget to see so
many friends that otherwise Iwould
never bump into.
Last year there was alittle old
gentleman stealing from stalls. He
was ejected. This year Iwas
nattering on the PW
Publishing stand and, sure
enough, there he was again.
Clearly aslow learner, he
was again stealing from
stands. He was followed and
watched by stewards, and
he and an accomplice were
again booted out of the
show. It takes all sorts
doesn't it? The steward who
hoofed them out is now
becoming quite an expert at
watching for thieves and
reckons that he's getting
much better at spotting them
all the time. It just indicates
that each year the amateurs
who operate as stewards at this
event are performing adifficult task
for the benefit of the rest of us.
Thanks folks.
With regard to what was
available at the show this year.
There were some bargains to be
had. There was plenty of ex PMR kit
at reasonable cost with Gary
Dawson's Norcall company doing a
roaring trade. A regular dealer was
knocking out some ex military kit, but
the price seems to be increasing out
of the reach of many hobbyists. The
other thing about green gear is that
some of it has odd connectors and
power requirements and there are
usually precious few documents
informing you how to drive it. Still if
you are familiar with the equipment
on the bench in front of you, a
bargain may be had as all this stuff is
sold at afraction of it's original cost
to the government.

Enjoy Christmas
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Decode
NAVTEX Receivers

every 15 minutes. As well as providing the latest
data, lonoprobe includes aseries of storm warnings

One listener has written to see if Iknow of asource
of dedicated NAVTEX receivers for dual frequency

to tip you off if band conditions are likely to change
suddenly. If you'd like to give it atry, afully
functional demo is available from

(518 & 490kHz) operation. One of the most popular
makes, at least amongst sailors, is from NASA
Marine. The NASA Target LCD NAVTEX Pro Plus is a
dual frequency NAVTEX receiver complete with
Eis

IjoraanGad

decoder and I.c.d. readout. Although at the budget
end of the NAVTEX market, this is quite a
sophisticated receiver and so commands aprice tag

doe

GO

SO

R1

Url

LAI

LEI

of around the £220 mark.
Whilst looking for this information, Ialso came
across the NASA NAVTEX engine. This is a rather
neat device, which comprises acombined antenna

Ji

0d14

Ocel.j.J

http://vvww.dxatlas.comflonoProbe/

Utility Sources
For those of you that are starting to get hooked on
decoding, Ican highly recommend keeping aclose
eye on the World Utility Network Club. The club has
been running since January 1995 and is probably the
best source around for up-to-date monitoring

and receiver that uses software on a laptop computer

information. The club relies on contributions from
listeners and attracts the top enthusiasts from

to carryout the NAVTEX message processing. This is

around the world.

great for those listeners that just want to keep an eye
on NAVTEX events. It's only single channel (518kHz),

staggering. The VVUN newsletter provides an update

but costs around £110 so is quite an attractive

on all the main listening areas with comprehensive

proposition. You can find out more details and see
other NAVTEX kit at the following sites:

logs to support the news and commentary. One of
the many gems on the site is the Digital Signals FAQ.

http://wwvv.yachtbits.fsnet.co.uk and
http://www.seamarknunn.co.uk

This provides in-depth information on a huge range
of digital modes and makes an excellent reference

The information available on the site is simply

for those wanting to learn more or just trying to
lonoProbeS week
based Space Weather
Display.
P• amid«II 11*

11111

SeaTTY Download

identify a new signal.

One or two readers have written with problems

before in 'Decode', is the digital sound files. This

Another favourite with me, that I've mentioned

downloading the SeaTTYdecoding program I

section provides .WAV samples of ahuge range of

covered recently. I've checked the site and all seems
to be fine, so here's the details again. The main site
is www.dxsoft.com but the sub-directory for

data signals that are really good either for decoder
testing or ear training.

Sea TTY is www.dxsoft.com/en/products/seatty/

ALE Reception

Once entered, you will have the option to download
4.14n.

-4.11

from the sites USA1, USA2 or Austria3. You can pick

One of the modes that's only been scantily covered

any of these, they are the same program. The choice
of download sites just gives you the opportunity to

Whereas many of the older modes are disappearing

change site if the download appears too slow.

from the h.f. bands, ALE is on the increase. In fact,
ALE has been responsible for giving h.f.

lonoprobe

communications a new lease of life.

Having spent some time trying to find the best
propagation program, Istumbled across awonderful
Oct X_LI

in 'Decode' is ALE or Automatic Link Establishment.

ALE is acomputer-based system that effectively
replaces the radio operator and provides fully
automated management of anetwork of h.f. links. As

little program that provides up-to-date information

you will have discovered, the quality propagation on

on space weather. Why is this interesting? Well,

the h.f. bands is highly variable and demands a high

lonoProbe's year

space weather is the stuff that directly effects the

based Space Weather
Display.

ionisation of the Earth's atmosphere, so has a
significant impact on h.f.

level of operator skill to get the best results.
Whilst this is all very challenging and rewarding

erg

o

for the enthusiast, it
doesn't make for a

propagation.
A very welcome side
benefit of the program is
the excellent tutorials
that are included. These

'e

very practical
commercial

Il
fF47 FOIIPP Ila
GFrrAg

r"ii' Arilt-frGenestiAtes
,

provide a really good

communications
system. Prior to the
development of ALE,

introduction to

most operators were

propagation and clearly

disappearing to

NASA NAVTEX

explain the impact of the

satellite based

receiver.

different elements. The
program is avery

systems at an
alarming rate. The big

compact download at just 1.3MB that expands to
around 3MB when installed.
Once installed, the program is minimised and sits

68

attraction of ALE is the way in which it can
automatically find the optimum h.f. route across a
complex radio network. The level of automated

neatly in the system tray. Whilst it is active, it can be

monitoring and testing used is far more than would

set to automatically download the latest space data

have been practical with manually operated radio
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system really has brought new life

v[i Li

back to h.f. radio.
For the utility enthusiast, ALE
presents anew challenge, partly
because it is a relatively new
modulation system, but also

1$1-1111>I•m1-1 ,--*Itl

because the messages are primarily
for remote control. Despite this,
decoding is possible and thanks to
some pioneering listeners, there is a
good range of reference material
available.
The first requirement is some
form of decoding program and there
are several around. The first to be
available was the excellent PC-ALE
by Charles Brain. This is available
from the following site:
www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/
decode/
Please note you need to
download and install the main

[22.28 251[FRO 223554001[SNDM
1[11151[3NR
[[ALOI BER 30 SI 28
[R11[C11 001[TWS JliRMTVS JN121[TWS 311R1[TVS 3NRUTVS JNRUTWS JNR1[117S JIMMTVS 31812][1115 JIIRMTVS JNR11T119
[22:25 581[FRO 22355400][SND)1
1[TWS1[JKR
[[ALOI BER 28 SN 21
[RIME 001[TVS 31121[111S JIIRMTVS JNR1[TVS JNR11TWS JR1211111S JNR11111S JNRI(TWS JIIR)(TVS JUR1[1115 JNR1[TVS
[22,18 121[FRO 223554001[50D]I
1[TVS1[BEOR
[[ALOI BER 30 SN 28
(RIME 001(TWS BEOR1[1.115 BEORMTWS BE0121[TIS 13E0121178S BEORMTVS BEORMTVS BE012][1115 BEORME1
[22,12 33][FRO 22355400][SND][
H7851[250105
[[ALOI BER 28 SN 11
[RIME 001[TVS 2501051[111S 250105][TIS 2501051[TVS 2501051(105 2501051[TWS 2501051[1:VS 2501051[TWS 25010
[22:11 371[FRO 22355401:][S0DH
11 .1
.851[PLA
[[ALOI BER 27 SN 17
(«NCB 0011T1S PLà11TVS PLAMTVS PLA][TVS PL11[TVS PLAUTUS PLAMTVS PLAMTVS PLAIITUS PLAHTWS PLAHTVS
[21:59 36][FRO 22355400](TO HAM/
)[TWSUJUR
[[ALOI BER 27 SN 20
[1111[C11 001[TO
4001(10
ADVI[TWS JNR11E]
121:59 101[FRO 22355400](TO HAIN
1[TISMJNR
[[ALOI BER 30 SI 30
[RIMCB 001[TO
4001(10
1D111[[CND 61 3C 2011(115 JNIME1
[CND LOA BAO - NO RESPONSE REOUIRED.NULTIPATB . UNKNOVICSINAD - 17 dB.BER - 0 0]
[21-59 071[FRO 223554001[TO [[JIB
][TISHADV
[(ALOI BER 25 SN 13
fRI][CB 001[TO
3N12][[CMD 61 7C 2011[TIS lD121[E]
[CND LOA Kll .. RESPONSE REOUIREDAULTIPATH . UNKNOVICSINAD « 17 dB.BER . 0 01
[21 59 041[FRO 223554001[TO 111011
1[TISMJNR
1[AL01 BER 29 SN 23
11221[CH 00(110
4001(10
ADV1ITO
ADV][TO
ADVUTO
!DVI[TO
ADV1ITO
101/1[TO
6001(10
£0111[TO
ADVUTO
[CND LOA Kll . RESPONSE REOUIRED.NULTIPATH . UNKNOWN,SINAD
UNKNOWN.BER . UNKNOWN]
[R111C8 001[TO
CROHTO
CR011E]
[RI](CB 001[TIS CROME1
11AL01 BER 30 SN 20
[21 58 18][FRO 223554001[TO 11CRO
][TISMPLA
[RI](C8 0011TO
CR01[TO
CROUTO
CROHTO
CR01[TO
CROMTO
CROj[TO
CR011TO
CROUTO
CROMTO
CROHTO
i
nj
FRO 22355400 USE]

STOPPED

t

NWA

program then copy over the version
1.03k update file. The program uses the soundcard

final transmission in asequence and is followed

Charles Brain's

for input so you only need the software. Because

by the station's code.

excellent ALE decoder

the program has been written for fun, you don't

THRU -Used to identify other stations when a

PC-ALE.

get the usual detailed help file. Fortunately, its

group is being called.
FROM -This is used literally and is optional not

pretty easy to use -the most critical aspect is
getting the tuning right.
With the program running you first need to go

seen this recently.
Command or CMD -This is one to watch for as it
is usually followed by some plain text.

to the Configuration menu, choose Options and
tick the following: Display Sounds, Listen Calls,
Freq Display, Trace and Command Trace. Next you

In order to make sense of these messages, you
really need to be able to translate the three
character station codes into real station details.

need to find your first ALE frequency. A couple of
good ones to start with are 9.025 and 13.215MHz.
Set your receiver to u.s.b. and tune about 0.4kHz

Thanks to some excellent work by Mike Chace, you
can do just that by visiting the following site:

low of the desired frequency and wait. You should
hear abubbly warbling sound every now and then.

http://vvvvw.chace-ortiz.org/umc/ then follow
the ALE locator link to: http://wvvw.chace-

If you're really lucky, you may even get some
gobbledgook in the decoder's main screen. If you

ortiz.org/umc/identa.html
Just follow the alphabetical shortcuts to find
the station details. If you manage to identify any

don't, make sure you can see some movement in
the spectrum display and then tune very slowly
around the desired frequency, whilst watching the
status text right at the bottom of the screen. When
asignal is being processed, this changes from

new ones, please let Mike know so the site can be
updated. I've just about run out of space for this
month, so please let me know how you get on

Scanning or Stopped and reads Sync Pause.

with this and I'll add some more detail in afuture

Mike Chace's utility

column.

web site for ALE data.

Now, let's take a look at the decoded message
and see how we can interpret it. Here's a
simple example to start with:
121:22:41)ICHN 00ESNDII

1[TVVSIIRIC

1(ALOI BER 22 SN 00
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1Jec de

The first two fields are supplied by the
decoder and give the reception time and
the channel number. SND indicates that
this is asounding and TVVS is acode for
This Was. The next field shows the
station code that, in this case, is the US

Utility Monitoring Central

mind

ncr,

dIg11.2, raalc ccerimun,ationS

ce,

Weiheffer ea Utility Menitehing Cowell
Thss Is the World Wide Web's prernser tnformanon source for healers of non-broadcast %Miry' redo C00150.10.ÉMIS using 4411

Air Force, base at Richmond. The last
part gives an indication of the quality of

velum:soon systems rather than Tone to send messages The leamatton secton features mesons operated by the modes mittary.
*locum. commend, government, humantanan, reelmence and other organnateons, mordant] from the ME end USA between
the frequemes of 101clit and

the link with BER representing Bit Error
Rate and SN for Signal to Noise.
Let's just run through some of the
common words used in ALE messages:

1-151,ung

The Pescares won«. lecludes fee:pence and other databases. Fronde: Infonnation to be

.4entify astral slimes by thew mund or

signal parameten. Opt ea frtektg .ratb1e595.eserd such as renewers sad decoders, and some useful Inks to related Mes My
is updated monthly. mod We
and selcal dentin, databases dean dady See the ir.e. seen= below for enore
.Loose ,'

updates
Don't forget to check the monthly "Digital Digest" column In Monaorma Tam maganne

TO -This is used literally and the code
that follows is the identity of the intended
station.
THIS IS or TUS -This is followed by the
station code for the originating station.
THIS WAS, TWAS or TINS -Used for a
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The quickest and most comprehensive
radio book service in the UK

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.
pages

price

pages

code

price

code

LISTENING

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 19th Edition

732 £24.00

RRAB19

BACKYARD ANTENNAS Peter Dodd G3LDO

200 £18.99

BYANTS

FURBRNO

W.I. Orr W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX

268

BMANHB

125 £18.95

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK

AIRWAVES 2002

144

£9.95

AIR22

BUILDING & USING BALUNS Jerry Sevick

AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE (abc) 5th Edition

112

£8.99

ABRG5

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS H.C. Wright

AIRBAND RADIO HANDBOOK (Haynes)

190 £12.99

ABRHB

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB)

£8.95

BUBALS

70

£3.50

BP278

233

£9.99

HFANTC

322

£7.99

HFAFAL

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (abc) 8th Edition

112

£8.99

ATC8

Edited by Erwin David G4LQI

CALLSIGN 2002

144

£9.95

CAL22

HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB)

CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS (abc)

384

£7.99

CIVAIR

Les Moxon G6XN

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 2002 Williams

160

£7.95

FR22

INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

224

£7.99

MILAIR

J.G. Lee

116

£3.95

BP293

740 x520mm

£9.00

NAROUT

MORE OUT OF THIN AIR (PWP)

112

£6.95

MOOTA

200 £15.50

PDYAGI

W.I. Orr W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX

188

RANTHB

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Carr

189 £17.50

RXANHB

VERTICAL ANTENNAS WI Orr W6SAI & SD. Cowan W2LX

192

£8.95

VERANT

VHF UHF ANTENNAS I.D. Poole

128 £13.99

VUANTS

150

AREXPL

MILITARY AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 2002 (abc)
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART

PHYSICAL DESIGN OF YAGI ANTENNAS (Hardback)

WORLD AIRLINE FLEET & SELCAL DIRECTORY +
UPDATE

300 £16.00

WAFSEL

D.B. Leeson W6QHS

MILITARY AIR SCAN 2002

348 £15.99

MILSCN

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK

PREOUENCUI BLJIDES
FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 12th Edition....514 £19.99

FERR12

GLOBAL BROADCAST GUIDE (July 2002 Issue)

GBGJU2

32

£2.75

KLINGENFUSS RADIO GUIDE 2003

£26.50

KFUTIL

KLINGENFUSS SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE 2003

£23.50

KFSWFG

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 2003

592 £15.50

PROMA SCANNING SCENE CD
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 2003

128

PASS23

£4.75

PROMCD

£5.25

RLG23

SUPER FREQUENCY LIST (2002) on CD-ROM.
Joerg lUingenfuss

- £14.00

KFSWCD

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 8th Edition

700 £19.75

UK8TH

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 2003

672 £19.95

WRTH23

£8.95

BEGINNERS/NOVICE/RAE
AMATEUR RADIO EXPLAINED. Ian Poole

£9.90

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO
Ian Poole G3YWX
AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK Bob Griffiths G7NHB

150

£4.99

BP257

76

£6.95

RAESNB

FOUNDATION LICENCE NOW! (RSGB)
HF AMATEUR RADIO. Ian Poole

£3.95
120 £13.99

FLNOW
HFAR

RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION/END OF COURSE
TEST PAPERS Ray Petri GOOAT

104 £13.95

RAECTP

RAE MANUAL (RSGB) 16th Edition

127 £15.00

RAEMAN

SCRIWNEI &SHORT WAVE

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB)

92

£5.00

RAERVN

BUYING A USED SHORT WAVE RECEIVER -

SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis

84

£6.95

SOLMC

124

£6.00

NOVSTU

150

£4.95

BP375

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK

New 4th Edition E Osterman

78

£5.95

BUSWRX

RECEIVING (VALUE) STATION LOGBOOK (RSGB)

80

£4.95

RXLOG

ohn Case GW4HWR

SCANNERS 4SCANNING INTO THE FUTURE Bill Robertson ..245

£9.95

SCAN4

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS Peter Rouse GUI DKDI87

£4.50

SWCOM

HANDBOOK Ian Poole G3YWX

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT 3rd Edition .450 £25.95

SWRXPP

THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANS WE

THE SUPERHET RADIO HANDBOOK I.D. Poole

BP370

104

£4.95

REFERENCE MANUAL.5th Edition Ray Petri GOOAT

208 £13.95

RAQARM

101

£6.75

TNOVIM

- £4.75

PWCALL

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL
FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB) John Case GW4HWR

WEERTFŒR
FAX & WITY WEATHER REPORTS Philip Mitchell

88

£11.50

FXTWR

CALL DIRECTORIES

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edition.
Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT

192 £15.50

WSATHB

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES.
3rd Edition. Philip Mitchell

PW UK/EIRE CALLSIGN CD
RSGB YEARBOOK. 2003 Edition

32

£7.50

462 £15.95

RSYB23

WRFRSO

DESION Er CONSTRUC770N

RMATELIR RRO10

COIL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL B.B. Babani

106

LF EXPERIMENTERS HANDBOOK

112 £18.99

LFEXHB

AMATEUR TELEVISION

PRACTICAL PROJECTS G. Brown (RSGB)

210 £13.95

PRPORJ

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION.

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB)
165

PRRXFB

Mike Wooding G6IQM & Trevor Brown G8CJS

156

£5.00

INTATV

John Case GW4HWR

THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM. Mike Wooding G6IQM

104

£3.50

ATVCOM

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES
John Case GW4HWR

ANTENNA5/17QRNSMISSION
LJNE5./PROPRSRTION

£3.95

£14.99

126 £12.50

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SWL. R.A. Penfold .92

£3.95

BPI60

PTXNOV
BP304

RADIO & ELECTRONICS COOKBOOK (RSGB)

319 £16.99

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS EM. Noll

63

£1.95

BP125

RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD

312 £20.95

RRPYCB

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS EM. Noll

50

£1.75

BP136

RF COMPONENTS & CIRCUITS Joe Carr (RSGB-Newnes)

398 £22,50

RFCOMP

54

£1.75

288 £17.99

RSTECO

MO £14.99

TT9599

BP145

TECHNICAL COMPENDIUM (RSGB)

ANTENNA FILE (RSGB)

285 £18.99

ANTFIL

TECHNICAL TOPICS SCRAPBOOK (RSGB).

ANTENNA TOOLKIT (inc. CD-ROM) Joseph J. Carr

214 £25.00

ANTOOL

1995-99 Pat Hawker

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS EM. Noll

70

RECOOK
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pages
THE ART OF SOLDERING R. Brewster

84

UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS (ARRL)

price
£3.99

314 £15.50

code
BP324
UNDBEL

51-IACK ES_ENTIALS
AMATEUR RADIO MOBILE FIB (RSGB)

114 £14.99

MOBHB

AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB)

257 £24.99

AROPM

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL 7th Edition
ARRL HANDBOOK 2002 79th Edition

420 £18.50

RROPM

1216 £28.00

RRHB22

AMATEUR RADIO (VALUE) LOGBOOK (RSGB)

80

£4.95

AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS (A4 size)

20

£8.00

ARWAT

400 x400mm

£1.50

GCMAP

£9.95

IOTA11

£7.00

RAMAPW

580 £29.99

RCOMHB

GREAT CIRCLE MAP
IOTA DIRECTORY Ilth Edition (RSGB)

128

TXLOG

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD 2002 (Traxel)
980 x680mm
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK 7th Edition.
Dick Biddulph/Chris Lorek
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE

34

£8.95

PFXGDE

134

£3.95

BP312

INTERNATIONAL MICROWAVE HANDBOOK A. Barter
(RSGB-ARRL)

474 £24.95

IUWHB

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK -CONSTRUCTION &
TESTING VOL 2(RSGB)

120 £18.99

MWHBV2

140 £18.99

MWHBV3

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK -BANDS & EQUIPMENT
VOL 3(RSGB)

LOW POWER SCRAPBOOK (RSGB)

320 £12.99

LPSCRA

QRP POWER (ARRL)

188 £11.50

QRPPWR

INTRODUCING QRP Dick Pascoe GOBPS

48

£4.95

INTQRP

DESIGN P.A. Kinzie

122

£8.00

XTHIST

Volume 8Xtal Set Society Newsletter

128 £10.50

XTLOOP

HISTORICAL
48

£3.35

100RHU

260 £11.85

1934SW

141

£17.95

COMRXV

96

£6.99

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL
Edited by Hugo Gernsback
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS -THE VACUUM
TUBE ERA R.S. Moore
MARCONI'S ATLANTIC LEAP (H/B)
POP WENT THE PIRATES Keith Skues

568 £14.99

SAGA OF MARCONI OSRAM VALVE (Paperback) B Vyse 346 £25.00

MALEAP
POPPIR
SMOV

SEEING BY WIRELESS -THE STORY OF BAIRD
27

£3.70

SBYWIR

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1929 & 1934) 94

£6.95

TGOHRX

271

£9.95

222RAD

63

£6.75

HTBTRR

127

£8.25

HTBFVA

VALVES
HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS (1924)
HOW TO BUILD THE TWINPLEX REGENERATIVE

V1-Pr Et 1-11131-ER
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO W. I. Orr W6SAI

163

£8.95

GUIDE TO VHF/UHF AMATEUR RADIO Ian Poole G3YWX

180

£8.99

NOS INTRO: TCP/IP OVER PACKET RADIO Ian Wade G3NRW 356 £11.50

AAVHF
GTVUHF
NOSINT

RECEIVER Lindsay
HOW TO BUILD YOUR FIRST VACUUM TUBE
REGENERATIVE RECEIVER T.]. Lindsay
HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER (A4)
(Popular Radio Handbook No. I)
HOW TO MAKE A NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER Webb

VINTRSE Er LLJIRELESS

100

£6.70

HTBYRR

63

£5.95

HTMNRX

127

£8.75

SHBRRX

SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE
RECEIVERS (Rockey)

CR6STRL SETS
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
Volume 1& 2Combined. Phil Anderson WOXI

96 £14.00

XTNL12

ELECTRONICS
BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL. 3XTAL
SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Phil Anderson WOXI

code

CRYSTAL SET LOOPERS, A3 TUBER & MORE

TELEVISION Ray Herbert

CRP

price

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS AND

100 RADIO HOOK UPS 2nd Edition (reprinted)

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES F.A. Wilson

pages

134

£8.00

XTNL3

Ian Poole G3YWX

262 £15.99

BRPRIN

ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 4.
88

£7.00

XTNL4

R. Penfold. (BP392)

110

£4.95

BP392

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS & HOW TO MAKE THEM ...124

£7.95

XTHTM

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER

102

£3.99

BP239

Phil Anderson WOXI
CRYSTAL SETS. The Xtal Set Society Newsletter.

SCROGGIFS -FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS &
XTNL5

ELECTRONICS Ilth Edition

CRYSTAL SET BUILDING & MORE

168 £10.50

XTNL67

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS

160 £10.00

XTPROJ

Clive Smith G4FZH

Volume 5. Phil Anderson WOXI

88

£7.00

Telephone

.
(01202)
659990
I

SCROGY

170 £12.99

TESTEQ

E-MAIL: bookstore,'à-pwpublishing.ltd.uk
FAX: (01202) 659950
OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 78

'11

Please note: Cash not accepted with mail orders. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery although the usual wait
MILIT ARY
AIRCRAFT
MARI INGS
2002

292 £20.99

Mire

Thin Air

w

CEIVER
PAST & PRESEN

ffl

VISA

is about 4 days.
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Introducing a breakthrough
Just when you thought that there is nothing in shortwave that
could surprise you anymore, here comes the new WIN RADIO
G303i Receiver.

An intuitive control panel features a wide variety of tuning and
scan modes, memory functions, and many other facilities.

ulator
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This new receiver continues in the fine tradition established
by WiNRADiO's successful range of wide-band PC-based
receivers. The "G3" stands for "the third generation": As the
original, award-winning, first-generation WR-1000i receiver
was the world's first commercially available wide-band
receiver on a PC card when launched seven years ago, the
newly introduced WR-G303i is the world's first dedicated
shortwave receiver on a PC card. It is also the first
commercially available receiver where the entire final
intermediate frequency stage and an all-mode demodulator
are entirely executed in software, running on a PC.
The advantages of this receiver are too numerous to list in
this limited space: In addition to the flexible and friendly user
interface of a PC-based receiver, with its numerous functions
and facilities not normally available on any conventional
receiver, the WINRADi0 G303i Software-Defined Receiver
excells particularly by the ability of its demodulators: While the
Standard Demodulator provides the performance of a highly

The Professional Demodulator (optional) Is adjustable in many
respects, including the digital filter parameters.

respectable shortwave receiver including synchronous AM
demodulation and a real-time spectrum scope, the optional
Professional Demodulator offers even more: continuous IF
bandwidth adjustment (in 1Hz increments), interactive block
diagrams with two additional audio spectrum scopes, and
even built-in THD and SINAD measurement facilities.
Additional demodulators are planned as further options,
including a DRM (digital radio) demodulator.
The WiNRADi0 G303i -a ground-breaking shortwave receiver
that will surely amaze you.

The Professional Demodulator (optional) includes interactive block
diagrams for all modes, with two real-time spectrum scopes and
THD and SINAD measuring facilities.

Spectrum Scope

The secondary wide-band spectrum scope complements
the primary narrow-band one.

Specifications
•
Frequency range: 9 kHz to 30 MHz •Tuning resolution: 1Hz
•Modes: AM, AMN, AMS, LSB, USB, IS13*, DSB*, OW, FM3, 1M6, FMN
•
Antenna: 50ohm (SMA) •Dynamic range: 95dB •IP3: +8dBm
'Professional Demodulator Option only

System Requirements
•IBM PC compatible (CPU 500MHz or higher. PCI slot)
-Sound Blaster 16 (or compatible sound card)
•
Windows 98/ME/NT/2000/XP
Sabs-ifecations are subject to change wtthout notice. VONRADi0 and G3 are trode-marta
of WiNRADi0 CommunicationsWiNRADi0 technology is protected by US Pat No.
6,289,207 and other existing or pending patents or patent applications.
C2002 WiNRADIO Communications Melbourne, Australia.

UK Sales Information
Contact the authorized UK distributor

Falcon Equipment and Systems
Tel: (0)1684 295807
Fax: (0)1684 850011
Email: winradio@sda-falcon.co.uk

1111111111

For more technical details please visit:

www.winradio.com

WiNRADiG
e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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a.m., s.s.b., 100kHz to 1300MHz, inc.
NiCads, headphones, boxed, instructions,
in mint condition, £155 to inc. postage.
Tel Blackpool area (01253) 727279.
Yaesu VR-500, v.g.c., boxed, £85.
Fairhaven RD500VX cAry keyboard (mini),
v.g.c., boxed, £375. Glynne, Maidstone.
Tel: (01622) 820401 or (07971) 595160
mobile.

Subscribers free,
£4 non-subscribers

Please write your advert clearly in BLOC( CAPITALS up to amaximum of
30 words, plus 12 words for your contact details anti send it together with
your payment of £4 (subscribers free!) to Trading Post, Short Wave
Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH18 8PW. You can also E-mail your Trading Post advertisements
to: tpOpwpublishing.ltd.uk (if you don't want to include your credit
card details with your E-mail, just 'phone us on (01202) 659910).
If an order form is not provided due to space constraints, aform from a

FOR SALE
AOR AR3000A with manual, no longer
required, f450. Tel: Cheshire (01606)
837826, E-mail: bobcookerOonetetnet.uk
AOR AR7030 Plus, £475. Watson Hunter,
£35. Lowe HF -150, £120. Tel: (02871)
345032.
Books and booklets, over 500, lifetime's
collection, amateur, electronics, gadgets,
famous authors, rare ones, going back to
1900s plus pre-VVVVII and post war, plus
early SWMs, PWs, etc., lists available. Tel:
(01872) 862291.
Computer PC, Q-Tech 868MHz speed,
128MB RAM, 20GB HD, 3.5in floppy, WIN
XP Serial parallel ports, u.s.b. modem,
£350. Buyer collects -have boxes, etc.,
17in monitor. Tel: 0208-310 7162 (also
FAX), E-mail: implosion@tiscali.co.uk
anytime.
Drake R7, very good condition, £450.
Cedar PR-30 pre-selector, £22. SEM QRM
eliminator, £30. SCF-1A switched
capacitor, s.s.b./c.w. filter, designed by
W4UALl. Lake NRF2 noise reduction, £5.
Tel: Preston (01772) 704009
Grundig Yacht Boy 218 world band
receiver, fair condition, plus manual and
wallet, £18. Tel: Waterlooville 0239-242
6866.
Hitachi KH-WS1 WorldSpace digital
receiver, £110. Racal RA1792 receiver,
£450. Jim, Lancashire. Tel: (01695)
622754.
Howes CTU8 antenna tuning unit, very
good condition, never used, boxed with
instruction book, £30 o.n.o. Tel: (01296)
738029 day/evening.
Icom IC-R7000 communications
receiver, 25-1999MHz, £300. JRC 525
communications receiver, 30kHz to
34MHz, £300. AOR AR8200 MkIlscanner,
£250. Garmin GPS111+ inc. disk and led.,
£230 -all v.g.c. Mike, Bedfordshire. Tel
(01582) 700961 or (07961) 029222.
Icom IC-R75, mint condition, only ten
months old, all manuals, boxed, £450 or
swap for Alinco DX7OTH. Tel: Kettering
(01536) 391448 or (07970) 304553.
corn IC-R8500, unused and boxed, £650.
AOR AR7030, hardly used, £400. David on
(01751) 472509 or E-mail:
djwalker@johnsonsaccountants.co.uk
lcom IC-R9000 -arare opportunity to
purchase atop of the range receiver, full
coverage, all modes, spectrum scope, etc.,
£1950 o.v.n.o. + P&P Lee, Dorset. Tel:
(07770) 956021 for details.
JRC NRD-545 d.s.p. short wave
receiver, bought 23/7/02, cost £1295, will

EXCHRNME
NRD-515 radio, memory unit, four filters,
plus speaker, book and good 390A for
5151 or either one for J3 or i4, why.?
Both radios excellent. Brian on 0207-736
6581.

previous issue can be used as long as the cornerflash or subscriber number
is attached as proof of purchase of the magazine.
Adverts appear on afirst come first served basis.
All queries on (01202) 659910.
We cannot accept advertisements from traders, or for equipment which is
illegal to possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK. Please note
that SWM are in no way liable for any loss incurred as aresult of buying or
selling via 'Trading Post'. Please note cancellations cannot be accepted.

sell for £600. Yaesu VR-5000 with d.s.p.,
bought 17/6/02, cost £654, sell for £400.
Tel: Middlesbrough (01642)270397.
Kenwood R-2000 receiver with VC10,
vhf., mint condition, very little use, book,
£200. Tel: Kent (01795) 877503 anytime.
Log periodic 16-element complete with
rotator, control box, £70 o.n.o. Buyer
collects. Tel (01733) 266137 -ask for Ian after 1800.
MU-4628 MultiReader, very good
condition, not used very much, comes
with plug leads, manual and one small
cable, £100 o.v.n.o. Must sell. Darren
Smith, Herts. Tel 0208-449 7446.
Miracle whip antenna, 600kHz to
460MHz, telescopic, 1.3m max, h.f., v.h.f.,
uhf., transmitter, boxed, new, £130,
bargain at, £75. Tel: Warwicks (01926)
854556 not after 2100.
Racal RA1792 h.f. receiver, g.w.o.,
manual, £450. Drake R8E h.f. receiver,
g.w.o., manual, £300. Trio R2000 h.f.
recemer and VC10 v.h.f., g.w.o., £200 with
manual. Prefer buyer to call and inspect,
W. Yorks area. Les, W. Yorkshire. Tel:
(01274(643255.
Racal RA17L -late model -excellent
conattion, complete with manual, Racal If.
converter, freq. range 12.5 to 980kHz,
v.g.c., £175 o.n.o. or will separate. Tel:
Manchester 0161-283 1689.
Radio Shack DX39A, 0.2-30MHz, boxed,

Red Devil antenna, firestick antenna,
two power packs, ext. speaker,
s.wripower meter, exchange for homebase scanner, must have n.f.m., w.f.m. and
a.m., also cover 25-1300MHz without
gaps, must also be v.g.c. Andy, Mid
Glamorgan. Tel: (01656) 651497 or
andy.parsons@the-itspeciahst.co.uk

mint condition, with manual, surplus now
to requirements, cost £210 (inc carriage),
sell for, £110 (inc carriage). Dave, Scottish
Borders. Tel: (01896) 752465.

Timestep weather system, PROSat II
with antenna receiver interface and
software, manuals for Racal RA1792 h.f.
receiver. Tel: Birmingham 0121-608 3188.

Roberts R-9914 digital radio, manual,
original box, as new, £80. Tel: (01926)
859697.

Yaesu VR-500 all-band hand-held,
1000 channel for a 1000 channel Tandy
home base or sale for £170 -as new. Call
after 1830 weekdays or after 2030
Sunday. Tel: (01392) 424571 or mobile
(07754) 746487.

Sony SVV7600GR radio, plus AN LP1
active loop antenna, Sony p.s.u., manual,
boxed, all in mint condition, £150 plus
postage. Tel Lincs (01754) 762359.
Uniden 9000XLT base scanner, £120,
mint condition, boxed, with p.s.u.,
handbook. Tel: 0191-488 8338.

UJRNTEO
AOR AR5000+3 and SDL15500 with
Dressler to match, must be immaculate
condition, also Telemast for side of house.
Cash paid -no time wasters. Mr S. Boagey,
9Cairn Road, Hartlepool, Cleveland TS25
3AH, Tel: (01429)289917.

Universal M8000 communications
terminal with manual, 14in multi sync
monitor included, Datong FL3 filter
included in package, £300. Mike on
(01908) 613021 evenings only, E-mail:
barling@breathemaitcorn
VVavecom W4010 hardware decoder
and monitor, £120. Yaesu FRG-7700,
£160. Target HF3 and p.s.u., £75. All items
plus carriage, boxed with manuals, clean
and in g.w.o. Tel: Preston (01995) 602607.
Yaesu FRG-100, good condition plus
handbook, no p.s.u. buyer collects, £225.
Alan on (01268) 750744.
Yaesu FRG-7 communications receiver,
little used, perfect condition, £85. Tel'
Brighton (01273) 671532.
Yaesu VR-500 scanner, f.m., w.f.m.,

Eddystone EC958/7 or EC958/7E would consider the original EC958, also
required SG Brown headphones, types 'A'
and 'F'. Tony, Chesham. Tel: (01494)
778352 evenings.
Old half inch ferrite rods, willing to pay
good money for them. Peter on (07931)
463823 0900 to 2130.
Sony SW1 receiver, any condition
considered. Tel: Ringwood (01425)
470767
Understanding ACARS by Ed Flynn, 3rd
Edition, Contact Rick via E-mail:
sakrak@earthlink.net

ORDER FORM
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Ienclose Cheque/P.O. for £
(£4.00)
Made payable to PW Publishing Ltd
FOR SALE/WANTED/EXCHANGE maximum 30 words

Maw tn.,

advertieament IN THE NEXT

AVAILABLE ISSUE OF SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Name
Address

Post Code
Credit Card Details: Card Number
(30)

14% = ME:
Signature
Expiry date of card
Subscription Number
(on mailer label)
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CONTACT DETAILS maximum 12 words

INELLIBROOK COMMUNICATIONS
Voted the best active antennas — 2003 Passport to World Band Radio

ALA 1530 LOOP ANTENNA

NEW K9AY

EXTENDED LF RANGE DOWN TO 50kHz

DIRECTIONAL LOOP

The ALAI 530 loop sets new standards for the listener. For the first
time it is possible to reject locally radiated and mains

New K9AY directional loop antenna. This revolutionary antenna
has an electronically steerable cardiode pattern providing up

borne noise and still provide improved reception
compared to larger antennas and Active Whips.

to 30dB Front to Back ratio from 50kHz to 4MHz. With
high omni-directional sensitivity up to 30MHz. It comes

1m dia. Aluminium loop is designed for
outdoors, away from the local noise zone. The

with Antenna Control Unit and a two loop Head unit.
The antenna is easy to use and can discriminate
co-channel interference

loop is broadband from 50kHz to 30MHz with
useable performance to over 100MHz and
matches directly to the receiver. Thus the
loop is easy to use, as no tuning is required.

K9AY LW/MW Dx Loop
£289.00 +£10.00 P&P Add £15.00 Overseas

With 30dB nulls to reduce interference, LW,
MW and SW reception is outstanding.

See John Wilson's review ;Oct 2002 SWM

Professional performance is assured for high
signal environments with high IP2 +70dBm
and IP3 +40dBm. Supplied complete with

This is what the experts say.
John Wilson; Nov 2000 SWM:

Rotator Mounting Bracket, Antenna Interface and
PSU
£119.95 +£10.00 P&P Add 25.00 overseas

Given the choice between an active whip and an active loop,
Iwould take the loop every time. It is infinitely better than the
whip in terms of E-field noise rejection, performs every bit as

ALA 330 HF Active Loop 3MHz to 30MHz
£119.95 +£10.00 P&P Add £25.00 Overseas
LFL1010 VLF Active Loop 10kHz to 10MHz
£160.00 +£10.00 P&P Add £25.00 Overseas

well if not better than the classic end fed wire, has very useful
nulls for rejecting unwanted signals.

Wellbrook Antennas are also used for Professional Broadcast,
Navigation Beacon, Radio Monitoring, etc.

Wellbrook House, Brookside Road, Bransgore, Hants BH23 8NA.
Tel: 01425 674174
Also from THE SHORTWAVE SHOP 01202 490099 E-mail: sales@wellbrook.uk.com Visit our web site: vvww.wellbrook.uk.com

DEALERS PANELS
Devoe

THE SHORTWAVE SHOP
Radio Communications Centre
Amateur/C.B./Shortwave
Scanners/Marine/Airband
Full range of used equipment
www.shortwave.co.uk
18 Fairmile Road, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 2LJ

i<e4.«yi

R. G. ELECTRONICS
SCANNERS

Walkie Talkies, CB Radio
Satellite Radio, CPS,
Metal Detectors.
ICOM &IOWA DEALER.

Ï)RaclioShack .STOciusrs

www.rgelectronics.co.uk
66 Oxford St., Whitstable, Kent CT5 1
DG

Seate,...4
Everything you need for C.B.,
Scanners & Amateur Radio...

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way

Glenrothes, Fife KY7 5DF

Tel: 01592 756962

01227 262319

Tues-Fri 9am-Spm •Sat 9am-4pm
Closed Sunday & Monday

Sen,evta 41..41 Spi% tvea

We4,
1 Si,.44,e)e

Yeywedzu

QSL
COMMUNICATIONS

Cooke
International

JAVIATION

www.cooke-int.com

Web site: wwwjaviation.co.uk

Electronic Test &
Measuring Equipment

Suppliers of:

Tel/Fax: 01202 490099

• For all amateur radio and listener needs.
• New and secondhand equipment.
• Part exchange welcome.

Unit 6, Worle Industrial Centre, Coker Road,
Worle, Weston-Super-Mare BS22 6BX

Tel/Fax: (01934) 512757
74

Tel: (+44) 01243 55 55 90

Operating &Service Manuals.

Telephone 01274 639503

* Aline() * AOR * Icom
* Yaesu * Yupiteru.
PLUS COMPUTER INTERFACE EQUIPMENT.
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• CLIVE HARDY G4SLU, SWM, ARROWSMITH COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH18 8PW
• E-MAIL: clive@pwpublishing.ltd.uk.

Amateur Bands

A

explanation, we'll take it that all digipeaters have RELAY

tthe moment in my neck of the woods,
there is agrowing amount of interest in
APRS, which to the uninitiated, stands for

as their alias.

Automatic Packet Reporting System. It's

Message Routing

been around for a handful of years and is a

natural progression along the packet radio path.
For those who are 'up to speed' with packet radio,

then there are similarities to notice between the modes
insofar as APRS involves the transmission of data
packets, and uses some of the same equipment. But
really it has agreat deal to do with GPS (Global
Positioning System).
Packet radio is so named as it sends data, invariably

Now, instead of specifying a route, it is only necessary to
specify the maximum number of RELAY digipeaters,
typically seven, through which the message should pass.
Software mechanisms prevent messages just bouncing
between the same two digipeaters. The message moves
outward from the sender by being passed on by every
RELAY digipeater that receives it. The message stops at
the digipeaters that have received the message via six

text, in short bursts, or little packets. These bursts are

other RELAY digipeaters, or fewer when there are no

called packets because the message bits of the burst

digipeaters within range to pass it on to.

have addressing and other bits put before and after
them which tell the system where to direct the message
bits. Think of the bits that comprises the message as a
letter, and the extra bits that are wrapped around as an
addressed envelope. Voila! A
packet.

By this means, a Beacon transmission could be
conveyed many hundreds of kilometres and over avery
wide area. Once a message or Beacon has passed from
one station to another, the receiving software 'knows'
which of the routes that the
transmission from the other

Armed with acomputer fitted

station took the shortest
time. It then directs return

with asoundcard or connected
to aTNC (terminal node

messages to the station via

controller -a kind of modem

those particular digipeaters,

between the computer to the
radio), a bit of shareware

rather than by flooding the
network with wasted

software and a radio to monitor
144.800MHz it is possible to

transmissions.
So what will you see on

watch amateur stations appear

your screen? The map

on amap as they transmit their

shows the activity recently

locations.

that Ipicked up at my very

How does it all work? Well, at

southerly location. You'll

regular intervals, say 30

note that not too many Celts
have latched onto APRS yet!

minutes, each station transmits
a burst of data as audio tones containing the

Mobile stations add some extra interest as it is possible

information of the station's callsign and geographic

to watch their progress in real time across the map.

position. These "I'm here!" transmissions are called
Beacons. For fixed stations, these data are entered

often used to provide communications for outdoor athletic

manually.
Mobile stations use aGPS unit to obtain their
positional data. The software causes the computer to
pass the data and the instruction to transmit to the
TNC. This in turn passes the transmit instruction to the
radio and presents it with the data as aseries of audio
tones which the radio transmits.
At the receiving station, the process is reversed and
the recipient's computer gets the data containing the
callsign and position of the other station. The callsign is
then displayed on a map next to a marker indicating the
transmitting station's location.

Spreading The Word
As well as sending positional data, stations can send
text messages to each other. For messages to arrive at
the right place they must be addressed to the receiving
station. If direct contact with the receiving station isn't

RAYNET, the Radio Amateurs emergencY NETwork, is
events such as road races. It uses APRS to track the
position of mobile stations such as the 'sweep bus' which
follows the last runner.
Many APRS stations have Internet links and send the
data they receive by radio to sites on the 'net. These sites
take all these data from the stations and plot the positions
of many stations on maps. A good site to look at is
http://welcome.totuiview Ul-View is the name of the
software developed for APRS by Roger Barker G4IDE and
is probably the most commonly used APRS software in
the UK. If you use it there's asmall registration fee to pay,
and Ithink if you do, you should. Here is agood place to
insert the obligatory 'other APRS software is available'!
In the March 2001 issue of PW is an excellent article
about APRS written by my good friends Richard & Ted.
The article covers the subject in much greater detail. So if
your interest has been aroused by my brief description of
APRS, then a read of the article would be avery helpful
move.

possible, the messages can be passed through other
stations which are set up as repeaters.
Unlike voice repeaters, these repeaters of digital

Finally...

data, known as digipeaters, operate on the one

Thanks for the correspondence and logs of your listening

frequency and receive the data, store it, then retransmit it as soon as possible. The clever but simple
bit of APRS is that all digipeaters have, as well as their
unique callsign, the same name, or alias, either WIDE
and or RELAY. For the purposes of the next bit of
Short Wave Magazine, December 2002

activities. Please address your letters to Clive Hardy
G4SLU, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW or
to clive@pwpublishing.ltd.uk If you write, adaytime
'phone number is very helpful.
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Practical Wireless
THE UK'S BEST AND ONLY INDEPENDENT AMATEUR RADIO MAGAZINE

Next Month in Practical Wireless, the magazine that brings you Amateur Radio &So Much More
it1510KIGAI,
• The brand new Icom tri -bander,

• Stan Brown G4LU looks at

the IC-E90 is now on the market -

the origins of Rugby Radio

find out what Richard Newton

Station.

GORSN thinks of it in this issue.

WINI

• The PW team, with the help

• An NES10-2 Noise Eliminating

of readers provide some helpful

Speaker

hints and tips on Silent Key Sales

Plus all your regular favourites including:
• Amateur Radio Waves

• Bargain Basement

• Club News

• Keylines

• News

• Radio Scene

• Valve & Vintage

and much, much more!
CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT? JANUARY ISSUE ON SALE 12 DECEMBER...PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!

In Next Month's

• FREE! RAE Home Study Course Part 3
• Wild Blue Yonder -Radio backpacking in Alaska
Radio Story -70 Years of Sound
• Military Matters -Comms for the Military enthusiast
RADIO ACTIVE DECEMBER ISSUE ON SALE 15 NOVEIVMER

Radio Active is published on the third Friday of each month
available from all good newsagents or direct by calling
[01202) 559930. priced at only E2.5D

76

All the guar
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A Sate:iite Band Spectrum Monitoring Unit -Sat TV Special Roger Bunney
A Testing Time John Wilson G3PCY
Airband Radios -Sky High Special Peter Bond
Art que Computers -ShackWare Special Jerry Glenwright
Beg nners Broadcast Special -Broadcast Special Martin Peters
DAB Revealed Jon Trowsdale G4AXE
Decode Frequency Listing -Decode Special Mike Richards G4WNC
Decode The Column -Decode Special Mike Richards G4WNC
Decoding Tips -Decode Special Mike Richards G4WNC
Discrete & Unpublished? -Sky High Special Peter Bond
DRM Revealed -Conclusion Don Messer & Peter Jackson
DRM Revealed -Part 1Don Messer & Peter Jackson
DXTV & FM Special -DXTV Special Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
DXTV The Column -DXTV Special Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
FM DXing -DXTV Special Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
Genesis of a DXpedition, Miscou Capers -Part 1Jacques d'Avignon VE3VIA
Genesis of a DXpedition, Miscou Capers -Part 2Jacques d'Avignon VE3VIA
Getting To Grips With Trunked Radio Ian Wraith
In The Beginning -Sky High Special Peter Bond
Johan's War Jon Cleaver
Listening By Computer -Part 1Martin Peters
Listening By Computer -Part 2 Martin Peters
Listening By Computer -Part 3 Martin Peters
Making Your HF Antenna Better Joe Carr K4IPV
METEOSAT Second Generation WXSAT In Orbit -Info In Orbit Special Lawrence Harris
Modern Times Bob Ellis
Monitoring The German Air Force -SSB Special Graham Tanner
Monitoring With The RA Kevin Nice G7TZC/M3SWM
No Batteries Necessary Gil McElroy VE3PKD
Old Time DXTV -DXTV Special W.J. Williamson
Pirate Radio Dave Roberts
Present Times Bob Ellis
Receiving Antennas -DXTV Special Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
Roberts Radio 70th Anniversary
Satellite TV News Intro -Sat TV Special Roger Bunney
ShackWare Introduction -ShackWare Special Jerry Glenwright
ShackWare The Column -ShackWare Special Jerry Glenwright
Sky High The Column -Sky High Special Peter Bond
Software Round-up -Decode Special Mike Richards G4WNC
SSB In Goa Graham Tanner
SSB Utilities The Column -SSB Special Graham Tanner
Surf, Save & Print -ShackWare Special Jerry Glenwright
SWM UK Radio Club Listing
Television System Differences -DXTV Special Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
The Other Man's Shack -Dennis Easterling Kevin Nice G7TZC/M3SWM
The Other Man's Shack -Dave Jones Kevin Nice G7TZC/M3SWM
The Other Man's Shack -Dougie Coull Kevin Nice G7TZC/M3SWM
The Other Man's Shack -Eric Bray Kevin Nice G7TZC/M3SWM
The Other Man's Shack -Hugh Neal Kevin Nice G7TZC/M3SWM
The Tale Of Two Satellite Enthusiasts -Sat TV Special Roger Bunney
The USAF C-5 Galaxy on Short Wave -SSB Special Graham Tanner
The Way We Are -Sat TV Special Roger Bunney
TV DXing -DXTV Special Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
TV Systems -DXTV Special Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
Weather Satellite Software Guide -Info In Orbit Special Lawrence Harris
Weather Satellites -Introduction -Info In Orbit Special Lawrence Harris
What Does It Mean? -Part 1
What Does It Mean? -Part 2
What's On The Menu Tonight, Waiter? -Sat TV Special Roger Bunney

Dec 22
Mar 27
Aug 42
Mar 39
Oct 16
Jun 30
Sep 26
Sep 34
Sep 30
Aug 38
Aug 30
Jul 15
Jan 22
Jan 34
Jan 23
Jan 16
Feb 9
Dec 31
Aug 34
Jul 23
Feb 22
Mar 22
Apr 39
Apr 35
Nov 23
Jan 51
Jun 16
May 34
Mar 50
Jan 30
Jun 26
May 30
Jan 27
Nov 38
Dec 22
Mar 35
Mar 46
Aug 46
Sep 23
May 41
Jun 44
Mar 43
Nov 60
Jan 28
Dec 44
Jun 39
Nov 29
May 40
Feb 45
Dec 26
Jun 23
Dec 23
Jan 24
Jan 28
Nov 25
Nov 16
Sep 43
Oct 41
Dec 25

Projects
Morse Assistant -Morse Reader Program & PC Interface -1Graham Sutton G4EVW
Morse Assistant -Morse Reader Program & PC Interface -2 Graham Sutton G4EVW
Morse Assistant Update Graham Sutton G4EVW

Jul 41
Aug 26
Oct 40

Reviews
And Now For Something Completely Different (Zenith TransOceanic G500,
Royal-1000D & Sony CRF-5100I John Wilson G3PCY
AOR LA-350 Loop Antenna John Wilson G3PCY
Collins R-390A John Wilson G3PCY
lcom IC-R5 Dave Roberts
K9AY Loop Antenna John Wilson G3PCY
NES10-2 Noise Eliminating Speaker Kevin Nice G7TZC/M3SWM
Pure EVOKE-1 Martin Peters
Racal RA1772 John Wilson G3PCY
Racal RA1795 John Wilson G3PCY
Racal RA3791 John Wilson G3PCY
Radio Shack PRO-82 Dave Roberts
Radio Shack PRO-89 Race Scanner Dave Roberts
Ten lec RX-320 John Wilson G3PCY
Ten-Tec RX-350 John Wilson G3PCY
Uniden Bearcat UBC280XLT Dave Roberts
Uniden Bearcat UBC780XLT Scanner Mike Burgess G7HID
Wavecom VV4OPC Kevin Nice G7TZC/M3SWM

Jul
Nov
May
Dec
Oct
Sep
Dec
Jan
Feb
Aug
Dec
Oct
Apr
Sep
Apr
Feb
Jan

31
30
22
28
31
17
38
43
34
17
40
28
29
38
23
40
35

Don't forget that we still have available SWM Back Issues for 2002, as well as 2001,
2000, 1999 and 1998, but hurry as stocks are limited. To order Back Issues, either
use the Order Form on page 78 of this issue, or call the Credit Card & Order Hotline
on (01202) 659930. Back Issues or photocopied articles are £3.25 inc. P&P.
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SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE -1YEAR
0 £36.00

J £43.00 (Europe)

(UK)

0 £48.00 (Rest

of World Airsaver)

J £54.00

(Rest of World Airmail)

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
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You can now order on-line.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS (1 YEAR)
O £60.00 (ix)

J £73.00

See www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/books/
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O £81.00
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O £93.00

(Rest of World Airmail)
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issue.
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II.

QUALITY RECEIVERS & KITS

...America's Best!

TEN

—TEC

MADE IN
USA

High performance, versions for PC control,
hobbyist and commercial use, all feature DSP
technology •
also kits from £20 upward and
support for current and older equipment

PRICE TRANSPARENCY
What does Ten Tec DIRECT and price transparency mean ?? Simply your knowledge that you are getting excellent products
backed by first class service at the lowest prices.., no need to hassle over direct imports or concerns of dealing with distant
companies. Buy DIRECT from the UK today, no worries. UK specification CE approved with 12 month warranty supported in the UK.
Remember, Ten-Tec is available direct only, Ten Tec products held in UK stock for immediate despatch. Prices quoted in GBP £

Sterling including VAT. •Nominal next working day carriage to a UK mainland address £10 extra. UK sales & support office operated
by AOR UK LTD. E&OE.

TenTec Kits

RX-340: The
RX-340 is a multi-mode, general coverage
synthesizec
Jtilizing extensive Digital Signal Processing.
DSP brings cie pertormance and repeatability of expensive military grade
communications receivers into the price range of top end commercial
receivers fo, short wave listeners. £3,799 inc VAT*

TenTec produce awide range of
kits with prices from less than
£20 through to short wave
receivers and transceivers.
A cross section of kits are listed
below, but many more are
available to order as the range
expands over the coming months. Full details may be viewed
on the TenTec UK web site. A short-form catalogue is also
available to request. Popular items are available from stock,
for special orders (typically unlisted items) please allow 28
days for delivery.
Full instructions supplied with each kit, support is via e-mail
from the factory in the USA only.
Price /carr*/ available fron'
Receivers
1054

Regen 4band SW receiver

1056

SSB/CW direct cony SW receiver

1253
1254

9band short wave receiver
SWL receiver with digital display
active aerial (SWL)

1552

£25.00 (B)
£25.00 (B)
£59.50 (Al
£169.00 (Al end Nov'02
£12.00 (B)

Transceivers (50kHz segment)
1315
15m QRP CW
1320
20m QRP CW
1330
30m QRP CW
1340
40m QRP CW
1380
80m QRP CW

£88.50
£88.50
£88.50
£88.50
£88.50

RX-350: The Ten-Tec RX-350 is a full featured, mid-price range HF
DSP ,ecerver, on-screen band activity display adds a new dimension
to locating transmissions and tuning the receiver, 34 DSP
banctw.erths provided, noise reduction etc. Extensively reviewed by
John .5:son, SWM September 2002 £1,099 inc VAT*
• 302R optional remote keypad £129 inc VAT
• 3078 optional external speaker £89 inc VAT
(car , extra on the above options if ordered separately)

Accessory kits
1001
DC -1GHz preamp
1051
noise bridge for ATU optimising.
1064
smart squelch for receivers
1553
budget Morse code keyer (excl paddle)

£9.90 (131
£15.00 (B)
£16.50 (B)
£10.50 (B)

RX-320: PC 'black box' dedicated short wave receiver. Don't be deceived
by the small size of the cabinet or low price, the RX-320 performance is
much csoser to that of the RX-350 desktop short wave receiver than any
low cos -.a it features 34 DSP bandwidths. Extensively reviewed by
John Wilson, SWM April
2002.

1050

Supplied with UK mains
power supply, floppy disk with
Windows software (Win3.1 WinXP compatible), RS232
9-pin lead, audio lead for PC
sound card, phono plug for
aerial connection, BNCPHONO aerial adapter, whip
aerial, operating manual.
RF performance is amazing
£249 inc VAT*

TEN—TEC DIRECT

Fun kits
universal BFO

£9.90 (B)

"Carriage costs (postage /packing /handling) to UK:
A =£8.00

8=f300

TenTec repair service

The UK workshop is capable of providing full service facilities for the
RX320/340/350 which we are supplying, they carry a 12 month warranty.
In addition, it is our intention to support all TenTec products, although
at present we have limited spare parts and service information for
earlier models.., we will therefore build our capability on adynamic
basis, good support is offered to us from TenTec in the USA. If you
have specific technical queries, let us know.
The future potential is quite exciting, if you have internet access, keep
an eye on the UK TenTec web pages or stay in contact in the
conventional manner.

Tel: 01773 880788

Fax: 01773 880780

4E East Mill, Bridgefoot, Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 2UA England
tentec@aoruk.com
www.aoruk.com/tentec
TEN-TEC USA, 1185 Dolly Parton Parkway, Sevierville, TN 37862, USA

SP'ECIAIL

(Al
(A)
(Al
IA)
IA)

RELATIONSHIP'

ROBERTS
Sound for Generations

The New R9914 from Roberts
PLL digital world band radio —ideal for
LW/MW/FM/SW wavebands
41110 Direct keypad tuning
ID Digital clock

ID 45 station presets

Rotary tuning

Alarm/time functions

I. SSB for reception of single sideband and CW transmissions

4. Station tuning in 1kHz steps

41. Key lock

B IM WORLD SERVICE

I. Dual conversion for improved SW image rejection

ID FM stereo via earphones

Soft carry pouch

BY APPOINTMENT TO
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HER MA)ESTY THE QUEEN

MM. QUEEN ELIZABETH

H.R.H.THE PRINCE OF WALES

SUPPLIERS & MANUFACTURERS

THE QUEEN MOTHER

MANUFACTURERS 8. SUPPLIERS OF

OF RADIO AND TELEVISION

RADIO MANUFACTURERS

RADIO RECEIVERS

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED

ROBERTS RADIO UMITED

Complete with AC adaptor

BY APPOINTMENT

ROBERTS RADIO LIMITED
PO Box 130, Mexborough, South Yorkshire S64 8YT
Tel: +44 (0) 1709 571722

Fax: +44 (0) 1709 571255

Website: www.robertsradio.co.uk

